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MAJOR PROFESSOR: Dr. J. Tobin Grant
This dissertation is an exploration of the religious movements within Christianity in the
United States. After discussing the common strategies used in the social science literature to
classify religious belonging, I develop an alternative method that leverages associational ties
between religious groups and people who are not active despite their identity. I develop theorydriven classifications for people whose religious identity cannot be determined solely on their
identification. The remainder of the dissertation tests whether religious movements correspond to
differences in the social and political behavior of those in these religious categories. I find
significant differences on demographics, religious beliefs and behaviors, and political
partisanship. Significant differences are also found when the analysis is narrowed down to a
specific electoral context, the election of Donald Trump in 2016. Throughout the dissertation I
will compare the explanatory power of my new scheme, RELMOVE, to existing classification
schemes like RELTRAD. The dissertation concludes with some final thoughts for future
researchers on the usefulness of the scheme moving forward.
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CHAPTER 1
CAN MORMONS CHANGE THEIR SPOTS?: RELIGIOUS BELONGING AND THE
COMMUNITY OF CHRIST
The Community of Christ is a religious organization within the Mormon tradition. Like
all Mormons, the Community of Christ traces its history back to Joseph Smith, Jr. Smith was
born in 1805 in upstate New York. He struggled to fit in with any of the existing Christian
communities in the area until one day, while praying in the forest, he received the first of a series
of visions from God. These visions culminated with an angel named Moroni revealing golden
plates to Smith, from which he translated the Book of Mormon. Smith proceeded to preach based
on his new understanding of Christian theology and quickly gathered followers. Before long,
Mormons were being persecuted by their neighbors and ended up moving from New York, to
Ohio, to Missouri, and then back to Illinois. On June 27, 1844, a mob stormed a jail where Smith
and his brother were being held and killed them.
After Joseph Smith’s death, the community of Mormon believers he left behind fractured.
There was no clear plan for succession, and Smith had left the church’s finances in shambles.
The largest faction followed Brigham Young as Smith’s successor. This was the group that
eventually was forced to leave Illinois and undertake the long journey to Utah. They formed what
is today the largest denomination within the Mormon faith, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints (LDS Church). However, there were many other splits and divisions. The second
largest faction argued that Joseph Smith’s son, Joseph Smith III, should ultimately be placed in
charge. They did not leave for Utah; instead, they remained in the Midwest and formed the
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. In 2000 the Reorganized Church of
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Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints renamed themselves the Community of Christ (CoC), based on
Joseph Smith’s original name for his church.
The CC evolved on a separate track from the LDS Church, which was for most of its
early history isolated from other forms of Christianity. The Reorganized Church rejected the
practice of polygamy almost immediately. The Reorganized Church also rejected the
nontrinitarian understanding of Christ that was present in the LDS’s official doctrine. By the
early 20th Century, the Community of Christ was an active participant in the progressive “Social
Gospel” (Olsen and Timothy 2001) movement alongside most Mainline Protestant
denominations. In 1984, the Community of Christ officially opened its priesthood to include
women (which has not been done in the LDS church as of 2019). In 2013, the Community of
Christ officially approved local congregations to perform same-sex marriages (Salinas 2013).
In addition to being more progressive than the LDS Church, the Community of Christ has
also been more ecumenical. For example, the Community of Christ began practicing open
communion in 1994 (The Lord’s Supper 1994), which opened the religious practice to all other
baptized Christians. In 2010, the Community of Christ was unanimously granted membership in
the National Council of Churches (NCC; Jenks 2010), the nation’s oldest ecumenical
organization, whose members include the largest Mainline Protestant, Historically Black, and
Orthodox denominations as members. The Community of Christ’s ecumenical and interfaith
officer said after the Community was granted NCC membership, “We are here because of you
and because the Holy Spirit at work in our lives and at work in your lives and at work in God’s
world. We know that our witness is informed by your witness, and we hope that our witness will
be in partnership with yours.” (Jenks 2010)
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The Community of Christ is important for scholars who study religion to consider not
because of its size1 but because of what the existence of this very distinctive denomination within
the Mormon tradition reveals about the classification and coding schemes social scientists use to
operationalize religious affiliation. Most coding schemes like RELTRAD (Steensland et al) and
Lehman and Sherkat (2018) would look at the Community of Christ and classify them with other
Mormons. Even though the Community of Christ is a wing of Mormonism, it is different from
the larger LDS Church in a variety of important ways. The Community of Christ affirms that the
Book of Mormon and the Doctrines and Covenants are Scripture that enhance and affirm “that
Jesus Christ is the Living Word of God” (Community of Christ 2019). Many existing schemes
for classifying religious affiliation would say that this fact makes the Community of Christ, like
Mormonism in general, as other Christian religion.
It is problematic to classify the Community of Christ as an “other Christian” tradition
because it is a member of the NCC, which explicitly defines itself as a Christian organization.
Their Statement of Faith says (bold added for emphasis):

1

The Community of Christ is significantly smaller than the LDS Church. While church

membership statistics are typically unreliable, the Community of Christ’s 2014 report claimed
around a quarter million members (McGladrey LLP 2014). According to a report issued by the
LDS First Presidency, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints had over 16 million
members in 2018.
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“The National Council of Churches is a community of Christian communions, which, in
response to the gospel as revealed in the Scriptures, confess Jesus Christ, the incarnate
Word of God, as Savior and Lord.” (National Council of Churches2 2019)
Religious Movements
This dissertation is a study of Christian religious belonging in the United States. It builds
upon a large body of literature that has demonstrated that religious belonging, the religious
family that a respondent identifies with, influences Americans’ political attitudes and behaviors
(Green et al 1993, Layman 1997, Fastnow et al 1999, Djupe and Grant 2002, McClerking and
McDaniel 2005, Olson et al 2006, Smith and Walker 2012). My contribution to this literature is a
theory that conceptualizes religious organizations as constituent members of religious
movements. While I define religious movements in detail in Chapter 2 here it is in brief. A
religious movement in a collective action of religious groups that petitions for benefits. I argue

2

The NCC does not represent all Protestants in the U.S. Many denominations, all of

which are undeniably Christian, have no interest in joining the NCC. The Southern Baptist
Convention, the largest Protestant denomination in the United States, is not a member. There are
no Pentecostal denominations, despite Pentecostalism being the fastest growing branch of
Christianity over the 20th Century. The National Council of Churches claims that it represents,
“100,000 congregations from Protestant, Anglican, Orthodox, Evangelical, historic AfricanAmerican, and Living Peace traditions” (National Council of Churches 2019) and yet they do not
have a single member that would be considered Evangelical in a sociology or political science
survey that accounted for religious tradition.
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that membership in a local congregation (which may or may not be affiliated with one or another
religious tradition and/or denomination) is akin to identifying with a religious social movement
that is nested within broader movements. Many local congregations exist within a broad religious
tradition (such as the Catholic Church) or smaller denomination (such as the Southern Baptist
Convention or the Community of Christ). However, in the United States’ highly pluralistic
religious marketplace (Finke and Stark 2005), denominations are rarely large enough to promote
widespread social or political change. Instead, I argue that denominations use ecumenical
organizations to foster spiritual, ideological, and even political unity and to signal who belongs to
the movement and who does not.
If we allow the members of a religious movement to define who is and is not part of the
movement, we quickly see that existing classification schemes of religious affiliation lack face
validity. Although some classification schemes have used ecumenicalism as a reference point,
my analysis demonstrates that standard categories of religious affiliation (1) overlook essential
within-category differences and (2) misclassify religious groups that would see themselves as
natural components of a category other than the one scholars put them in. To improve the state of
the art in classifying religious belonging, we need a new classification scheme that uses
ecumenicalism as the method of organization.
I limit myself to an explanation of the Christian religious movements in the United States
today. While the findings and the approach I take in this dissertation could be expanded to other
religions and to other countries that is not the focus of this dissertation. I also do not attempt to
define what Christianity is. Throughout the dissertation you will see me refer to groups like
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Mormons, Jehovah’s Witnesses, and others whose status as Christian has been questioned. I am
uninterested in that debate.
Religious Belonging and Ecumenism
Religious belonging, as tested in this dissertation, is a measurement what religious group
a person identifies with. Unlike Smith (1998) I am not interested in belonging as a group identity.
For this dissertation religious belonging refers to the religious organization (typically a
denomination) that the person attends. If I say that someone is a Neo-Evangelical, it is because
they have identified that they attend worship in a congregation that is in a denomination that I
have defined as Neo-Evangelical.
Belonging is only one measure of religion commonly used in the literature. These
different measures are often called the 3Bs. They are belonging, behavior, and beliefs. When
religious groups are classified these 3Bs are the three-legged stool that researchers typically use
for classification (Guth et al 1999, Kohut et al 2000, Kellstedt and Guth 2009). As I will discuss
in more detail in Chapter 4, there are frequently times where the respondent’s religious identity
alone is insufficient for them to be categorized. In these cases, researchers will often use a belief
or an identity measure to make-up the difference.
What is ecumenism? FitzGerald (2004) writes that, while the term has evolved over time,
ecumenical in most generally used to, “describe meetings bringing together representatives from
a variety of separated Christian churches.” (FitzGerald 2004, pg.3) He distinguishes this
definition from interfaith which, “refer to those contacts between Christians and member of other
living religions such as Judaism and Islam.” (FitzGerald 2004, pg. 5). Whenever two or more
Christian denominations work together that is ecumenism. If a non-Christian group is included
then the organization is not ecumenical, it is interfaith. Ecumenical organizations do not have to
6

be made up of only denominations. There are ecumenical organizations like the National
Association of Evangelicals and the Pentecostal Charismatic Conference of North America that
included colleges, universities, local congregations, and even businesses. These are ecumenical
because all the organizations involved have a Christian identity. In this dissertation I focus
exclusively on ecumenical relations between Christian denominations. While Interfaith
organizations are an interesting topic they do not imply the shared religious understandings like
ecumenism (FitzGerald 2004). Ecumenical groups are distinctly Christian and give us insight
into the theological and political perspective of their member denominations.
The ecumenical organizations I explore are formal. I do not consider dialogue to
constitute a religious movement. For something to be considered a religious movement the
denominations must be working together for a collective goal. Formal dialogue between
denominations is used occasionally but only in very rare cases. In Chapter 4 I outline my coding
scheme and at that point I discuss a few instances where I had to use cross-denominational
dialogue to sort some smaller sectarian denominations. For larger denominations I focus on what
ecumenical organizations they participate in. I take it seriously that, despite the dialogue that has
existed between the Catholics and the Evangelical Lutheran Church of America (ELCA), the two
denominations have not worked together in an ecumenical organization that works for collective
goods.
Classification
Classification is important for the study of religious belonging in the United States
because the United States has a diverse religious marketplace. Even if a study in only interested
in Christianity the central fact of Christianity in the United States is that it is divided into
denominations (Greely 1972). No one knows the exact number but we do know that there are
7

hundreds of different denominations in the United States (Mead et al 2014). The size of the
denominations vary considerably. Some denominations represent massive organizations
involving thousands of congregations and millions of adherents. Some denominations are quite
small representing only a few congregations in a confined geographic area. The need to compress
Christian diversity into a smaller number of groups goes all the way back to Gallup’s initial polls
in the 1930s (Wuthnow 2015).
There has been considerable evolution on how much Christian diversity our studies
should account for. Many of the earliest studies divided Christianity into two halves, “Protestant
and Catholic” (Hedberg 1956). Eventually this was understood to be insufficient because of the
diversity that exists within Protestantism. Greeley (1972) and the original GSS began to test for
differences using denominational categories; Baptist, Methodist, Lutheran, Presbyterian,
Episcopalian, and Other. This was the dominant form of analysis until Wuthnow (1988) who
argued that there were significant differences inside each of those denominational categories over
issues related to theological issues like Biblical literalism. T.W. Smith (1990) built a scale, called
FUND, which placed denominations ordinally from theologically liberal to fundamentalist. Even
as Smith developed his scale the religious landscape of the United States had already changed.
Fundamentalism had evolved into Evangelicalism (Stanley 2013). Evangelicals, as a distinct
religious category to be studied by social scientists, were defined by “The Gang of Four” John C.
Green, James L. Guth, Lyman A. Kellstedt, and Corwin E. Smidt who defined “Evangelicals”
based upon a shared set of beliefs and historical tradition. The graduate students of the “Gang of
Four” codified the work of their teachers into a classification scheme that they called RELTRAD,
short for religious tradition, in Steensland et al (2000). While RELTRAD has been subsequently
revised by its own creators (Woodberry et al 2012) it remains the standard by which social
8

scientists explore religious belonging. According to Google Scholar the Steensland et al (2000)
piece has been cited 1456 times since publication.
This matters for social scientists who are interested in political behavior but are not
interested in religion. Religion; like race, income, education, and age is a common control
variable in analyses. We know that in America Evangelicals tend to be more conservative and
more closely associated with the Republican Party (Smith 1998, Steensland and Goff 2014,
Smidt 2013). Despite that consistent finding there is not a consistent measure of who
Evangelicals are. For Smith (1998) Evangelicalism is a cross-denominational identity that people
apply to themselves. For Steensland et al (2000) Evangelicalism is a product of the congregation
you attend. For Bebbington (1989) Evangelicalism is a product of your beliefs and your
congregation and your identity have no bearing on whether you are an Evangelical or not. Some
congregations are part of a historical tradition that is Evangelical. These decisions have a massive
impact on who researchers analyze. Depending on how which method is used for classifying
Evangelicals they range from 10 to more than 40 percent of the population of the United States
(Hackett and Lindsay 2008).
Classifying religious groups like the Community of Christ should be theoretically driven.
The Community of Christ is too small to be treated as an independent category in a national
survey. They make up less than 1% of the religious landscape of the United States. If a study
wants to account for the effect of religious belonging in the United States, they are going to have
to decide where they place the Community of Christ in their dataset. Should the Community of
Christ be classified alongside other Mormon Christians? Are Mormons Christians? What are the
important factors that divide some Christians from others? Every classification scheme that sorts
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religious groups is based upon theory and every study that uses those schemes, whether it
acknowledges it or not, is based upon the assumption used in developing that scheme.
So how should we classify the Community of Christ? If we use their historical
background, then they should be classified with the other Mormons. They trace their origin to the
same source, Joseph Smith. They use the Book of Mormon like the LDS church. They use the
“Doctrines and Covenants” just like the LDS church. They share many of the same demographics
with the larger LDS church. Most schemes would simply place them together.
The Community of Christ are an interesting religious group to discuss because they are
one example of where religious tradition is insufficient to explain ecumenism. The CoC is a
Mormon denomination. Yet unlike other Mormon denominations the Coc has built an
ecumenical relationship with non-Mormon Christianity in the form of the NCC. The Community
of Christ could have attempted to build more formal ties with the LDS church, but they did not.
The CoC instead made a formal decision that the similarities that existed between themselves
and the NCC were more important than the similarities that existed between themselves and the
LDS. The same is true of the NCC. Their statement shows them going out of their way to affirm
the CoC not only as a religious group worth partnering with but also as a valid “witness of
Christ.”
Benefits of Religious Movements when Categorizing Religious Belonging
There are many benefits to studying religious movements, but I want to highlight the most
important one right away; Christian denominations frequently change and evolve over time. The
Community of Christ evolved toward other Mainline Protestant denominations. Mainline
Protestants and Historically Black Protestants have made significant efforts to work together in
the late 20th and early 21st Century and work together ecumenically. As Mainline denominations
10

like the Episcopal Church and the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America have become more
affirming toward the LGBT community, breakaway groups of congregations have been created
that are not Evangelical but have also disassociated themselves from the Mainline.
Change and evolution among Christian denominations is the norm and not the exception.
Catholic worship and doctrine changed with the Vatican II to make the Catholic Church more
ecumenical with other Christians. The Southern Baptist Convention conservative resurgence
takeover remade the SBC and made the denomination more sectarian than it had been before.
These changes happen constantly. They can be a reaction to a specific event, or they can be the
result of demographic changes within the membership.
By using ecumenism as the basis for classification social scientists can more effectively
tailor their schemes to the religious landscape that exists at the time the study was performed.
Who Christian denominations have seen as their natural allies has evolved over time. An
example of this is within Lutheranism. Lutheranism classification of Christian denominations
that all trace their history and theology back to Martin Luther a German monk who is credited
with beginning the Protestant reformation (Prothero 2008). Forty years ago, there was an
ecumenical body called the Lutheran Council in the United States of America. It brought almost
all the Lutheran denominations together to work on social programs and providing aid (Nelson
1980). During that period the Lutheranism could be considered a religious movement. In 1977
the Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod (LCMS) left the group and it eventually disbanded.
Today the ELCA (the largest Lutheran denomination in the United States) is in the NCC and the
LCMS rarely participates in ecumenical organizations. The religious landscape changed. The
LCMS became more conservative and the ELCA became more socially liberal. Ecumenicalism
gives researchers an easy way to track those changes over time.
11

The Community of Christ is another example of how denominations and churches evolve
and change over time. At one point in their history there was no distinction between LDS
Mormons and the Community of Christ except a dispute over succession and beliefs toward
polygamy. Over the years the Community of Christ has changed and evolved. This evolution is
not merely on social issues like LGBT marriage and women’s ordination but also on the central
theology of their denomination. This evolution meant that it saw the NCC as part of their
religious movement and the LDS Church.
Using ecumenism also frees researchers from some of the baggage that comes when
religious classification schemes are based upon the religious organization’s beliefs or social
standing. We do not need to account for variables like tension with society which are both
difficult to measure and hard to account for in a country like the United States where there is
substantial geographic variation on which religious group is in tension with the surrounding
culture. We do not have to base our scheme upon identifications like fundamentalist, evangelical,
or born-again which are frequently rejected by the people we are applying them to.
Outlining the Dissertation
The dissertation is primarily focused on the relationships and ties that exist within one
religion (Christianity) and in one country (the United States). Even with that limitation the
dissertation covers hundreds, if not thousands, of distinct religious denominations all of whom
operate independently of each other. While I will discuss it in more detail in chapter two, when I
say that there are hundreds of independent religious organizations in the United States, I am not
discussing local congregations. What I am talking about are organizations that represent, at a
minimum, enough local congregations who are working together in a denomination for some
material or spiritual goal. The United States also has hundreds of nondenominational churches as
12

well. These are local congregations that are not connected to any denominational structure
(Ammerman 2005).
Drawing from the work of scholars of religion alongside scholars of non-religious social
movements I make the argument that maintaining ties is how a religious group signifies who they
see as valid partners. This does not mean that they are in complete agreement. They are not.
Accepting the Community of Christ as a member of the National Council of Churches did not
mean that the Book of Mormon was adopted by the other members. Instead it signifies that both
groups see the other as legitimate partners in ministry and political action.
Data
Throughout this dissertation I use publicly available data sources as opposed to fielding
my own study. The nationally representative samples in these sources are superior to what I can
produce. The surveys are pre-tested, examined, revised, and have more responses than I would
have been able to achieve given my financial and time limitations. While the surveys I pull from
vary in their response rates and the way they were achieved (telephone, mail, in person
interviews, etc..) they have all produced data that has been produced results worthy of
publication.
The second reason to use pre-existing data sources is to demonstrate how the alternative
scheme provides new understanding on the effect of religious belonging even using data that has
been used for years. One of the goals I set myself in this project was to build a scheme that could
be used in pre-existing datasets.
To be used in this dissertation all the surveys had to include a wide array of
denominational variables, so the religious belonging scheme could be used. Fortunately, many
national surveys include branching questions about denominational identity. After some initial
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exploration I limited my analysis to three surveys.
The first dataset used in this dissertation is the General Social Survey (Smith et al. 2017).
The GSS is a survey that has been conducted dozens of times between 1972 and 2016. The GSS
features many variables on social, religious, and political issues. The GSS is most useful in my
study because unlike the other surveys I pull from it covers multiple years. The GSS has been
fielded consistently from 1973-2018. Because of that expansive history it contains variables that
are not present in other surveys. An example of this is Tithing. The GSS is the only survey I use
that asks respondents how much they donate to church.
The second dataset that is used in this dissertation is the 2016 American National Election
Survey. The ANES focuses more on political issues but it does include social attitudes as well.
The ANES also has some measures that just don't exist in other studies conducted during and
after the 2016 Presidential election. The first is that the ANES has feeling thermometers toward
the major candidates. This allows me to run tests on the effects of religious belonging on both
vote choice and the respondent's feelings toward the candidate as well. Where the GSS has asked
respondents how they feel about a specific group the ANES asked respondents how they felt
about Donald Trump. This gives us insight to whether religious groups voted for Donald Trump
because they liked him or whether they voted for him despite not liking him. The other thing the
ANES brings to the study is that because it has fewer specific denominational categories than the
GSS or PEW it forces Chapter 4 to spend more time thinking on how to code religious
movements in these kinds of surveys. The pre-election sample was conducted the two months
prior to the Presidential election (September 7 – November 7). The post-election sample was
conducted during the two months after the election ended (November 9-January 8, 2017). This
allows me to track changes over a short period of time.
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The final dataset that I employ in this survey is the 2014 PEW Religious Landscape
Survey (Pew 2014). The PEW Religious Landscape Survey was particularly helpful in the early
stages of developing the scheme in this dissertation. It features many respondents and more
specific Christian denominations then virtually all cross-national surveys. It also has a uniform
coding scheme that made Chapter Three on ambiguous religious belonging much easier to code.
I employ several standard statistical techniques throughout the dissertation using the
statistical analysis software STATA. The technique will vary depending on the kind of data I have
to analyze. In some cases, I have the appropriate measures to run multinomial regressions. In
other cases, logit and probit analyses are more appropriate. Finally, there are places where a
simple comparison of means test is enough. I will identify the technique used in each case.
The Dissertation Moving Forward
Chapter Two is the literature review. In this chapter I draw not only from the literature on
religion and politics but also from the social movement literature to develop my argument. I
define what I mean when I say religious movement. I demonstrate how ecumenism can be used
to identify the Christian religious movements that see each other allies for achieving supernatural
and political goods.
Chapter Three identifies the religious movements among Christians in the United States.
It uses ecumenical organizations to identify twelve distinct religious movements among
Christianity in the United States; Communion Partnerships, Other NCC Movements, Orthodox,
Neo-Evangelicals, Pentecostals, Confessional Lutherans, Sectarian Baptists, Churches of Christ,
Nondenominational Protestant, Catholics, Mormons, and Jehovah’s Witnesses. In each case
demonstrate what makes these groups unique from one another along with how each has
organized itself and how it identifies movement partners. In some of the more sectarian cases I
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demonstrate how the group has separated itself from the other Christian movements.
Chapter Four takes the religious movements identified in Chapter Three and details how
to use them to build a classification scheme called RELMOVE. I explain how surveys codify
religious belonging and how that matters when faced with the practical difficulties of building a
classification scheme. I discuss what to do with people who have an ambiguous religious identity
when classifying religious belonging. I also discuss small sectarian groups who are generally too
small to join with large ecumenical organizations. Finally, I give a final guide for how Christians
are organized in RELMOVE.
The second half of the dissertation takes the scheme developed in the first half and uses it
to test several basic questions to look for differences within the divisions I identify within
religious tradition.
Chapter Five begins the exploration of religious movements using survey data by testing
to see what these different religious movements look like. Are some religious movements older
than others? What is the racial/ethnical breakdown of these movements? In this chapter I show
that religious movements are not only separated ecumenically but they also represent very
different populations of people.
Chapter Six looks at differences that exist between religious traditions on measures of
religious belief and behavior. It demonstrates that even within religious traditions there are
significant differences that exist between religious movements on what they believe and how
they practice their religion. I end the chapter by running a likelihood-ratio test and find that
religious movements are causing significant differences even when we are controlling for the
effect of religious tradition.
Chapter Seven explores the differences that exist within Christian religious movements
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on partisanship. It explores whether religious movements affect partisan identification. It also
tests whether being in a religious movements significantly improve models that test feelings
towards the two major political parties. While movements are significant factors they work most
effectively on improving feelings toward the Democratic, as opposed to Republican, parties.
Chapter Eight presents tests on religious movements and gender politics. Broad gender
topics, like equal pay, had broad consensus among Christian religious movements. Where
religious movements significantly improved the models were when I ran opinion on issues about
how women relate to men in social relationship. An example of a place where religious
movements significantly improved the model is when respondents were asked if women wanted
power so they could control men.
Chapter Nine presents data on the 2016 Presidential Election. Religious movements were
a significant factor in improving models about feelings towards the candidates, particularly
models on Hillary Clinton. Religious movements were not significant in two-party vote choice
models when I controlled for partisanship and religious tradition. I then discuss what this says
about the competing classification schemes and what it means about the effect of religious
movements in the 2016 election.
Finally, I conclude with some thoughts about the dissertation moving forward. I
acknowledge some alternative approaches that I could have used and attempt to honestly discuss
some of the potential faults of the decisions that I made. I then present some implications of the
dissertation moving forward. I make a special point of highlighting religious movements that
need more examination by social scientists interested in religion.
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CHAPTER 2
RELIGIOUS BELONGING AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR
This is a dissertation that focuses on the effect of a person’s religious affiliation, or
“belonging,” on their social and political attitudes and behaviors. Including religious belonging in
analyses of public opinion data is a way for researchers to account for one important dimension
of religion: the religious group with which a respondent identifies. The relevance of religion in
the formation of political opinions is an accepted phenomenon in the social science literature
(Bramlett 2012, Olson et al. 2006, Smidt 2013). When I say that religious affiliation affects
political attitudes and behaviors I do not mean that churches and endorsing candidates from the
pulpit. While there are definitely public policies that are discussed in religious services (Bean
2014) religious affiliation impacts political behavior because a church is a social network. That
network includes small talk after and before worship which does frequently contain political
messages. It includes the political bumper stickers that are on the cars that people see when they
walk into worship. The social norms that arise around the church influence the members by
setting an example of what the congregation finds acceptable and what it does not (Djupe and
Gilbert 2008).
The effects of religion on politics are also a matter of public knowledge as well. Among
the many discussion points to come out of the 2016 Presidential Election was that according to
exit polling President Trump got 81% of the White Evangelical Christian vote, the highest
percentage of any Presidential candidate since we began sorting religious respondents in this
manner (Smith and Martinez 2016). This finding was reported by several news services both
secular (Washington Post, Politico) and religious (Sojourners, Christianity Today).
In this chapter I begin by examining different explanations that have been given for why
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belonging matters. I follow that up by describing why classifying religious organizations is so
complicated and present two alternative methods that social scientists have used to classify
Christian diversity in the United States.
Religious Belonging as a Proxy for Belief
Many of the political issues that people feel strongly about have religious overtones. It is
not new or interesting to says that for many people issues like abortion, same-sex marriage,
transgender bathroom usage, and many more are moral imperatives precisely because they
believe that their religion compels them to oppose such actions. While these are the commonly
thought of issues that we think of when we think of religion and politics we also know that
religion affects attitudes about Israel (Baumgartner and Morris 2008), environment policy (Guth
et al 1995), and economic issues (Will and Cochran 1995), among many other matters.
One early classification scheme that used religious belonging as a proxy for belief was
T.W. Smith’s FUND measure (1990). Fundamentalism, as argued by Smith, was a movement that
was a reaction to modernization in established Protestant denominations. It was also a movement
that was characterized by a set of beliefs; particularly a belief in the inerrancy of the Bible and in
a personal salvation from God3. The theoretical assumption that underpinned the FUND measure
was that if a denomination was fundamentalist then that was the message that was being taught to
the respondents in those denominations. Furthermore, it could be assumed that people in those
denominations were both understanding that message and were accepting it. These beliefs have
political implications. If you attend a church that is fundamentalist, FUND assumed that you too
believed in Biblical inerrancy because that doctrine was being preached in your church. Smith
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demonstrated successfully that FUND had explanatory power on a number of issues that was not
explained by cultural, age, education, or political ideology. The FUND measure, while unpopular
today, was prominent in the academic literature of its day.
The main problem with FUND is that people not only frequently differ from their
denomination on theological, social, and moral issues, but they also are sometimes unable to
articulate their own beliefs on such issues. This point was most forcefully articulated by Mark
Noll, who began his book The Scandal of the Evangelical Mind (1994) with the simple
statement, “the scandal of the evangelical mind is that there is not much of an evangelical mind.”
Most religious respondents can give a surface level statement of belief but cannot go beyond that.
A conviction that the Bible is the literal Word of God does not mean that a respondent knows
what the Bible says or has spent any time examining the contents of their faith (Prothero
2007).This is not an indictment of the religious; the same disconnect is found among the nonreligious as well. As the number of religious “nones” in the U.S. increases (Baker and Smith
2009), scholars have also begun to demonstrate that even people with no religious identity often
still have firmly held religious beliefs (Drescher 2016). The Pew Landscape Survey is littered
with baffling examples of atheists who report being certain God exists and Southern Baptists
who are just as certain that God does not exist.
The other issue with using religious belonging as a proxy for religious belief is that
beliefs are not the primary reason why Christianity is so fractured. While it is often assumed that
each of the denominations of Christianity must have separated over some important theological
issue, this is not always the case. We have known this as far back as H. Richard Niebuhr (1929)
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This is called a “born-again” experience.
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who wrote this in the preface to his book The Social Sources of Denominationalism:
“The effort to distinguish churches primarily by reference to their doctrine and to
approach the problem of church unity from a purely theological point of view appeared to
[me] to be a procedure so artificial and fruitless that [I] found myself compelled to turn
from theology to history, sociology, and ethics for a more satisfactory account of
denominational differences and a more significant approach to the question of union (p.
vii).”
A useful counter to using religious belonging as a proxy for belief is to do the opposite:
use belief as a mechanism for determining belonging. The NAE and LifeWay Research Center
have expressed their desire to see Evangelicals defined by their beliefs on religious measures as
opposed to where they attend worship. They identify four statements that a respondent must
agree with to be an Evangelical (NAE LifeWay 2015). According to the NAE/LifeWay scale an
Evangelical: uses the Bible as their highest authority for belief, believes it is very important to
share their faith with non-believers, says that only Jesus's death on the cross, and only having
faith in Jesus Christ as Savior will lead to eternal salvation. The NAE scale bears a great deal of
resemblance to the scale developed by David Bebbington (1989) commonly referred to as the
“Bebbington Quadrilateral.” Like the NAE the Bebbington quadrilateral identified four points4
that were the essential qualities of Evangelicalism. A major difference is that because Bebbington
is a historian his definition was not developed with measurement using a Likert scale in mind.

4

The Bebbington Quadrilateral differs from the NAE Lifeway scale on only a single point.

His definition includes activism, or the belief that the Gospel should be expressed in effort.
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While some of these questions are difficult to code into many publicly available datasets it is
possible to get at some of what the NAE LifeWay definition gets to as essential to Evangelicals.
Using beliefs to categorize religious groups is interesting but it fails to account for all the
other aspects that come from being part of a religious organization. Congregations promote social
solidarity, can act as agents of reform, and provide for the social welfare of their members
(Roozen, McKinney, and Carroll 1984). They are a social network through which members
receive, or do not receive, information (Huckfeldt et al. 1995). Saying someone “belongs” to a
group means more than that they have many of the same beliefs of that group it means that they
are embedded in the group.
Religious Belonging as a Social Network
Djupe and Gilbert (2009) argue that religious belonging matters because it represents a
community, or a social network, that the respondent is embedded within. This network of
associations influences political behavior because it reinforces some political norms while
silencing opposing viewpoints (Noelle-Neumann 1984). They describe congregations life as
“present[ing] myriad opportunities and information that help structure the civic engagement and
political opinion of church members” (Djupe and Gilbert 2009). Being part of a group means that
you are influenced by the group.
What typically does not happen is that clergy stand at the pulpit and formally endorse
political candidates or political parties. While clergy are “street-level elites” (Jelen 2001) who
have the potential to influence their congregation politically the frequency of this occurring
explicitly varies. Even when it does occur it can often have the opposite effect and solidify the
congregation in the opposite direction of what the clergy intended (Djupe and Gilbert 2003).
When Bean (2004) conducted her research on Evangelical churches in the United States and
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Canada she found that many of the people that she interviewed reported being uncomfortable
when explicit political appeals to a political party or candidate were made, even when they
happened to agree with the political appeal. There is a cost associated with a clergy member
taking a political stand that clergy must account for when they are explicitly political (Velez
2017).
Local congregations do see explicit appeals on the behalf of a political or social issue.
Religious leaders have been active in social movements like Prohibition and civil rights
(Crawford and Olson 2001) while also being active in opposition of abortion and expanding
rights to LGBT individuals (Olson 2009). These issue appeals establish norms within the
religious social network which influence the political behavior of the people within that network.
Social networks provide a contextual constraint on the people within them that influences
how citizens form their opinions and they influence where they acquire the information and
resources they need to participate in political action (Sokhey and Djupe 2011). If a person is
deeply embedded in a local congregation, the community’s political biases in that groupdcan
exert influence. This is true even when the political bias is not explicitly ties to a specific
political party or candidate. Bean (2004) may have found that members of the churches she
embedded herself with found explicit partisan appeals uncomfortable but one of her churches
also screened a video where abortion was equated with the Holocaust. For people within that
environment they may feel that they simply cannot support a pro-choice candidate, a stance
which will inherently benefit the pro-life party over the pro-choice party.
I think that the network explanation makes more sense in explaining the political
influence of churches than the belief explanation. While churches are undoubtedly influencing
the beliefs of their members given what we know about the influence of clergy (Djupe and
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Gilbert 2003) along with the low level of religious knowledge from church attendees (Prothero
2008) it makes more sense to think of local congregational influence as a social network. Social
networks reflect the influence that the people who surround us have on our value formation.
Churches, Sects, and Movements
Sociologists have struggled with what constitutes a religious movement. This is because
religious movements have typically been mixed up by the sociological debate over what
constitutes a church or sect. This debate is expansive and multifaceted,5 so it is useful to start by
considering the early, pioneering work of Benton Johnson (1963). Johnson argued that
sociologists should separate churches from sects on the basis of a single attribute. He saw
religious groups that were in tension with the surrounding society as sects and religious groups
that accepted their social environment as churches. According to McCarthy and Zald (1977), a
movement can only arise when the group is working against societal or governmental pressures.
A good formal definition of this viewpoint is that “religious movements are social movements
that wish to cause or prevent change in a system of beliefs, values, symbols, and practices
concerned with providing supernaturally based general compensators” (Stark and Bainbridge
1985). The goal of these religious movements is to be successful enough that they become
religious institutions, or the religious group that establishes the status quo.
I prefer the definitions used by Darren Sherkat. Sherkat defined social movements as
“constellations of preferences for collective goods – goods that can only be generated using
collective resources and could be enjoyed by all members of a collectively” (Sherkat 2006). A
social movement under this definition could be interested in any kind of collective good:
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monetary, cultural, even an apolitical good. Sherkat goes on to distinguish two types of social
movements, political and religious, on the basis upon who the movement is targeting with its
collective action. A political movement is a social movement seeking collective goods from the
state. A religious movement is a social movement seeking supernatural goods from a
supernatural source.
Sherkat’s definition of these terms is useful here because it frees us from having to
account for societal tension. Sherkat himself is explicit that his definitions apply to groups
regardless of their influence. “To say otherwise is to conflate movement success and power– the
relative return in collective goods on collective action efforts- with institutional politics, and to
marginalize social movement activity to contending groups with limited power and success”
(Sherkat 2006: p. 5).
For the purposes of this dissertation I will use the term religious movement to describe
both social movements that Sherkat would define as political and movements that would be
described as religious. Doing so makes the language easier, not because they are the same kind of
social movement. What I will demonstrate is that there are religious organizations that exist to
seek collective goods from a supernatural source that exist alongside religious organizations that
exist to seek collective goods from the state. In short, there are religious social movements nested
within religiously run political movements, and both are included in my scheme. While the
collective goods petitioned for in each case vary, they are all collectively organized movements
that are trying to achieve benefits for their members.

5

Pope (1942) listed 21 facets that separated the church from the sect.
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When I use the term religious movement I refer to collective action taken by religious
actors in an attempt to gain benefits. These actions can be political but frequently they are not. A
local church is a religious movement because it is where people can gather collectively and
petition for supernatural benefits. These local religious movements work together collectively in
larger religious movements that I have defined as denominations. Denominational religious
movements want their members to receive both supernatural and political benefits so they are
motivated to work together in ecumenical organizations. Ecumenism represents the broadest
possible religious movement considered in this dissertation. Religious movements pursue both
supernatural and political goals and I make no distinction between them. What is a supernatural
benefit and what is a political benefit is very murky. If a religious movement lobbies for a
favorable politic toward Israel because they believe that it will help promote the Second Coming
of Jesus (Haija 2006) is that a political or a supernatural benefit? The truth is that, like most of
these benefits, it lies somewhere in between. For this reason I make no distinction between
religious movements (as defined by Sherkat 2006) and political movements that a run by
religious organizations.
While I recognize that there are differences between the ideal types of social and religious
movements in the United States, the differences between the two is often blurred. Religious
movements are potential social movements. Religious movements possess a variety of resources;
a shared identity, public legitimacy, normative motivational systems, membership, and wealth
that can be deployed to achieve political purposes (Smith 1996). Religious movements are
organized through places that foster political discussion among participants (Djupe and Gilbert
2009) and feature group leaders, ministers, who exert prominent influence over the group (Morris
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1984, Harris 1999). They possess resources that can be mobilized for a political task including
manpower and finances. Ministers possess an audience that voluntarily listens to them speak on a
weekly basis. Religion does not have to be the sole motivating factor in a social movement for it
to be a religious movement. The pro-life religious movement involves other factors than just
religion (Luker 1984, Hunter 1991) including attitudes about motherhood and family but very
few people would argue that religion does not play an important role in the movement. The same
is true of the American Civil Rights movement which, while not an expressly religious
movement, was a social movement that was greatly assisted by mobilizing African American
religious communities in the south (Morris 1984).
Religious movements sometimes can be mobilized into political movements. Because
religion provides a sacred meaning to the world that meaning can transcend the temporal
concerns of believers that would otherwise cause them to be less involved. In their work on
Mormons and American politics, Campbell and Monson (2003) described the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS) as a pile of “dry kindling,” an apt metaphor not just for
thinking about the LDS Church’s potential to be politically activated, but also Christian
denominations more broadly. All the necessary ingredients to quickly and effectively mobilize a
population around a political issue exist within religious movements, but they are not always
mobilized politically. Attending an LDS ward is not a political act, but the Church was able to
mobilize the its resources to defeat an anti-LGBT marriage referendum in California (Newsroom
2008).
Religious (Social) Movements
At the smallest level a local congregation, church, synagogue, mosque, or whatever term
the religious movement uses can be thought of as a religious movement. The people who identify
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with6 that place of worship gather to obtain some benefit. In the average worship service, the
members sing songs, pray for some benefit, and read and learn about what they believe will gain
them some supernatural benefit. For Christians this typically means they read the Bible and try
and learn what God wants from them so that they can receive a supernatural benefit in the
afterlife. Worship is a collective action7 among the members. Even among religious traditions
like Evangelicals which focus on the individuality of each member’s salvation, worship is
conducted collectively. There is no Christian group that I am aware of where members are
expected or encouraged to worship independently of each other. Even religious behaviors that
can be conducted privately, like reading religious texts and prayer, are conducted collectively in a
worship service. By identifying with a place of worship, the respondent is identifying themselves
with a religious movement.
Most local churches do not exist independently. Instead, they work together with other
congregations that have similar theological beliefs. This organizational structure is given
different names depending on the organization. Whether it is referred to as a denomination, an
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I am explicitly not using the term “member” here because the membership rules for

religious groups can vary. For the purpose of this study I am interested in where the respondent
gathers collectively. If a person is attending worship in a Catholic Mass this scheme is not
interested in whether the person has gone through the formal process of baptism and
confirmation to become a member of the Catholic church.
7

In Chapter 4 I will discuss people who identify as Christians but exist outside of collective

church worship.
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association, or most humorously an “undenomination” (Internet Ministries 2009) the
organizational structure forms the same basic function. It unites various local congregations,
regardless of how loosely, with a collective identity and a collective branding. Whether the
denomination or the congregation came first is immaterial. For the purposes of this dissertation I
will call this organization a denomination for simplicities sake. The term denomination does not
apply to all the religious groups I will discuss; it particularly fails on both the Nondenominational
Christians and the Catholics neither of which are denominations in the classic sense (Staudt
2018). What the term denomination allows me to do is to have a single term that refers to the
level of organization above the local congregation. Local congregations work together in
denominations.
Denominations represent ties that exist between local congregations. According to the
2012 Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches the largest denominations in the United
States are; the Catholic Church, the Southern Baptist Convention, the United Methodist Church,
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saint, and the Church of God in Christ (Linder 2012).
Denominations vary in the strength of the bonds and ties between the congregations. Those
following the congregational model of organization are loose voluntary associations that allow
local congregations (more or less) to govern themselves. Denominations using the hierarchical
model of organization place the most power in the denominational headquarters. In either case
the denomination represents a formal tie where the local congregation is aware of, and in most
cases has formal ties to, other congregations with the same or similar values and beliefs. The
denomination is a signal to attendees, and non-attendees, that the congregations that make it up
are in the same religious movement.
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Occasionally churches break away from the denomination and form new denominations.
This has happened over slavery (McKivigan 1984, Goen 1985), segregation (Dupont 2015), the
ordination of women (Reichley 1985), and LGBT marriage (Grossman 2005) to name a few.
When a congregation, or a group of congregations, leaves a denomination and forms another one,
it is akin to a divorce or other family breakup. The exiting congregations are formally signaling
that they no longer see themselves as part of the same religious movement.
The history of Christianity is littered with denominations fracturing and, in rarer cases,
coming together. In the 1980s various Lutheran denominations decided that their ethnic
background was no longer a reason for separation and formed the Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America. In the aftermath of the Methodist Church’s split over slavery prior to the Civil War,
the Methodist denominations came together and formed the United Methodist Church (Dupont
2015). When groups come together and break apart, they are evolutions of the religious
movement in the United States.
Frequently in the United States religious movements compete over names. This generally
occurs when two religious movements share common roots but have separated themselves over
time. Lutherans in the U.S. exemplify this phenomenon. All Lutherans trace their origin to
Martin Luther and the beginning of the Protestant Reformation in Germany in 1517. In the
United States multiple groups claim the title of Lutheran but they represent different religious
movements. The ELCA is the largest and most liberal branch, while the Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod is a smaller, conservative branch of Lutherans. The two groups do not associate
with each other. They do not share clergy. They do not share communion with one another. They
have formally separated from each other. Using the same title, “Lutheran” does not make them in
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the same religious movement because, as we will see in Chapter 3, each of the two groups have
formed formal ties with non-Lutherans.
Religious Movements Beyond Denominations
Denominations are the first organizational level of religious movements above
congregations. The United States has had a pluralistic religious system that predates the founding
of the country (Finke and Stark 2005, Gill 2007, Greeley 1972, Iannaccone 1994). As Greeley
(1972) points out we cannot understand Christianity in the United States without accounting for
competition among denominations. The diverse religious marketplace that already existed in the
colonial era was an important reason why the framers of the Constitution did not specify an
established church, thus setting the United States up as a free religious market and the rapid
development of even more denominations. Unlike many other countries which, either formally or
informally, have one dominant church, the U.S.’s religious marketplace is free of government
regulation.
This means that even large denominations make up a relatively small percentage of the
religious market of the country. Catholicism is the largest single religious body in the United
States, and it represents less than a quarter of Americans. If a religious movement wishes to enact
political change it must broaden itself beyond just denominations and work with other
denominations to achieve political goals.
Denominations connect with one another by forming ecumenical ties. Ecumenism is
where Christian traditions work together for a religious or political goal. Religious movements
form ecumenical organizations for different reasons. These can be broad organizations like the
NCC and the NAE which attempt to lobby for political action in line with their religious beliefs.
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They can be theologically based groups like the Pentecostal/Charismatic Conference of North
America (PCCNA) which bring together Pentecostal denominations who were separated over
race. In some cases, an ecumenical tie represents the denominations recognizing each other as
being full ministry partners and allowing for clergy exchanges between them, as is the case in the
partnership between the Episcopal Church and the ELCA. Ecumenical organizations can also
exist that are narrowly focused. The Council for Christian College and Universities (CCCU) is an
organization of Christian colleges and universities that exist to represent those colleges and
universities interests as independent, religiously focused, institutions of higher education.
Ecumenical organizations exist because the denominations involved see a need for
collective action. The prime example of this is the National Council of Churches (NCC). The
NCC grew out of the Federal Council of Churches which was formed in 1908 to advocate
politically in favor of the union labor movement (Pratt 1972). Many of the denominations
involved in the NCC had worked together prior to 1908 as a collective Protestant body against
Catholic immigration Kleppner 1979). The denominations worked together to lobby for racial
equality in the Civil Rights movement (Findlay 1993). In each case the denominations in the
NCC saw a collective good that they were not capable of delivering on their own. The National
Association of Evangelicals (NAE) was formed to counteract the perceived liberalism of the
NCC but also the non-involvement of the Fundamentalists (Stanley 2013). Inherent it the NAE’s
founding was the need to organize because the other side had an advantage by working
collectively. Ecumenism is particularly important in the United States’ diverse religious
marketplace. If a religious movement wants to influence change they are almost forced to work
together because very few denominations possess enough resources and members to achieve their
goals.
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Even ecumenical organizations that are focused on sacred, as opposed to political, goals
see a need to work collectively. Communion partnerships (described in Chapter 3) represent the
need for establishment denominations to work together in the face of dwindling memberships.
The Pentecostal Charismatic Churches of North America (PCCNA) is a religious movement that
is organized around the principle that Pentecostalism should attempt to heal the divisions caused
by segregation that caused it to develop a black and a non-black religious tradition. In both cases
the collective action pursued is not a political policy but each is not achievable without collective
action. In the case of the PCCNA you cannot have racial reconciliation in an organization that
doesn’t have racial minorities.
The forces that influence ecumenism are very similar to the forces that effect interest
group when determining whether to form lobbying coalitions or not. In both cases coalition
formation requires that the two groups overlook their differences in order to work together
(Holyoke 2009). This is not always possible. It is very easy to read Hojnacki (2006) talk about
interest group conflict between groups that are ideologically similar but cannot work together and
see the same factor involved in the decision of the Southern Baptist Convention to refuse
membership in the NAE (Hankins 1997). A perfect marriage of the two is the Christian
conservative legal movement (Bennett 2017) where groups with very similar goals still manage
to conflict with one another.
Ecumenical ties range from strong formal bonds where each side recognizes the other a
full partner in ministry to a weaker association of minsters and clergy. At their strongest, ties can
be full communion partnerships. These kinds of ties develop when two denominations affirm that
they are in complete agreement on the fundamentals of the faith and agree to respect the other
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denomination’s rituals and clergy. A clergy member ordained in one denomination can preach
and distribute the sacraments in the other denomination’s worship service. At their lowest level,
ties between denominations represent bonds that exist between leaders in the church as opposed
to the church itself. Bowler (2014) demonstrated that many large nondenominational
congregations are linked through a network of conferences and seminaries that link their pastors
together. One large example of this is the Willow Creek Association. Typically, such ties are
rooted in shared membership in an ecumenical organization. The largest ecumenical organization
in the United States is the National Council of Churches, which brings together over two dozen
of the largest Protestant denominations in the United States. The members of the NCC are
participating together in a religious movement. Religious movements can also be nested within
larger religious movements. Most of the largest Pentecostal denominations are in the broad
National Association of Evangelicals but they also have their own religious movement the
PCCNA which only allows Pentecostal denominations to be members.
Being part of an ecumenical organization does not mean that the denomination gives up
its independence. The Episcopal Church and the PCUSA can be part of the same religious
movement while maintaining their own independent denominations. What ecumenism highlights
is that the denominations see each other as being part of the same religious movement, at least
toward the goals of the ecumenical organization.
Ecumenical ties are important because they are demonstrations that the groups involved
see themselves as part of the same religious movement. Ecumenical ties are significant in this
respect because they are difficult to create and maintain. The literature on social movements
demonstrates that even groups with similar political goals are not always willing to work
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together. This can reflect an ideological difference that the movements cannot overcome (Feree
and Roth 1988, Lichtermann 1995, Roth 2010), the political context the movement finds itself in
(Wiest 2010), the different sociological background of the members (Grossman 2001), or
because of resource limitations (Barkan 1986). When religious movements do work together they
create bridge builders who would work to strengthen the bonds across the religious movement
and make success more likely (Rose 200, Bystydzienki and Schacht 2001, Obach 2004). Smith
(1996) and Hart (1992) both makes an excellent points about the flexibility of religious texts but
the impact of textual reinterpretations is a product of how much legitimation your give the person
who has done the reinterpretation. It should have a bigger impact on the other members of a
religious movement when a fellow member reinterprets a religious teaching than when someone
from outside the group does it.
When two denominations are in the same religious movement, it does not mean that they
will be in complete agreement on everything. Some among the Orthodox denominations in the
NCC have expressed discomfort with their fellow member’s increased openness toward the
LGBT (Erickson 2007). The non-Pentecostal members of the NAE differ from the Pentecostal
members on glossolalia (speaking in tongues). The Salvation Army ordain women, an
uncommon practice among the NAE. There will naturally be some differences among the
denominational members. Ecumenism demonstrates what differences are able to be overcome
and which are not. When Eastern Mennonite University and Goshen University decided to
change their policy to be open to hiring LGBT faculty the two universities had to resign from the
CCCU or risk ripping the group apart (Jaschik 2015).
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The primary reason to use religious movements as a basis for categorizing religious
affiliation is that religious movements are variable over time. Religious groups naturally change
and evolve, as any examination of the history of religion in the United States amply demonstrates
(Marty 1987). In colonial times and early American history, groups like the Baptists and the
Methodists were considered religious outsiders. By the 19th Century, their idea of a “Protestant”
religious movement gained traction as immigration brought more and more Catholics to the
United States. Then as Christian denominations became more establishment, divisions over
issues like biblical literalism led to a realignment of religious movements in the United States
(Wuthnow 1988). In each case, evolving social and political contexts shuffled the deck of
religious movements in the U.S. Existing approaches to categorizing religious affiliation are
based upon theories that are not capable of accounting for the evolution of religious movements
over time.
Focusing on religious movements also frees researchers from having to worry about
specific questions related to the religious group’s beliefs, practices, and historical development. I
will cover this in more detail in Chapters 3 and 4 but this is a particularly important point that
needs to be made about the black church. The historically black denominations in the United
States are more closely tied to white denominations with whom they have theological agreements
then they are with each other8.

8

As I will discuss in Chapter 3 there is one ecumenical organization, the Conference of

National Black Churches (CNBC), that represents the seven largest historically black Protestant
denominations. The CNBC is a new organization, emerging only in the 21st Century. The CNBC
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Focusing on religious movements also frees researchers from relying on terms of identity
that are not used by actual people within a given movement. To date, classification schemes have
predominately relied upon cross-denominational labels like fundamentalist, evangelical, and
born-again. These labels tend to be rejected by the very people to whom they are applied. (We
will discuss this challenge in more detail in Chapter Four.) Using the respondent’s religious
movement means we do not have this problem. The labels I assign to various religious
movements imply nothing about the beliefs of the members. Saying a respondent is a member of
a religious movement is saying nothing more than that they identify with a denomination that is
in the movement.
By thinking of religious belonging in the language of religious movements, social
scientists have a theoretically consistent method by which they can think of how churches work
together. The problem with this theory is that we do not currently have a coding scheme which
takes religious movements into account as the basis for coding.
Using Religious Movements in Examining Religious Belonging
Identifying religious movements in the United States is important because they give us a
way to handle the diversity that exists within American Christianity. Greeley (1972) writes that,
“Americans who are in any sense religious are religious within the context of the denominational
society.” (pg. 84) This argument was backed up by later writers as well (Finke and Stark 2005,
Iannoccone 1994). The diversity of Christianity in the United States is our distinguishing

also does not represent the closer theological ties that its members have formed with other nonHistorically Black Protestant denominations.
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characteristic. The denominational society’s existence in colonial days influenced the writers of
the Constitution (Gill 2007) into creating the “unregulated religious economy” where there are no
governmental costs to establishing a religion (Finke and Stark 2005). This has led to an explosion
in the religious diversity in the United States compared to other Western democracies (Wald
2003, Norris and Inglehart 2004, D'Antonio and Hoge 2006) since the Constitution was drafted
(Jelen 2007). The United States has also attracted a high immigration population that, particularly
in recent years, has brought with them their own unique religious backgrounds (Buddhism, Islam,
Hinduism, etc.) to the U.S. (Wuthnow 2005). While scholars have debated what effect religious
diversity has had on the vitality of religion in America (Jelen 2002), there is no question that the
United States is an incredibly diverse religious nation. While there is no way of defining exactly
how many different religious groups exist in the United States today it is at least in the hundreds
(Mead et al. 2010) if not in the thousands.
This means that social scientists must choose how to classify Christians. Who are the
groups that are most alike and who are the groups that differ from one another enough that they
should be studied independently? Social scientists have classified Christian diversity in different
ways in the literature, but they have never based a scheme on religious movements. Instead,
classifying Christian denominations has gotten bogged down in debates over specific beliefs,
cross-denominational identities, the role of socio-economic status, and the significance of
ethnicity in Christian diversity. This is so even though the Christian religious organizations
themselves have been using ecumenism to identity partners in their religious movement for
decades.
In many of the earliest studies on religion and politics, Christians were divided into two
simple categories: Protestant and Catholic (Herberg 1956). It did not take very long for
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researchers to begin to break the Protestants into smaller categories. Glock and Stark (1965)
break Protestantism into four different categories: liberal, moderate, conservative, and
fundamentalist. Depending on which denomination the respondent identified with, they were
classified accordingly. Denomination was defined rather broadly by Glock and Stark, but their
work does represent an early attempt to get a handle on broad categories of Protestants. Glock
and Stark (1965) separated denominations within the Lutheran and Baptist traditions because
they noted that there were important differences between American and Southern Baptists as well
as differences between Missouri Synod Lutherans and other Lutheran denominations. Wuthnow
(1988) built upon this kind of scheme by demonstrating how the modernist-fundamentalist9
divide affected almost all of Protestant traditions as opposed to just the Lutherans and Baptists.
Classification is necessary because of data limitations in surveys. Even the largest surveys
have a few hundred respondents, at most, from any given Protestant denomination. Even in the
complete GSS data file, the number of Protestant denominations that could be examined
statistically is a relatively small percentage of Protestants. This problem is even worse in smaller
datasets. The 2016 ANES was a nationwide survey of respondents conducted around the 2016
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The “Modernist-Fundamentalist” split is a dividing point in American Christianity that affected

many Protestant Christian denominations. At the core the debate was over Biblical literalism and
what were the essentials of the Christian faith (Marsden 2006). In popular culture the climax of
the fundamentalist movement was the famous Scopes “Monkey Trial” (Larson 1997). When it is
referred to in the study of Christianity in the United States it is the moment when Protestantism
split into a more conservative section and a more centrist/liberal section.
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Elections with a combined sample size of under 4,000 respondents. Even the largest Protestant
denominations had under 100 self-identified respondents. These small subsamples are
insufficient for analysis.
I now turn to two of the most prominent existing categorization schemes in the literature
that will appear in tests throughout the remainder of the dissertation. Each represents a different
theoretical basis for categorizing religious affiliation. In each case, I highlight the basis that each
scheme uses along with demonstrating why it is insufficient.
RELTRAD
The most commonly used scheme to categorize religious denominations is RELTRAD.
RELTRAD has its origins in the conceptualization presented by the so-called “Gang of Four,”
John C. Green, James L. Guth, Corwin E. Smidt, and Lyman A. Kellstedt. Kellstedt et al. (1996)
did the first work in identifying what was unique about Evangelicals: a high view of Scripture, a
belief that Jesus was the only way to salvation, an emphasis on a personal conversion experience,
and emphasizing evangelism.10 These ideas were formalized into a categorization scheme by
Steensland et al. (2000) and since revised by the same group of authors (Woodberry et al. 2012).
Short for “religious tradition,” RELTRAD dominates the literature on religious belonging. It is a
classification scheme that sorts denominations on the basis of their historical origins, including
the segregation of African Americans into their own denominations during the 19th Century, and
the Modernist-Fundamentalist split in the 20th Century. RELTRAD sorts Christian denominations
into five major groups: Evangelicals, Mainline Protestants, Historically Black Protestants,
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Evangelism is sharing your faith with non-believers.
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Catholics, and “other Christians.”11
RELTRAD marked a departure from the previously used scheme, T.W. Smith’s FUND
measure. RELTRAD improved on the FUND measure by presenting Protestant categories as
nominal as opposed to ordinal variables. RELTRAD also made a point of criticizing the use of
the word Fundamentalist because it has become so political that even the people to which it was
applied had ceased to use it (Steensland et al 2000).
RELTRAD’s Protestant categories highlight the existence of three major traditions.
Steensland et al. (2000) argue that each of these strands evolved independently of each other and
reflect distinct developments in Protestant thought. The first of these categories, Mainline
Protestants, are the universalistic strand which represent the long-standing historical
denominations of Christianity. The second, Evangelicals, is more sectarian. They were based
upon the Evangelical conceptualization in Kellstedt et al. (1996). The final tradition of
Protestantism in RELTRAD are the Historically Black Protestants. Steensland et al. (2000) argue
that slavery and segregation isolated African American churches in America from their white
counterparts while also uniting them through that historical experience.
Despite its popularity RELTRAD has several detractors. One of the dominant criticisms is
how RELTRAD categorizes African American Protestants. Sherkat (2001, 2002) has done
considerable work on the differences that exist among different denominations in the historically
black tradition. These differences date back decades and have political ramifications as well. In
Morris's (1984) examination of the role of black churches during the civil rights movement he
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RELTRAD also includes categories for Jews, (other) “non-Christians,” and the religiously
unaffiliated.
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frequently covers the importance of the linkages between the various congregations and
ministers. One thing that becomes clear is that these linkages were primarily between Baptist
churches with occasional interactions with Methodists. Black Holiness and Pentecostal churches
are virtually absent from his account because they did not play a major role in the movement
(Calhoun-Brown 1996). Kellstedt et al. (1996) overlook the differences in socialization and
religious practices that exist across the Baptist-Methodist-Pentecostal divides, perhaps because
African Americans are so unified in their Democratic party identification. More recently, Shelton
and Cobb (2017) report that the same differences that exist among white denominations are also
present within black Protestantism. Shelton and Cobb (2017) proposed a new scheme for
studying black religious respondents, a scheme he called Black RELTRAD.
Another important criticism of RELTRAD is how it handles respondents who are not able
to be classified based solely upon their religious affiliation. For example, consider survey
respondents who describe themselves as Baptist but don’t know which denomination (if any).
That identity could mean that they attend a church in any of the three categories. When faced
with such respondents, RELTRAD falls back on how the respondent answered a survey question
on some other measure of religion like biblical literalism, whether they are born-again, or how
frequently they attend church. By doing this RELTRAD maximizes the chance that they are going
to make significant findings about Evangelicals. This is because only respondents with the
highest levels of religious knowledge or the highest level of religious behavior get classified as
Evangelical.
RELTRAD does reflect some of the ways in which Protestant churches have organized
themselves ecumenically. As the authors themselves note that the Evangelical category roughly
approximates the members of the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) and the Mainline
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Protestant category looks like the National Council of Churches (NCC). However, there are
important differences in how Protestants see their religious movement and how RELTRAD
classifies it. For one, the NCC has almost all black denominations as members. Another
important difference is that RELTRAD separates out the Eastern Orthodox, a broad faith tradition
that is not Protestant but is present in the NCC. Meanwhile, RELTRAD places the Baptists in the
Evangelical category even though the Southern Baptist Convention, the largest Protestant
denomination in America, have never joined the NAE. Bean (2014) described Evangelicals as a
“fleet of ships moving in the same general direction.” That is an apt description, but we cannot
account for the ships in RELTRAD because it puts all the ships into the same category.
The Sherkat/Lehman “LEHMAN Scheme”
An alternative scheme for coding religious belonging is the one developed by Darren
Sherkat and Derek Lehman. A version appeared in the book Changing Faith (2014) but the
scheme was articulated and tested comparatively more recently (Lehman and Sherkat 2019). This
scheme is based on an entirely different set of theoretical criteria than RELTRAD.
Lehman and Sherkat’s coding scheme applies Benton Johnson’s (1963) classic sectchurch continuum. Recall that Johnson was an early researcher of religious belonging who
removed sets of beliefs and behaviors from classification and instead focused primarily upon the
tension that each religious group had with the broader society. Religious groups that are on the
sect end of the continuum are much more likely to have higher tension with society because they
tend to present themselves as the only method by which a person will be able to receive
supernatural benefits. Johnson (1963) acknowledged that this relationship between tension and
being a sect was dependent on the environment that the religious group found itself in. There are
many cases where a religious group views itself as exclusive and is the dominant religious group
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in the country/region,12 a fact Johnson acknowledges.
The Lehman-Sherkat LEHMAN scheme replaces Johnson’s church-sect continuum with a
focus on tension in society to “exclusivism versus universalism” (Sherkat 2014). Lehman and
Sherkat (2019) are not the first scholars to use a church-sect scheme in this manner (see, e.g.,
Roof and McKinney 1987, Sherkat 2014), but they are the first to codify it. Religious groups who
are “exclusive” are groups that maintain that only members of their specific group are going to
receive supernatural benefits. In the Pew Religious Landscape survey, respondents are asked
whether the respondent’s religion is the “one, true faith leading to eternal life” or whether “many
religions can lead to eternal life.” (Pew 2014). Exclusivist religious groups are the ones that teach
their members that they are the one, true faith. Universalistic religious groups are more open
toward other faiths. In practical terms universalistic religious faiths are more likely to partner
with religious groups outside of their faith tradition.
LEHMAN is not solely based upon an exclusivity continuum. The other important
component of LEHMAN is the religious group’s ethnicity, theology, and organizational polity.
LEHMAN does not do anything as extreme as RELTRAD lumping all African American
denominations together in a single category. Instead, these variables are used within the
exclusivity continuum to differentiate groups. An example of this principle is how LEHMAN
divides Lutherans and Episcopalians. Lehman and Sherkat note that the two groups represent
different historical ethnicities (Lutheran immigrants to the U.S. were predominately Swedish and
German while Episcopalians were predominately English). They also differ on some exclusivist
measures like religious intermarriage and switching.
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Saudi Arabia is an example of this.
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In contrast to RELTRAD’s three Protestant classifications LEHMAN has seven;
Episcopalian, Liberal Protestant, Lutheran, Moderate Protestant, Christian (no group given),
Baptist, Sectarian Protestant. LEHMAN acknowledges that some datasets may not be able to
handle seven types of Protestantism, so they also include a method for collapsing these groups
into three smaller classifications; Liberal (Episcopalian and Liberal Protestant), Moderate
(Lutheran, Moderate Protestant, and Christian, no group given), and Sectarian (Baptist and
Sectarian Protestant).
The LEHMAN approach is an improvement over RELTRAD for several reasons. One of
them is that it has a theoretical basis that is applicable to non-Christians as well as Christians.
Unlike RELTRAD, which is based upon historical divisions that exist within Christianity, the
exclusivism scale works outside of Christianity. There are exclusivist divisions within Buddhism,
Islam, Judaism, and virtually all other religious categories. There is even an argument to be made
that the divisions within the “religious nones” reflect an exclusivist attitude on their stated
willingness to accept religious belief in the supernatural with atheists being the most exclusive
and the “spiritual but not religious” being the most universalist. Campbell et al. (2018) put it
best,
“Just as religion is multidimensional (Kellstedt et al 19960, so is secularism. Many
secularists do not simply reject religion; they actively promote secular beliefs, such as the
efficacy of reason and science, and human experience as a proper basis for ethical
judgments. Moreover, to be actively secular does not preclude also being religious in
some way. That is, someone can embrace a secular perspective while maintaining a
religious identity and participating in religious activities. This is not a possibility when
secularity is defined only as nonreligion, making it impossible to distinguish passive
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secularism, or the absence of religiosity, from active secularism, or the affirmation of
secular identity and beliefs.” (Campbell et al. 2018, pg. 553)
As Christianity shrinks as a percentage of the population in the United States, having a
scheme that accounts for religious belonging that is applicable to non-Christians is increasingly
important.
A second benefit of the LEHMAN scheme over RELTRAD is that it accounts for the
religious belonging differences that exist within African American Christianity. Like Shelton and
Cobb (2017) point out in their article on Black RELTRAD, there are substantial denominational
differences among African American Protestant denominations. Despite the argument that the
structural experiences of slavery and racial discrimination has created similarities that supersede
theological differences within Black Protestantism (Brown 2009, Brown 2006, Brown and
Brown 2003), LEHMAN takes the opposite approach. The denominational differences within
African American Christianity are not minor; they reflect differences in religious participation,
beliefs about the Bible, and social status, among other differences. Sherkat (2014, 2002)
previously argued that these differences are the same differences found in other non-black ethnic
groups and that outside of vote choice it was not appropriate to group all African American
Protestants in the same category. Shelton and Cobb (2017) highlight these differences in arguing
that the idea of a “Greater Black Church” (Lincoln and Mamiaya 1990) overlooked differences
on a range of issues between members of various African American Christian denominations.
Finally, LEHMAN is a scheme that makes it easier to classify people whose religious
affiliation is ambiguous. Again, one of the major challenges RELTRAD presents is that is unclear
how to categorize respondents who cannot, or will not, identify their specific denomination.
Respondents who identify as “Baptist, no further specification” or just identify as “Protestant”
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are difficult to classify in RELTRAD. This is because most13 denominational families are divided
into Mainline and Evangelical subgroups (Wuthnow 1988). In LEHMAN, this reality is not a
concern. Most religious families may be straightforwardly categorized within a single LEHMAN
category. In LEHMAN it doesn’t matter if a Lutheran is in the ELCA, the Missouri Synod, the
even more conservative Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod, or if they are merely “just a
Lutheran,” they are in the LEHMAN category: Lutheran. In LEHMAN all Methodists are
Moderate Protestants. That makes classification much simpler and it does not require researchers
to fall back upon the born-again identification question for classifying ambiguously identified
Christians.
Nonetheless, LEHMAN has some of the same weaknesses that RELTRAD has. The first
shortcoming is that, like RELTRAD, LEHMAN is highly influenced by a religious group’s
historical background, which makes it difficult to account for religious groups that evolve. The
ethnic differences between English and German immigrants were undoubtedly of great
importance in early American history, but today they matter little after a few generations in the
United States.
LEHMAN is also insufficient in terms of how it incorporates religious movements. While
it is better than RELTRAD in this regard,14 LEHMAN nevertheless ignores signals Christian
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on the respondent’s racial identification.
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LEHMAN’s “Just Christian” category reflects a religious movement category not seen in

RELTRAD.
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denominations themselves convey about where they see themselves fitting in to the American
religious marketplace. LEHMAN does not account for the fact that sometimes denominations
divide, clearly communicating a preference for disassociation. For example, when a group of
churches in South Carolina leave the Episcopal Church and either form their own denomination
or join another organization within the worldwide Anglican Communion, they are signaling
loudly that they are separate from the Episcopal Church and that they are done associating with
it. They can give different justifications for the split. These reasons can be theological,
sociological, or even political. The reason for the split is unimportant. What is important is that
the split occurred. When LEHMAN puts all those churches together into a single “Episcopalian”
category, it is doing the same thing that it criticizes RELTRAD for doing: overlooking the
important denominational differences with the group.
Concluding Thoughts
This chapter has explored religious belonging in the United States. It has argued that
rather than simply being a proxy measure for the respondent’s beliefs, religious belonging should
reflect the religious social networks in which individual survey respondents are embedded.
Theoretically speaking, we should approach a church as a religious movement. Churches use
organizational ties to signal who they see as partners within the religious movement. When
individual churches form ties, we call them denominations. Denominations use ecumenism as a
signal that they see themselves in the same religious movement. Relying on religious movements
has exciting implications for a coding scheme that neither of the alternatives, RELTRAD or
LEHMAN, consider. In the next chapter I will identify the religious movements that exist within
Christianity in the United States.
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CHAPTER 3
INTER-DENOMINATIONAL MOVEMENTS IN AMERICAN CHRISTIANITY
As discussed in the preceding chapter, religious organizations use formal ties as a way of
signally the other religious organizations that they view as being part of their religious
movement. Denominations do this by establishing formal ties with other denominations. These
ecumenical ties can be used as the basis for a classification scheme where religious movements
are the basis upon which we classify Christian denominations.
There are two broad classifications of organizations that have members of multiple
religious groups; ecumenical and interfaith. Ecumenical religious groups are groups that only
contain Christian religious groups. They have Christians but also can have Jewish, Islamic,
Buddhist, or other religions in the organization.
While interfaith organizations can perform some of the same functions as ecumenical
organizations the primary focus on this dissertation is on Christian diversity. Most importantly is
that when you look at religious movements in the United States from a Christian perspective you
find that the Christian movements tend to be nested within Interfaith religious movements. The
same Christian movements that work in Interfaith organizations with Islamic and Jewish partners
are typically in exclusively Christian ecumenical organizations as well. As this dissertation is
focused on Christian diversity in the United States, I only drew from Ecumenical organizations in
identifying religious movements.
Another thing to note is that ecumenical ties represent ecumenical organizations that are
explicitly political along with organizations that are not. Ecumenical groups like the National
Council of Churches (NCC) and the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) were formed
with the goal of influencing political action. Some of the other ecumenical ties, like the ones
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formed by the Full Communion Partners, seem to not be politically motivated but instead a
theological bond between the denominations that participate within it. Even in the case of the
Full Communion Partners though we need to recognize that the same social and historical forces
that cause denominational splits (Niebuhr 1929) are also likely a factor in the two organization’s
willingness to cooperate in a religious movement.
This chapter only discusses Christian religious movements as they exist at this current
time. Religious movements are not constant. One of the fundamental issues with RELTRAD is
that tradition is immutable. No matter what the Southern Baptist Church does today, tomorrow,
or in a thousand years their denomination will always have originated from a split over proslavery attitudes in the early nineteenth century. While this information can be quite useful in
certain contexts it is also severely limited in examining the SBC’s religious movement a hundred
years later. Swierenga (2009) demonstrated that during the 19th Century Protestants were more
willing to see a collective “Protestant Identity.” This “Protestant Identity” is not reflection in
Christian religious movements today. In recent years the Episcopal Church, USA, one of the
largest Protestant denominations in the United States began making moves toward a pro-LGBT
position. The church ordained its first openly gay bishop in 2003 and in 2015 became the largest
denomination in the United States to officially sanction LGBT marriage. During this period
several congregations within the denomination expressed displeasure at these movements and
then formally left the denomination. They eventually formed their own organization the Anglican
Church in North America (ACNA) and have petitioned the Anglican Communion for official
recognition as the legitimate body to speak for the Anglican Church in North America (ACNA
2014). RELTRAD and other measures would still include the ACNA in the same category as the
Episcopal Church even though they are now a separate denomination from the Episcopal Church
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that does not want to be associated with the Episcopal Church.
An example of the fluidity of religious movements appears in the work of scholars on the
effect of religion on American voting in the 19th century (Kleppner 1970, Jensen 1971, Kleppner
1979). The authors develop a continuum based upon the sociology of religion and the
denominations themselves that placed denominations on a liturgical-pietist continuum. The
authors argued that groups differed on their attitudes toward civil government. The more
liturgical denominations emphasized the more otherworldly nature of God’s kingdom and tended
to de-emphasize the government’s role in influencing personal morality. The more pietist
denominations instead were committed to societal reform. In an era where there were fewer
ecumenical organizations the pietists instead tended to work together in parachurch
organizations. Swierenga (2009) built upon this by adding in ethnicity and demonstrated that
there were clear voting differences by denomination and ethnic background. What is most
interesting about these scholars’ work is that the religious movements do not reflect the religious
movements of today. The pietists included Free Will Baptists, Unitarians, and Black Protestants
among others. Those three religious groups have almost nothing in common today. The influence
of religion in the 19th Century was focused on moral problems like slavery, alcohol, and Catholic
immigration which the churches of the period became adept at rallying their members in
petitioning for legislative action (VanderMeer 1981). On those issues Free Will Baptists and
Unitarians were in full agreement. As the moral issues of the day changed the two groups were
no longer in agreement and their religious movements split apart.
Religious movements are theoretically consistent method for explaining the shifts within
Christianity. A modern example is the Anglican Church of North America mentioned above. I
mention them because the ACNA was included in the most recent PEW “Religious Life Survey”
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and was coded as a Mainline Protestant body in RELTRAD coding. PEW did not make an error
here. According to the description of how the authors defined Evangelical in Steensland et al
(2000) the ACNA is Mainline. This isn't a denomination that broke away over issues of
Modernist-Fundamentalist. Their split was much more recent and the ACNA is in no way part of
an Evangelical tradition. The ACNA should be, from the perspective of RELTRAD and
LEHMAN, a group classified with the Episcopal Church. Yet despite this the differences between
the two are so great that the congregations in the ACNA took the extraordinary step of separating
themselves because they no longer saw themselves as participating in the same religious
movement. The separation of ties between them signifies their separation. The fact that they no
longer associate today is more important than their shared English background.
The National Council of Churches Movements
The National Council of Churches is the oldest and largest ecumenical Christian
organization. It was founded in 1950 but it's origins date back to the Federal Council of Churches
which was founded in 1908 and replaced by the NCC in 1950. The Federal Council of Churches
was originally formed by 33 church organizations to promote the social gospel as a reaction to
the denomination’s fears about losing their urban working-class members (Yinger 1946). At the
organization’s founding convention, they adopted a policy statement, “The Social Ideals of the
Churches” which put them in support of the objectives of the union labor movement (Pratt 1972).
Over the decades the NCC has gotten itself involved other controversial political issues. They
were anti-lynching in the early 20th Century (Miller 1957), the involved themselves in the Civil
Rights movement (Findley 1993) and in opposition to the Vietnam War (Gill 2002). Today their
goals are spelled out in “A Social Creed for the 21st Century.” (National Council of Churches
2008) The document advocates for improved conditions for workers (including both pay and the
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right to organize), greater economic equality, affordable healthcare, more sustainable
environmental policies, and the end of the death penalty. One passage of the Social Creed says
that the NCC pledges to work toward, “Adoption of simpler lifestyles for those who have
enough; grace over greed in economic life.” (NCC 2008)
The National Council of Churches has 38-member communions in the United States. The
denominations that make up the NCC also form the basis of RELTRAD's “Mainline Protestant”
category. The large Mainline denominations are all in the NCC including the United Methodist
Church, the ELCA, the Episcopal Church, the American Baptist Church, and the Presbyterian
Church (USA). The NCC also includes denominations from other RELTRAD traditions. First,
most of the major Historically Black Protestant (HBP) denominations hold membership in the
NCC. Most of the Orthodox denominations have also held membership in the NCC dating back
to the FCC (Erickson 2007). The NCC also has denominations from outside of Protestantism.
The Polish National Catholic Church and the Community of Christ; classified as Catholic and
Mormon, respectively. While both denominations are quite small, they reflect that the political
and religious outlook of Mainline Protestantism is compatible with those of a broader swipe of
denominations that currently understood. Table 3-1 presents the NCC membership along with the
religious tradition to which each belongs.
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Table 3-1: National Council of Churches Membership by Size15 and Religious Tradition
Religious
Denomination Name
Congregations
Members
Tradition
African Methodist Episcopal Church
4100
2.5 million Black Protestant
African Methodist Episcopal Zion
Church
3393
1.4 million Black Protestant
Alliance of Baptists
127
65,000
Mainline
American Baptist Churches in the USA
5366
1.31 million
Mainline
Armenian Church of America, East and
West Diocese
Assyrian Church of the East
Disciples of Christ
Christian Methodist Episcopal Church
Church of the Brethren
Community of Christ
Coptic Orthodox Archdiocese of NA*

15

38
Unlisted
3624
3500
1042
935
100

350,000
Unlisted
639,551
850,000
120,041
178,328
16,000

Orthodox
Orthodox
Mainline
Black Protestant
Mainline
Mormon
Orthodox

The data on the number of congregations and membership was gathered from the most recent

listing for each denomination on the Association of Religion Data Archives (ARDA) website.
ARDA presents information it got from the Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches, a
periodical originally published by the NCC but which is now published by ASARB. As with any
information about church membership these numbers should be taken with a grain of salt. The
two with the asterisks are almost certainly incorrect. The most recent information on the National
Missionary Baptist Convention is, according to ARDA, 27 years out of data. The listing for the
Coptic Orthodox Diocese is more interested. I am convinced the data reflect a typo in the ARDA
listing. It is a highly inefficient use of resources to average one church for every 16 members for
one. For another the trend line of the Coptic Orthodox’s membership over time makes more
sense if the church membership is 160,000 as opposed to 16,000. This table is intended to give
you a sense of the range of sizes of the denominations in the National Council of Churches along
with the religious traditions that it encompasses.
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Ecumenical Catholic Communion
Episcopal Church (USA)
Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America
Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of
America
Hungarian Reformed Church in
America
International Council of Community
Churches
Korean Presbyterian Church Abroad
Malankara Orthodox Syrian Church,
American Diocese
Mar Thoma Church
Moravian Church in America
National Baptist Convention of America
National Baptist Convention, USA
National Missionary Baptist
Convention*
Orthodox Church in America
Patriarchal Parishes of the Russian
Orthodox Church in the USA
Polish National Catholic Church
Presbyterian Church (USA)
Progressive National Baptist
Convention
Reformed Church in America
Religious Society of Friends, Friends
United Meeting
Religious Society of Friends,
Philadelphia Yearly Meeting
Serbian Orthodox Church
The Swedenborgian Church of North
America
Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of the USA
United Church of Christ
United Methodist Church

Unlisted
6794

Unlisted
1.95 million

Catholic
Mainline

9995

4.27 million

Mainline

560

1.5 million

Orthodox

27

6,000

Mainline

148
302

68,300
55,000

Mainline*
Mainline

80
80
140
2500
10358

30,000
50,000
41,733
3.5 million
5.2 million

Orthodox
Mainline
Black Protestant
Black Protestant

Unlisted
750

2.5 million
131,000

Black Protestant
Orthodox

31
126
10,560

17,000
60,000
2.68 million

Orthodox
Catholic
Mainline

1500
886

1.01 million
246,024

Black Protestant
Mainline

600

36,302

Mainline

103
68

11,511
67,000

Mainline
Orthodox

39
32
118
5227
33,583

1,534
32,500
50,000
1.06 million
7.68 million

Orthodox
Orthodox
Mainline
Mainline

NCC Full Communion Movement
The membership of the NCC also belong to other movement organizations. These are
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communion partnerships that are religious movement organizations. Most of the largest
denominations in the NCC have a more tightly linked religious movement with each other than
they do with the other members of the NCC. Most of the largest denominations in the NCC have
formed bonds between other members that formally acknowledge that the two groups view each
other as sharing the essential fundamentals of Christian theology. In Christianity this is generally
referred to as being in “full communion” with one another.
Communion is the bond that unites Christians with each other. Christians who are united
together are said to be in “communion” with one another. It is often used when discussing the
religious practice of Eucharist/The Lord's Supper because that act is seen by Christians as
entering a close relationship with Christ himself. When the word communion is used when
talking about Eucharist the terms “Open” or “Closed” communion is sometimes used. Full
Communion is not the same thing as either “Open” or “Closed” Communion. Denominations
that practice full communion allow all baptized Christians, regardless of denominational
affiliation, to participate in the ritual. Denominations who practice “closed” communion only
allow people who have been baptized within the denomination, in some cases within the
congregation itself, to participate.
Full communion, as defined by the World Council of Churches, is achieved when,
“churches are able to recognize in one another the one, holy, catholic and apostolic
church in its fullness... [with] the common confession of the apostolic faith; a common
sacramental life entered by one baptism and celebrated together in one eucharistic
fellowship; a common life in which members and ministries are mutually recognized and
reconciled; and a common mission witnessing to all people to the gospel of God's grace
and serving the whole of creation.” (World Council of Churches 1991)
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In other words, these churches view each other and full and equal partners in the church.
If a person has been baptized in one denomination, they are not expected to be re-baptized if they
choose to join a different denomination. Members of one denomination are welcome to take
Eucharist/Communion in each other's churches. The fundamentals of their faiths are represented
by the same creedal statements. They also can share clergy between one another. If a person has
been ordained by one denomination can be hired to minister in any church that is in full
communion with the denomination that ordained them. While there are some minor deviations
this is the definition of full communion expressed by Protestants.
The denominations that are in full communion with one another are still independent
religious organizations. They do not need the approval of their partner denomination to make
changes to their theology. Full communion reflects is the strongest possible indicator of two
denominations recognizing each other formally as being part of the same religious movement.
While allowing each other to maintain what makes them distinct they agree that each other is a
perfectly valid representation of the “holy, catholic, and apostolic church.”
Most of the members of the NCC are not in full communion with one another the ones
that have made this commitment represent many of the largest denominations in the group.
A full communion partnership is not a transitive relationship. A denomination can be in
full communion with two denominations that are not in full communion with each other. This
does not mean that those two denominations are in full communion with each other. Membership
in the RELMOVE “full communion” category does not require a denomination to be in full
communion with all the other members of the group. All that it requires is that a denomination is
in full communion with at least one other member of the group. If a denomination in the religious
movement objected strongly to the inclusion of another denomination, then it could leave the
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movement. Full communion partnerships most closely resemble a web, or a pinwheel, like
structure based around seven core denominations with others joining into the religious movement
through their ties to a single denomination in the seven.
FIGURE 3-1 presents a graphical representation of the full communion movement. There
are seven denominations core denominations that make up the core of this group: the Episcopal
Church, Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA), the Moravian Church, the
Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA), the Reformed Church in America, the United Church of
Christ (UCC), and the United Methodist Church (UMC). These seven are in full communion
with at least two of the other seven. On the outside of the seven core member denominations
there are denominations that are in full communion with one of the seven. The Disciples of
Christ are in full communion with the UCC and the Mar Thoma are in full communion with the
Episcopal Church. The United Methodist Church has entered into full communion agreements
with the historically black denominations who come from the Methodist tradition.
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Figure 3-1: Full Communion Movement

While other full communion partnerships exist outside of this religious movement, but
they are rare. When they do exist, they are generally formed between groups who broke away
from groups who are in the full communion partners classification. For instance, the North
American Lutheran Church is in a clergy-sharing agreement with the Anglican Church in North
American. Both are denominations that broke away from denominations who were already in a
full communion partnership (the ELCA and Episcopal Church) and both broke away for the same
reason (objection to their denomination become more accommodating toward the LGBT
community).
Other NCC Movements
The remainder of the NCC involve a separate religious movement. The denominations in
this religious movement are in the NCC but are not in full communion. These denominations are
willing to be part of the NCC’s movement, but they maintain their religious distinctiveness.
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Ecumenical Baptists
The largest of these is the Baptist movement within the NCC. The NCC includes several
Baptist associations. There are two classifieds as Mainline Protestants in RELTRAD: American
Baptist Church USA and the Alliance of Baptists. There are also the largest historically black
Baptist associations: National Baptists (National Baptist Convention, USA and National Baptist
Convention of America), Progressive National Baptist Convention, and National Missionary
Baptist Convention. The NCC does not include the Southern Baptist Convention, the largest
Protestant denomination in the United States or other smaller historically white Baptist
associations.
It is not surprising that the Baptist associations in the NCC are not in communion with
other churches. A key feature of Baptists is that they are congregationalist. Congregationalism is
a form of ecclesiology, or church governance, where each congregation is completely
independent of each other. The means that any associations that a congregation is completely
independent of each other. This means that any associations that a congregation joins are purely
voluntary. Baptist groups are termed “associations” not “church” or “denomination.” There is no
authority above the local congregation, e.g., there is no bishop. An individual congregation
determines its own clergy. Baptist congregations cooperate to fund seminaries, missionaries,
publication houses, and relief efforts. Baptist movement organizations (i.e. associations and
conventions) are wary of forming alliances with other denominations, even other Baptists.
Despite not having a religious movement organization or formal ties, Baptists in the NCC
are a religious movement with a common history, common brand, and common beliefs. Unlike
the Southern Baptist Association, these Baptist associations (except for the Alliance of Baptists)
belong to global intra-Baptist associations: North American Fellowship of Baptists and Baptist
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World Alliance. This approach to these Baptists differs from Lehman and Sherkat (2018) who
place all Baptists (except Progressive Baptists) into the same classification, highlighting their
shared identity and their distinctiveness from other Christian groups. There is evidence for this.
For example, the National Baptist Church’s website make clear on their “Pastors and Clergy”
guidelines that NBC churches should feel more comfortable calling Southern Baptists ministers
than clergy from non-Baptist backgrounds (National Baptist Convention 2018). But there are
divisions within Baptists, RELTRAD, which, at least since Woodberry et al. (2012) divides
Baptists into one of three traditions: American Baptists are Mainline, National Baptists and other
historically black associations are Historically Black Protestant, and virtually all other Baptists
are Evangelicals. There is a long history of division rooted in racism, from the split between
Southern Baptists and Northern Baptists (now American Baptists) over slave owners serving as
missionaries (Mild 1976) to later creations of black Baptist churches responding to racism from
white Baptists. The evidence from movement organization membership is that there is a
commonality across Baptists (belonging to global Baptist fellowships), but there are also
divisions (NCC membership).
Orthodox Christianity
The NCC is often considered a Protestant organization. The Orthodox church is not
Protestant in any definition of the word. The Eastern Orthodox church represents a range of
different organizations all of which trace their origin back to the East-West Schism in 1054
which broke the communion between the Catholic church and the Eastern Orthodox. This event,
which predated the Protestant Reformation by over 500 years. Interestingly in some countries the
national Orthodox church has been hostile toward Protestantism (Mavrogordatos 2000).
In the United States Orthodox Christianity is that, at least in the United States, it is highly
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ecumenical. The Orthodox denominations associate first with each other. All the large
denominations of Orthodoxy are members in the Assembly of Canonical Orthodox Bishops of
North and Central America; a group which was established by all the various Orthodox churches
in North and Central America to work toward the goal of creating one, unified Orthodox church
in this hemisphere (ACOBNCA, 2016). The Orthodox churches in the United States have been a
part of the National Council of Churches for decades lobbying for peace and social change
(Erickson 2007). While Erickson (2007) does note that, especially recently, the Orthodoxy’s
participation in the NCC has become somewhat controversial among the Orthodox, the fact
remains that it has never formally withdrawn from participating in the NCC.
The non-Orthodox/non-Baptist NCC members
The remaining members of the NCC represent a handful of smaller denominations who,
like the Ecumenical Baptists and the Orthodox, work in the NCC religious movement while
maintaining their distinctiveness apart from the full communion members.
Four of the denominations in this category: The Church of the Brethren, the
Swedenborgian Church of North America, and both Societies of Friends (Quakers) represent
small denominations that have loose congregational associations like the Baptists. These groups
are not Baptist. Each has their own theological distinctives. The Quakers for instance do not have
formal clergy at all so it would be difficult to entire into a clergy sharing arrangement with nonQuakers. Like many Mainline denominations these three have socially liberal issues stances on
human sexuality and all three have female clergy.
Two of the other groups represent breakaway Catholic denominations. Both the Polish
National Catholic Church and the Ecumenical Catholic Communion represent groups that have
much in common with Catholicism but have separated and broken communion with the Roman
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Catholics over theological issues. In each case the groups work within the National Council of
Church on social and political issues.
The NCC also has the Community of Christ. As discussion in the Introduction the CoC is
a Mormon denomination that differs from the LDS church on several theological issues like the
ordination of women and the Trinity.
Finally, there is the International Council of Community Churches (ICCC). The ICCC is a
nondenominational “denomination.” The ICCC represents hundreds of independent
congregations in the United States (ICCC 2018b) The ICCC was formed in 1950 when the
Biennial Council of the Peoples Church of Christ and Community Centers, whose members were
nearly all African-American, merged with the National Council of Community Churches, a
nearly all-white organization (ICCC 2018a). The ICCC brings together congregations working
ecumenically with other Christians. According to the organization’s website under “Guidelines
for Membership” they write;
Every congregation is encouraged to build relationships with and among Christian
churches in its own community. We as a Council exist to work toward Christian
reconciliation and unity – beginning with each congregation. Every congregation is
further encouraged to build relationships with and among local expressions of other
faiths, building understanding, engaging in honest dialogue, and discovering those areas
in which persons of a variety of faiths may serve together. (ICCC 2018a)
While the ICCC is congregational (like Baptists and nondenominational churches), it
represents a different type of local, independent congregation. Often called “community
churches” they are churches who share the ecumenical mission of other NCC denominations.
Protestant Movements Outside the NCC
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Outside of the NCC are other religious movements that are either part of the Evangelical
tradition (Woodberry et al. 2012), Holiness/Pentecostal tradition among African Americans
(Shelton and Cobb 2018), and other sectarian Protestants (Lehman and Sherkat 2018). These
denominations are part of religious movements and movement organizations. In this section I
discuss each of the movements I identify.
Neo-Evangelicalism
There is no movement organization for evangelicals that is comparable to the NCC.
While the National Association of Evangelicals was created in 1942 both as a counter-weight to
the NCC but also as a reaction to the predominate conservative Christian movement of the
period, fundamentalism, Evangelicals disagreed not on particular theological points but were
instead a branch of conservative Christianity that signaled an increased willingness to engage, as
opposed to withdraw, from the broader culture (Noll 1992 Stanley 2013). Formed in 1942 as a
competitor to the Federal Council of Churches (today the NCC) Early leaders in the movement
such as Billy Graham, Charles Fuller, and Carl F. H. Henry, sought to unify Protestants in a way
that broke from fundamentalism and engaged with the broader culture. Carl. F.H. Henry wrote
the classic pieces on this new outlook, The Uneasy Conscience of Modern Fundamentalism
where he argued that the fundamentalists focus on individual sins meant it was ill-equipped to
deal with social ills (Carpenter 2014). Neo-evangelical denominations are connected by an
umbrella organization, the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE), that represents them in
public policy.
I am using the term Neo-Evangelicalism instead of simply Evangelicalism because the
term Evangelical has very specific connotations to religious tradition. Even a cursory glance at
who Guth et al (1993) and Steensland et al (2000) define as being a part of the Evangelical
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tradition reveals that not everyone from an Evangelical tradition was a part of the Evangelical
religious movement. There are numerous large denominations, the Southern Baptist Convention
is the best example, who are part of the Evangelical tradition but have never formed associations
with the neo-evangelicals (Stanley 2013). Evangelical is also used to describe a transdenominational identity. In this understanding an Evangelical is a person who identifies
themselves as Evangelical (Smith et al 1998). Neo-Evangelicalism is not that. NeoEvangelicalism represents the denominations of Christianity that participate in the National
Association of Evangelicals or a denomination who has organizational ties to another member of
that religious movement.
Like the NCC the NAE is a coalition of denominations that are often part of other
religious movements. From the beginning, the NAE was a diverse lot who came together, at least
rhetorically, around a fundamentalist approach to Christianity (Sweeney 1991). Unlike the NCC
the NAE is made up of a group of denominations who participate ecumenically at a lower rate.
The NAE does not have state-level affiliation organizations and it does not have a large full
communion religious movement. Instead the NAE primarily exists to help the smaller religious
movements that share goals coordinate. The NAE’s focus is political and social. The NAE
promotes political policies that are favored by evangelicals. It has lobbied legislatures for policies
favored by evangelicals, hosted Presidential addresses, and filed briefs with the Supreme Court.
It is also active in world relief work, with one of the largest relief organizations, World Relief,
associated with the NAE. Table 3-2 lists the member denominations of the NAE.
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Table 3-2: NAE Membership by Size and Pentecostalism
Denomination
Churches
Size
Advent Christian General
Conference
294
23,629
Anglican Church in North
America16
Unlisted
Unlisted
Anglican Mission in the
Americas
Unlisted
Unlisted
Assemblies of God USA
12,457
3.03 million
The Brethren Church
112
10,227
Brethren in Christ Church
232
20,739
Christian and Missionary
Alliance
2,042
436,428
Christian Reformed Church in
North America
808
180,502
Christian Union
107
4,014
Church of God (Cleveland,
TN)
6,481
1.07 million
Church of the Nazarene
5,058
649,836
Conservative Congregational
Christian Conference
298
42,296
Converge Worldwide
Unlisted
Unlisted
ECO: A Covenant Order of
Evangelical Presbyterians
Unlisted
Unlisted
Elim Fellowship
100
Unlisted
Evangelical Assembly of
Presbyterian Churches
207
89,190

16

Movement
Adventist
Other
Other
Pentecostal
Free Church
Free Church
Holiness
Reformed
Other
Pentecostal
Holiness
Reformed
Baptist
Reformed
Pentecostal
Reformed

In addition to denominations the NAE also allows Christian organizations, universities, and

even congregations to join. Most of these are nondenominational churches which do not speak
for Nondenominational Christianity as a whole. The Anglican Church in North America (ACNA)
is an exception. While the ACNA has not joined the NAE one of their larger congregations has.
What separates the ACNA from Nondenominational Christianity is that the ACNA has an
episcopal form of church governance. The church hierarchy could take action and have one of its
congregations remove itself from the NAE’s religious movement. It has not.
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The Evangelical Church
Evangelical Congregational
Church
Evangelical Free Church of
America
Evangelical Friends Church
International
Evangelical Presbyterian
Church
Every Nation Churches
Fellowship of Evangelical
Bible Churches
Fellowship of Evangelical
Churches
The Foursquare Church
Free Methodist Church of NA
Grace Communion
International
Great Commission Churches
International Pentecostal
Church of Christ
International Pentecostal
Holiness Church
Missionary Church, Inc.
North American Baptist
Conference
Open Bible Church
Pentecostal Free Will Baptist
Church
Presbyterian Church in
America
Primitive Methodist Church
USA
Royalhouse Chapel
International
The Salvation Army
Transformation Ministries
United Brethren in Christ
US Conference of the
Mennonite Brethren Churches
The Vineyard USA
The Wesleyan Church

133

12,475

Holiness

141

17,577

Reformed

1,475

356,000

Pietist

284

38,428

Free Church

207
Unlisted

89,190
Unlisted

Reformed
Other

19

2,103

Free Church

46
1,875
1,051

7,754
353,995
75,020

Free Church
Pentecostal
Pietist

Unlisted
Unlisted

Unlisted
Unlisted

Other
Other
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3,760

Pentecostal

2,024
431

330,054
38,206

Pentecostal
Reformed

272
275

47,150
45,000

Baptist
Pentecostal

150

Unlisted

Pentecostal

1,737

341,482

Reformed

67

3,601

Pietist

Unlisted
1,232
Unlisted
193

Unlisted
413,961
Unlisted
21,000

Pietist
Holiness
Baptist
Pietist

149
554
1,715

20,524
181,474
139,330

Free Church
Other
Holiness
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Neo-evangelicalism is made up of several smaller religious movements. In brief I want to
discuss each one.
Pentecostalism: The largest section religious movement in neo-evangelicalism are the
Pentecostals. The only two denominations in the NAE that have over a million members are
Pentecostal; the Assembly of God and the Church of God (Cleveland, TN). Pentecostalism also
has its own religious organization exclusively for Pentecostals. I will discuss them in more detail
down below.
Reformed: Many conservative Presbyterian churches in the United States are member of
the World Reformed Fellowship (WRF). The WRF is an organization is an organization
promoting “understanding, cooperation, and sharing of resources” of members (World Reformed
Fellowship Case Statement 2018).
Holiness: The Holiness movement is closely related to Pentecostalism. Pentecostalism
grew out of the Holiness movement in the United States (Blumhofer 1993). Many Pentecostal
denominations still have Holiness in their name because of this close link. From a beliefs and
practices standpoint the major difference between Holiness and Pentecostal denominations on the
practice of glossolalia or speaking in tongues. Pentecostals have viewed this as a spiritual gift
and a part of worship dating back to their foundations. This practice was just as quickly
condemned by Holiness leaders. Alma White, a Holiness leader, called speaking in tongues
“satanic gibberish.” (White 1910) Ecumenically the Holiness and the Pentecostals today work
together in the NAE. The Holiness movement does have a significant historically black
movement within it but there are almost no ecumenical ties between the white and black
branches of Holiness.
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Pietists: Pietism is a religious movement that grew out of Lutheranism that emphasizes
individual renewal and rebirth (Conkling 2015). Many of the modern staples that we think of
when we think about the social life of the church, women’s circle meetings, youth fellowship,
and even Sunday School came from Pietism (Mead et al 2010). Pietist thought was an influence
on the theological development in the United States including Congregationalists, Baptists, and
Anglicans (Noll 1992). Pietism today makes up a relatively small percentage of the religious
market in the United States.
What is a pietist denomination is a matter of some debate. Mead et al (2010) classifies
Brethren churches as Pietist while the PEW (2014) survey lists them as Anabaptists. The
important thing for religious movements is that these denominations are ecumenical. The
majority of Pietist denominations in the United States are members of the NAE and the ones that
have colleges and universities tend to have them as members of the CCCU. The exception is that
there are a few liberal branches of Pietism but those, like the Moravian Church, are part of NCC
religious movements and are easily identified.
Free Church or Anabaptists: Anabaptists are not Baptists. Instead the Anabaptists are
represented in the American religious market by the Brethren, the Apostolic Christian Movement,
the Hutterites, the Mennonites, and the Amish. Anabaptists trace their history back to the
beginning of the Protestant Reformation (Bruening 2017). They distinguished themselves early in
the Reformation by committing to an adult, or “believer’s” baptism as opposed to the more
liturgical practice of baptizing infants. While there is variation in the movement many
Anabaptists dress plainly and a few of the groups separate themselves from society at large. The
Anabaptists have one large Ecumenical denomination; the Church of the Brethren, but most of
them are either in the NAE or they are like the Amish and Hutterites and separated from broader
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society.
Adventists: The Adventist are a religious movement that originated during the Second
Great Awakening. They were founded by a Baptist preacher named William Miller who professed
his believe that Jesus would return to Earth at some point between 1843 and 1844. After this did
not happen, an even referred to as the Great Disappointment, the Adventists regrouped and
developed their distinct theological beliefs (Land 1998). Adventists are unique for their emphasis
on diet and health and their worship services which are typically held on Saturday as opposed to
Sunday in most Christian movements. The largest Adventist denomination are the Seventh Day
Adventists. While the Seventh Day Adventists themselves are not in the NAE they have opened
dialogue with denominations that are in the NAE. They are particularly close to the Salvation
Army though the dialogues have not yet opened a formal organizational tie (Salvation Army
International 2005).
Other groups: There are a few denominations in the NAE that do not fit into the above
listed categories. These include two small Anglican denominations that separated from the
Episcopal Church USA. There are also three small Baptist denominations; Converge Worldwide,
North American Baptist Conference, and Transformation Ministries. These denominations do not
come close to representing most of the Baptist opinion on ecumenicalism and two of the three
have even removed the word “Baptist” from their organizational title. The remainder are small
denominations that developed out of other religious movements like fundamentalists,
charismatic, or other movements.
While the NAE is broad, its members do not include some sectarian or evangelical
denominations, particularly ones that do not want to be involved in public policy as a
denomination. There are other neo-evangelical denominations that have not joined the NAE but
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are part of the movement. These evangelical denominations join with other neo-evangelicals on
other goals. One of these goals is higher education. The Council of Christian Colleges and
Universities is an association of accredited evangelical colleges and universities, most of which
are tied to denominations. The CCCU grew out of the Christian College Consortium (Balmer
2002) and advocates for higher education institutions who integrate Biblical teachings through
the curriculum and co-curricular activities of its members. The CCCU gives us expands neoevangelicalism to include the Holiness denomination Church of God (Anderson, IN) which has
all its educational institutions as either full member or associate member institutions.
There remain several large denominations that are arguably evangelical but are not part of
the NAE and have relatively few CCCU institutions. These include the Southern Baptist
Convention, the non-ELCA Lutheran denominations, the Churches of Christ, and the Church of
God in Christ. Due to several reasons – theological and social – these denominations are
considered as different movement.
Southern Baptists and other exclusive Baptists
The first movement is Baptists. Specifically, these are Baptists that are not part of the
National Council of Churches, National Association of Evangelicals, intra-Baptist groups (e.g.
the North American Baptist Fellowship), or other ecumenical organizations. These are Baptists
that identify primarily as Baptists, not as evangelicals or Protestants, and view as associations
with other Baptists as the only appropriate long-term associations. These are Baptist churches
with complete local autonomy. Still, they are a movement because they share a common history
and have associations between congregations. These include local, state, national, and
international associations. Baptists churches often belong to more than one association, and they
may even belong to more than one national association. While some large associations are part of
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the NCC, most Baptists belong to a church outside the NCC.
The largest association of Baptists is the Southern Baptist Convention, which began as a
split from other Baptists over the issue of slavery. Baptists churches cooperated by supporting
missionaries. In 1845, both the Home Mission and Foreign Mission Society Boards considered
hypotheticals on whether they would grant a missionary appointment to a slaveholder. The
answer was clear:
If anyone should offer himself as a missionary, having slaves, and should insist on
retaining his property, we could not appoint him. One thing is certain, we can never be
party to any arrangement which would imply approbation of slavery. (Mild 1976, pg. 45)
The American Baptist Home Mission Society recommended that the members should
split into two separate organizations. By the end of the year the Baptists in the South had a
meeting in Augusta, Georgia where they organized their own denomination, the Southern Baptist
Convention.
A denomination splitting over the issue of slavery was not unique. Virtually all national
denominations split prior to the Civil War (Goen 1976). Those that did not were generally
isolated to a region of the country or were denominations like the Episcopal Church which had a
strong organization and did not try and enforce a specific denominational-wide belief on the
issue. Most large Protestant denominations, like the Methodists and the Presbyterians split over
slavery prior to the outbreak of the Civil War. What makes Baptists unique is that they were
never able to reunite. The Northern Baptists renamed themselves American Baptists in 1950;
Southern Baptists have retained their region-based name despite becoming an international
association of congregations.
Today, the SBC is one of the most racially diverse denominations in the United States.
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According to a 2016 report from the SBC almost 20% of the congregations who associate with
the denomination are a majority non-white. Additionally, most of the growth of the SBC is
among non-white populations (Chandler 2016). Religious tradition also frequently sorts based on
whether Baptists have an Evangelical identity despite Baptists reticence to join with other nonBaptist Evangelicals on political and theological issues.
The SBC has rejected ecumenical organizations (Hankins 1997). The SBC did not join
the Federal or National Council of Churches, even as other Baptist associations did so. The SBC
has also refused to join other evangelical groups. It has never belonged to the National
Association of Evangelicals (NAE). In 2016, there was an attempt to have the SBC affiliate with
the NAE (Allen 2016). After studying the issue, the SBC declined to consider affiliation with a
“non-Southern Baptist organization” while allowing individual congregations to decide if they
wanted to affiliate (Roach 2017). This is consistent with a resolution passed by the SBC in 1999,
which resolved that Southern Baptists may work with other evangelical groups but that it should
not form any long-term relationship or do anything to diminish the SBC as a unique organization
(Southern Baptist Convention 1996). In the past, the SBC was part of intra-Baptist groups, but it
has since left them. The SBC has become more conservative over the past forty years and has
become less willing to work with Baptists that do not share their beliefs (Ammerman 1990). In
2004, the SBC withdrew from the Baptist World Alliance, an international group of Baptist
associations that the SBC helped found a century earlier (Hinkle 2004). In 1991, the SBC pulled
support for the Baptist Joint Committee (now Baptist Joint Committee for Religious Liberty),
despite founding the committee decades earlier.
The SBC is the largest organization in the Sectarian Baptist movement, but there are
many other associations that share an understanding of being Baptist. There are also some Baptist
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churches that may belong to a state or local association but do not want to belong to the SBC.
Some of these include independent Baptist congregations that do not associate with any others.
For many Baptists, associations are relatively unimportant. They are “just Baptist” and will
belong to a local Baptist congregation regardless of its associations. I will discuss “just Baptist”
and other ambiguous identifiers in the next chapter.
Churches of Christ
The Church of Christ is a Restorationist denomination that follows an extreme
congregationalist style of church governance. The Restorationist Movement (also referred to as
the Campbell Movement) came about during the Second Great Awakening. One of the central
tenants of the Campbell Movement was that denominationalism itself was contrary to God’s will.
They abandoned denominational labels and, at least originally, identified only as Christian.
Ironically for a movement based around how there should be only one single church the
movement broke apart almost immediately into three separate factions. The Disciples of Christ
was the more liberal group who viewed their mission as one where differences in worship style
and practice could be embraced while being allowed to remain in the movement. The Church of
Christ took the opposite approach. Their view was that the practices of the Church of Christ were
completely in accord with the teachings of the Bible and that any deviation from that was
incorrect. One of their most interesting points of worship distinctiveness is that the Churches of
Christ practice exclusively a cappella music. A cappella music is so important to the Church of
Christ that it officially formed in response to congregations in the Restoration Movement
purchasing pianos. (Conklin 1997)
Today the Church of Christ is the largest Restorationist movement. The denomination’s
own website describes it as an “undenominational” (Internet Ministries 2019) a term which it
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uses to mean that it is even more loosely organized than the Baptists. The Church of Christ has
no central organization or president. It does not participate ecumenically with other
denominations.
Despite being “undenominational” the Church of Christ, like the Baptists and
Nondenominational Christianity, are linked through a common title. The congregations that make
up the Church of Christ could call themselves anything in the world. They own their own
buildings and are free to associate themselves however they want. They choose to identify
themselves as the Church of Christ which links them together as a religious movement regardless
of whether they have a denominational headquarters or not.
Pentecostal/Charismatics
Pentecostalism is the fastest growing religious category in the world and is arguably the
fastest growing in the history of the world. (Lugo 2006) This movement, which began in the early
20th Century they have become one of the largest Christian movements in the world and the
United States.
Pentecostalism is a movement that crosses over traditions, as designated by RELTRAD.
White Pentecostals are a large part of the Evangelical tradition. Many white Pentecostal
denominations also belong to the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE). These include
Assemblies of God, Church of God (Cleveland, TN), Elim Fellowship, the Foursquare Church,
International Pentecostal Church of Christ, International Pentecostal Holiness Church, Open
Bible Churches, and Pentecostal Free Will Baptist Church. Yet, Pentecostals are not limited to
evangelicalism and have formed ecumenical ties with COGIC and other black denominations.
These churches are part of the “black church” but have not formed movement organizations with
black Methodist or black Baptist churches (Shelton and Cobb 2018, Sherkat 2002).
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Pentecostalism is a movement that is not confined to white or black religious traditions.
Pentecostalism takes its name from a story in the second chapter of the Biblical book of
Acts. According to the story the early followers of Jesus were gathered together during the
festival of Shavout 50 days after the Passover. According the book of Acts the disciples were
“filled with the Holy Spirit” and able to “speak with other tongues.” The disciples then rush out
into the crowd who had gathered for the festival and, despite initially being denounced as drunks,
use their ability to speak in other languages to evangelize to the crowd and received many
conversions. Pentecost is an important story to all Christian denominations because it is viewed
as the birth of the Christian church. It represents the first time that anyone had converted to the
new religion outside of the ministry of Jesus.
For Pentecostals the story has a deeper meaning and justifies two unique beliefs that
make Pentecostals unique from most other Christian denominations. The first is the idea of being
baptized, or filled, with the Holy Spirit. Pentecostals and Charismatics believe that this
experience, which is separate from water baptisms, is a separate event that fills the believer with
power to serve God (Duffield and Van Cleave 1983). Once a believer has been filled with the
Holy Spirit, they can perform certain spiritually infused actions which also separate them from
other Christian denominations. This power can manifest itself in several “spiritual gifts” that a
believer can perform. These gifts include spiritual practices like speaking in tongues, divine
healing, prophesying and other miraculous occurrences.
Pentecostals believe that gifts like glossolalia, or speaking in tongues, are spiritual
evidence that they have been filled with the power of God. Tongues are probably the best known
of Pentecostal's spiritual gifts but the other important one is the belief in healing. This is not a
belief that God can miraculously heal the sick. It is the belief that some believers have “special
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powers or special access to God perform healing... usually with prayer and a laying on of hands.”
(Conkin 1997, pg. 292) This kind of intense spiritual focus is viewed with suspicion in many
other religious categories. The Southern Baptist Convention's Mission Board viewed speaking
with tongues as a disqualifying practice among potential missionaries until 2015 (Horton and
Shimron 2015).
Pentecostalism, unlike some other movements, has a clear stating point. The “father” of
Pentecostalism was a man named Charles F. Parham. A former Methodist minister who absorbed
influences from a bunch of different Christian traditions and combined them into a protoPentecostalism that was very similar in theology to Adventist churches. One of his students was a
one-eyed black minister named William Joseph Seymour who Parham helped to travel to Los
Angeles to help a small holiness mission. Shortly after Seymour got to Los Angeles, he was
almost immediately kicked out of the group he traveled to assist due to his teachings and wild
religious services. He eventually found a new place to hold services, a run down and abandoned
Methodist mission on Azusa Street.
Virtually all modern Pentecostal denominations have a tie back to the Azusa Street
Revival (Conklin 1997). While Azusa is the origination point these different Pentecostal
denominations it was more of an inspiration point than anything else. The earliest ministers who
converted to Pentecostalism came from differing religious traditions and that informed the
churches that they went back to. Indeed, even the founders of Azusa Street did not agree on a
definition of what Pentecostalism was. Charles Parham came to Azusa Street to minister and was
eventually disinvited by the local leadership. William Seymour was also eventually expelled from
the group.
The first formally organized Pentecostal denomination was the Church of God in Christ
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(or COGIC) which is in the historically black tradition. COGIC was vitally important to the
spread of Pentecostalism because since its founders came from a Methodist background it kept a
more formal form of church governance and got a state charter. This meant that COGIC was the
only Pentecostal organization that could license ministers during a time when licensed ministers
could get a free pass on railroads. The earliest Pentecostal ministers, white and black, were
ordained in COGIC. The largest historically white Pentecostal denomination, the Assembly of
God, a split off from COGIC. The Assemblies was formed in Hot Springs Arkansas in 1914 by a
group of ministers who had been licensed in COGIC. While the Assemblies of God was not all
white when it was founded within two years the most influential African American voices had
left (Synan 1997) and COGIC was left with almost no white ministers.
Pentecostals formed the first ecumenical organization for Pentecostals in 1948 in Des
Moines Iowa called the Pentecostal Fellowship of North America. The PFNA was an all-white
formal group that had the goal of bridging the doctrinal divisions within Pentecostalism. Like the
Methodists and the Baptists, other denominations with a large historically black tradition,
Pentecostalism has a difficult history with race relations within the denomination.
Pentecostalism's unique racial history is reflected today in the Pentecostal/Charismatic
Churches of North America (or PCCNA) which is the only Evangelical ecumenical organization
to include denominations from both historically white and black religious traditions. According
to the PCCNA, it was formed on October 18th, 1994 when during a meeting on racial
reconciliation between the old PFNA and the large historically black Pentecostal denominations a
white minister, apparently moved by the spirit, appeared on stage with a basin of water and
washed a black minister's feet as a sign of repentance. Pentecostal leaders took this as a sign of
approval from God that the two sides should begin the process of formally reconciling. This
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event is called the “Miracle in Memphis” by Pentecostals and led to the dissolving of the PFNA
and the formation of the PCCNA. (PCCNA 2018).
Table 3-3: Pentecostal/Charismatic Churches of North America Membership17
Denomination/Congregations
Assemblies of God USA
Church of God (Cleveland, TN)
Church of God in Christ
Church of God of the Apostolic Faith
Church of God of Prophecy
Elim Fellowship
The Foursquare Church
Full Gospel Fellowship
International Pentecostal Church of Christ
International Pentecostal Holiness Church
New Church of Joy
Open Bible Churches
Open Bible Faith Fellowship
Pentecostal Church of God
Pentecostal Free Will Baptist Church
Reformed Churches of God in Christ
International
Save the Nations Inc.
Soul Rescue and Revival Church
United Evangelical Churches
United Holy Church of America

As you can see in the above table many of the denominations in the PCCNA are also in
the NAE. The additions include some small denominations (or large megachurches) who, for

17

This is not a complete list of PCCNA membership. I did not include organizations that were

not churches or denominations who hold PCCNA membership. I also did not include Pentecostal
denominations and churches who are not primarily based in the United States. The PCCNA has a
number of denominations headquartered in both Canada and in Mexico.
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whatever reason, are only in the PCCNA. The major addition to the PCCNA that is not present in
the NAE are historically black denominations. The largest of these denominations is COGIC.
COGIC sees Pentecostalism as it’s religious movement but it does not see the NAE as being in
the same religious movement.
In addition to denominations in Pentecostalism there is one groups that is added due to its
ties through COGIC. Historically black Holiness denominations are much more closely tied to
the black Pentecostal denominations like COGIC then they have been to the white Holiness
denominations like the Church of the Nazarene. Unlike the other Christian movements that had
splits between the white and black denominations the Holiness have not made significant inroads
to bridge that divide over the past forty years. Instead what we see instead are historical ties
between black Pentecostal and black Holiness denominations (Jones 1987 ADD TO BIB).
COGIC began as a Holiness denomination but The Pentecostal denomination was an outgrowth
of the Pentecostal movement and, while the two groups have separated themselves the movement
is much more closely linked for black Holiness groups.
Confessional Lutheranism
Confessional Lutheranism takes its name from a term that references the Book of
Concord, a foundational text of Lutheranism. Lutheran denominations that call themselves
confessional mean that they state their belief that the Book of Concord’s doctrines are completely
faithful to the Bible. In the United States this applies to all Lutheran denominations except for the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA). This religious movement is not organized in
the United States but there are international organizations of confessional Lutherans; the
International Lutheran Council and the Confessional Evangelical Lutheran Conference are both
confessional Lutheran bodies.
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The largest Confessional Lutheran denomination is the Lutheran Church Missouri-Synod
(LCMS). The LCMS is an organized denomination. Compared to many of the denominations in
this category the LCMS features a more unitarian form of church governance that binds the
congregations in the denomination together. Outside the denomination though the LCMS
participates in very few ecumenical organizations. The LCMS's official position on
ecumenicalism is that while the denomination will engage in dialogue with other Christian's their
policy specifically states that the LCMS will not omit anything in ecumenical dialogues and are
not willing to simply agree to disagree (LCMS 1974). In the most recent Presidential Report on
ecumenicalism the LCMS's attempts at ecumenicalism don't even mention ELCA as a potential
candidate for any kind of formal ecumenical dialogue (LCMS Commission on Theology and
Church Relations 2011). The LCMS is not the only confessional Lutheran body in the United
States. The other major one is the Lutheran Church – Wisconsin Synod (LCWS).
When Confessional Lutherans do work together with other denominations they do so in a
limited fashion, preferring to partner only with other Lutherans. This occasionally includes the
ELCA, but that involvement has diminished over time. Originally the some of the Confessional
Lutherans worked together but that has changed. There used to be a Lutheran ecumenical body;
the Lutheran Council in the United States of America (LCUSA) that was made up of two of the
denominations that currently make up the ELCA along with two of the denominations that today
exist in as the LCMS. The LCMS left the organization in 1977 during a period where the
denomination went in a more conservative direction. (Nelson 1980). The LCMS and the LCWS
each have a university in the CCCU but neither has joined the NAE.
Nondenominational
A growing movement in the United States is the nondenominational movement. These
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churches have not formed a movement organization, not even an “undenomination.” There is no
creed or brand shared. A congregation can be nondenominational for any number of reasons. It
could reflect a Baptist church who viewed removing the word “Baptist” as a way to improve their
outreach to people who would otherwise be turned off by the word “Baptist.” It could be that the
church has a more tolerant attitude toward specific beliefs on sacraments and therefore reflects a
more open form of Christianity. It could be that the congregation objected to some decisions by
the broader denomination and formally left rather than objecting from within. Churches either
begin as nondenominational or switch after being established.
Nondenominational Christianity is a movement that is defined by its insistence that
congregations should remain out of denominations, not to keep authority at the local level but
instead to erase the barriers denominations bring between evangelical Christians. Baptists, in
contrast, view the local church as the only legitimate religious authority and may even deny that
there is any universal church (Hankins 1997). The nondenominational movement, however,
views each local church as part of a universal church that should not be divided up by
denominations. This universal church is understood to be one defined by evangelical beliefs and
understandings about what is a legitimate church. Nondenominational churches emphasize that a
person should not take a “Baptist,” “Presbyterian,” or other denominational identity. A Christian
should identify as a “Christian” who happens to be in a congregation. (Ammerman 2005). While
nondenominational churches have rejected a denominational identity as they have grown in the
religious market the term ‘nondenominational’ has ironically become a label that people who
hear the term apply despite the fact that getting away from labels was part of the point of the
religious movement (Ammerman 2005).
Nondenominationals are a “growing” segment of the Christian tradition. As the
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percentage of Christian identifiers in the United States shrinks the percentage of Christians who
have no denominational identity has risen. Many of the largest congregations in the United States
are nondenominational. According to the Hartford Institute's Database of Megachurches 33 of the
50 largest churches in the United States are either nondenominational, generic Christian, or of an
unknown denominational affiliation (Hartford Institute for Religious Research 2018). The leaders
of these congregations are best-selling authors who have an influence far beyond the walls of
their congregations. Nondenominational Christianity has also gained an increasingly large
foothold in politics. During the 2016 Presidential campaign a large section of Donald Trump's
“Evangelical Advisory Committee” was made up of nondenominational ministers. (Shellnut and
Zylstra 2016)
One of the movements within Nondenominational Christianity is the Prosperity Gospel
which believes that God wishes to bless you in your life with financial and physical well-being if
you have faith. What holds people back from receiving God's blessings is the person's lack of
faith. To receive God's blessings people are encouraged to express their faith through visible
signs. These can include religious practices like church attendance, prayer, statements affirming
God’s provision and, most importantly, financial donations. By giving God (who is represented
by the church and its pastor) a financial donation, God will bless the person many times over.
When a person does not contribute financially to God, they have a lack of faith and thus will not
be blessed. While all congregations in the United States depend on financial contributions from
congregations, Prosperity Gospel churches are unique in the singular focus they place on it. In
her examination of the history and theology of the Prosperity Gospel, Kate Bowler (2013) writes
that Prosperity Gospel services reflect its difference from other Christians. In liturgical churches
worship revolves around the Eucharist or Communion. In most evangelical churches, the service
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focuses on the sermon and the invitation or call to act. But in churches who preach the Prosperity
Gospel, the climax of worship is the offering (2013).
Many of the most popular Prosperity Gospel pastors have moved beyond ministering to a
single church and have become multimedia stars. Ministers like T.D. Jakes, Paula White, and
most proximately Joel Osteen not only lead megachurches but also authors best-selling books
(Osteen 2007), television programs (Osteen 1999), and even board games18 (Osteen 2004). We
know from work by Bowler (2013) that most congregations that align with this theology end up
being classified as nondenominational, with the congregations connected through conference and
other networks. While Bowler notes that there are informal linkages between the ministers of
Prosperity Gospel churches there is no “Prosperity Denomination” or movement organization.
Indeed, the congregations lack even the shared identity of the Baptists because virtually all
congregations who believe in the Prosperity Gospel do not use the Prosperity Gospel label.
Most denominations have responded to this movement with ambivalence, if not outright
hostility. After James Dobson revealed that Prosperity Gospel minister Paula White was the
person who had converted Donald Trump to Christianity (Duin 2017) the head of the SBC's
Ethics & Religious Liberty Commission (ERLC) Russell Moore tweeted that, “Paula White is

18

Players of Your Best Life Now: The Game, which is based on a Joel Osteen book, are in a race

through Osteen’s seven steps (levels in the game) to unlock their full potential. The winner is the
first to make it through the last level, “Choose to Be Happy” and move their pawn into
“Tomorrow.” The guide claims that the game is the first board game “in which play extends
beyond the board and into real life after the last move has been made.” (Osteen 2006).
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charlatan and recognized as a heretic by every orthodox Christian, of whatever tribe.” (drmoore
2016).
Other Christian Movements
In addition to the religious movements identified above the United States also has three
additional Christian movements. These are movements that are part of the Christian tradition (at
least in their own understanding of the religion). They differ from the other movements discussed
because their ecumenical ties to the other movements is minimal or nonexistent. They view the
other movements as departures from the true faith rather than as denominations within the same
tradition. While they may value inter-faith relationships, they do not form lasting alliances with
other denominations. In short, they are movements that are part of ecumenical movements.
Because there is a consensus among the literature that these groups should be treated as
independent movements, I will not spend much time on these groups, but I do want to identify
and discuss each of them in brief.
Catholics
Catholics represent the largest Christian denomination in the United States the Roman
Catholic Church (PEW 2014). Catholicism in the United States goes back to colonial times (Gill
2007) but it was a minority denomination in most of the colonies. Catholicism began to grow as a
percentage of the religious market in the nineteen centuries as immigrants from Catholic
countries, particularly Ireland, began to come to the United States (Swierenga 2009). The 19th
Century began to see the first ecumenical bonds being formed as a reaction to Catholicism.
Catholic discrimination was commonplace in parts of America through the 1950s and a major
part of the 1960 Presidential election (an important decision-making body for Catholics is the US
Conference of Catholic Bishops which was created and empowered by the Catholic reforms that
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came after Vatican II (Burns 1992).
Since Vatican II, the Catholic Church is more accepting of other Christian churches, but it
still views itself as the one and only true Christian church. As a result, it holds a different
understanding of ecumenism and “full communion” than churches in the NCC, for example. The
Catholic Church says that full communion only exists when there is one church. The Catholic
understanding says that Lutherans, for example, cannot be in full communion with Catholics
because if they were then there would be no Lutherans per se. While some groups have been
allowed to retain some of their traditions and liturgies within a personal ordinariate from the
Catholic Church they are allowed those distinctions within the Catholic Church (Benedict XVI
2009). Instead the Catholic Church's position is that, “men who believe in Christ and have been
truly baptized are in communion with the Catholic Church even though this communion is
imperfect.” (Unitatis Redintegratio 1964). In practical ecumenical terms this means that the
Catholic Church does not participate in Communion with other Christian denominations and it
does not recognize clergy ordained by other denominations as able to perform Catholic services.
The Catholic Church is not a member of the NCC or the NAE. The Catholic church is a
member of a few state-level ecumenical organizations, but those ties are between specific diocese
and not reflective of the broader Catholic church in the United States. Catholics represent a
movement that is dominated by a single denomination19. Catholics have been recognized as a

19

Surveys that allow respondents to identify with the Polish Catholic Church are exceptions to

this. The Polish Catholic Church is a member of the NCC. Most surveys that account for
denominations do not ask follow-up questions once a respondent identifies as “Catholic.” In
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unique religious movement since the earliest studies of Christianity in the United States due to
the movement’s unique theology, worship practice, ethnic background, and the historical
precedent of being treated as an “out-group” by Protestant religious movements. While it is true
that individual denominations like Lutherans and Anglicans have made movements toward
reconciliation, they have been unable to come together yet in a single religious movement.
Mormonism
Mormonism, like Catholicism, is dominated by a single organization. For Mormons this
is the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (LDS). The Mormon experience in the United
States, particularly for the groups that left the United States for Utah after Joseph Smith’s death
along with the unique theology and religious practices of Mormons have made them unique in
the United States’ religious market. I discussed the origins of Mormonism in the beginning of the
dissertation when I covered the Community of Christ. The LDS church had the same history until
they left the United States for the Utah Territory. This isolation from America allowed the LDS
church to develop in isolation from both the other Mormons and from the other Christian
movements in the United States.
The LDS do form organizational ties with other religious groups but, unlike the
Community of Christ, they only appear in interfaith groups as opposed to ecumenical groups.
While there are Christians who are willing to work with the LDS church, they are always careful
to make sure that they are not acknowledged as being part of the same religious movement.

these cases all Catholics are classified as ‘Catholic.’ In cases like the PEW Religious Landscape
Survey the respondents who identify with the Polish Catholic Church are placed in the
Ecumenical Christianity group.
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Surveys have shown that most Evangelicals do not believe that Mormons are Christians
(Campbell, Green, and Monson 2014). Robert Jeffress, the pastor at the largest Baptist church in
the United States characterized that opinion when he said, “Mormonism has never been
considered a part of historic Christianity.” (Burton and Hillyard 2018). Likewise, the LDS is not
the same as the other branches of Christianity. Sociologically they function more like an ethnoreligious group than other Christian religious movements. “What makes a Methodist a Methodist
differs from what makes a Mormon a Mormon.” (Campbell, Green, and Monson 2014)
Jehovah’s Witnesses
The Jehovah’s Witnesses (JW) are a millenarian Christian denomination that has a
nontrinitarian understanding of God. They were founded by Charles Taze Russell but a leadership
dispute after his death meant that many of the doctrines of the denomination come from Russell’s
ultimate successor, Joseph Franklin Rutherford. The JW have several things that distinguish
themselves from other Christians. They refuse military service and blood transfusions. Studies of
the JW by sociologists like James Beckford (1975) have found that the denomination tends to be
more assertive toward their members with a high degree of demand on their members time and
energy. By eliminating “free-riders” from the denomination the JW was able to grow rapidly
across the world (Stark and Iannaccone 1997).
The Jehovah’s Witnesses are currently not engaged in any ecumenical organizations that I
could locate. JW takes a particularly hard stance against Roman Catholicism but all expressions
of Christianity that are not in accordance with JW teachings are viewed by the denomination as
‘false religion.’ (Chryssides 2012) This definition of ‘false religion’ includes all the other
religious movements discussed above. A good summary of the Jehovah’s witness attitude toward
Christian ecumenicalism is found in Chryssides.
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The identification of false religion with Babylon is generally not fully appreciated by
those outside [Jehovah’s Witnesses]. Babylon is the whore, the body who has abandoned
Jehovah and gone after false gods. Mainstream Christians have sometimes tried to
bargain with Jehovah’s Witnesses with invitations like ‘I’ll come to your church if you’ll
come to mine.’ Since other religions are Babylon, such a proposition is rather like a
prostitute from a local brothel inviting the Christian, ‘I’ll come to your place if you’ll
come to mine.’ Since religion outside [Jehovah’s Witnesses are] the whore of Babylon, the
proposal is unacceptable. (Chryssides 2012 pg. 7)
Given that attitude toward the other Christian movements the Jehovah’s Witnesses should
be treated as an independent religious movement.
Conclusion
In this chapter I identified the major Christian religious movements in the United States. I
identified eleven movements. Three of these movements are within the National Council of
Churches; Communion Partners, Non-Communion NCC members, and the Orthodox. Two
movements are within the National Association of Evangelicals; the Pentecostals and the NeoEvangelicals. Three movements represent Protestant religious movements that exist outside both
the NAE and the NCC; Baptists, Churches of Christ, and Confessional Lutherans. I also
identified three religious movements that exist outside of Protestant Christianity; Catholics,
Mormons, and Jehovah’s Witnesses.
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Figure 3-2: Christian Religious Movements in the United States

The picture that religious movements give us is quite different from RELTRAD.
Mainline Protestantism is made up of two movements while also including the Orthodox and
most of the historically black Protestant denominations. Evangelicals are even more fragmented
with many of the larger movements refusing to work with other movements outside of the most
narrowly tailored of focuses. In no case is RELTRAD capable of accounting for religious
movements in the United States. Religious movements in the United States cross over traditional
boundaries or they can narrowly tailor themselves to a single denomination.
Now that I have identified the movements step one is complete. In order to study the
effect of religious movements on social and political behavior we must be able to test for them
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using survey instruments. In the next chapter I will take what we know about religious
movements and develop a categorization scheme, RELMOVE, that will allow me to test
religious movements in the United States.
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CHAPTER 4
RELMOVE: BUILDING A CLASSIFICATION SCHEME BASED ON RELIGIOUS
MOVEMENTS
In the previous chapter I identified the major Christian religious movements in the United
States. As I demonstrated the movements give a much different picture of Christian diversity
than the picture developed by religious tradition. Christian religious movements can both cross
over traditional boundaries and they can exist along a much narrower spectrum. Religious
movements also break apart denominational families. As identified by Wuthnow (1988) and
subsequently confirmed by other studies Baptist is not a religious movement. While Baptists do
represent a large religious movement that exists outside of the NAE and the NCC there are large
Baptists denominations; the American Baptist Church USA and the National Baptist Convention
USA that are in the NCC
Practically this means that if we want to study the effect of religious movements that we
are going to need to develop an alternative classification scheme. Neither RELTRAD nor
LEHMAN is enough to make an analysis of religious movements because they are based upon
theories that do not accurately capture religious movements.
In this chapter I develop my own classification scheme, RELMOVE (for “religious
movements”). RELMOVE uses the religious movements identified in Chapter 3 as the basis for
classification. RELMOVE uses data on a respondent’s answers to a series of questions on the
specific religious group to which the person either identifies or participates in. This is the same
approach taken by existing religious classifications (Steensland et al 2000, Shelton and Cobb
2017, Lehman and Sherkat 2018). Religious categorizations like these are complex because they
require decisions for how to classify members on a wide range of denominations. There are also
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judgements that must be made when a person’s response is ambiguous. In this chapter, I explain
how to place respondents into categories consistent with the movements identified in the
previous chapter.
Structure of Survey Instruments
How do surveys that attempt to get religious belonging down to the denominational
level20 do this task? Most surveys use branching follow-up questions. A respondent is asked to
identify with a religion. Depending on their answer they can be asked either one or two followups to attempt to narrow down to their denomination. The logic behind this decision is that for

20

Not every survey attempts to get this deep. Exit polls are an example of a survey that does even

attempt to gather denominational data on the respondents. Instead what most exit polls do is that
they ask a basic religious identification question. For Protestant Christians they will then ask if
the respondent has had a born-again experience or if they identify as Evangelical. They will then
typically report people who are white and born-again as Evangelicals, White Born-Again, or
White Born-Again Protestant. While findings based upon this kind of classification are
interesting, they are based on the respondent’s religious identity and not necessarily where the
respondent belongs. In this dissertation I am only interested in religious belonging and am not
interested in religious identification.
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most people their religious identification is with a broad classification as opposed to a specific
denomination21.
While each survey follows the same basic format none of the surveys used in this
dissertation do things in the exact same way. Each varies the number of follow-ups, the impact
that the respondent’s racial identification has on the questions, and what kind of prompts the
respondent gets from the person giving the survey. It is important to know what the survey
instrument is doing because we know from research that the method through which data is
gathered affects the quality of the data that we can analyze. Things like church attendance are
frequently over reported (Hadaway, Marler, and Chaves 1998) when asked on surveys but when
respondents are just given a time diary, they may not overreport because the respondent does not
know the variable we are interested in (Niemi 1993).
In order to build the most theoretically consistent classification scheme possible I need to
not only be aware of the religious movements in the United States but the practical matters of
what the available survey instruments are and what can be done with their data. In the following
section I address each of the three survey instruments used in the remainder of the dissertation.
GSS
The GSS (2018) begins with their RELIG variable. Respondents are asked “What is your
religious preference? Is it Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, some other religion, or no religion?” If the
respondent answers Protestant the respondent is then asked the DENOM variable. DENOM asks

21

On a personal level I can confirm that this is true for myself. If I was asked what religion I was

I would say, “Christian.” If someone asked what kind of Christian I would say, “Lutheran.” It
would take a specific question to get “ELCA Lutheran” out of me.
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the respondent, “What specific denomination is that, if any?” The GSS lists a few specific
denominations from a handful of religious families; Baptist, Methodist, Lutheran, Presbyterian,
and Episcopal. These families have 25 denominations between them in the code if you include
the “don’t know which” responses. Respondents can also give nondenominational as a religious
belonging. If a respondent’s denomination is not listed in DENOM the GSS has a massive
OTHER22 variable which includes literally hundreds of other denominations. Some of these are
specific (like the Assembly of God USA) while others are more generic identification terms
(Pentecostal). See Figure 4-1 to see the steps that denominations outside of the specific ones
mentioned by DENOM are coded.
One peculiarity of the GSS form of asking questions is that it assumes that when it asks
respondents the RELIG question they know what a Protestant is. Since 1993 (the year the GSS
began coding it as an acceptable response to the question about whether you are a “Protestant,
Catholic, Jew, or something else” 792 respondents have said that they are something else;
Christian. Unless there is an error in the GSS Codebook these respondents were not asked any
follow-up questions about their denominational affiliation.

22

The GSS’s OTHER category under DENOM is in Appendix K of the GSS Codebook. If you

look up the word “hodgepodge” in the Oxford English Dictionary they have a reference to
Appendix K. The groups listed in here are arranged with all the grace and civility of spaghetti
after it has been thrown against a wall.
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Figure 4-1: GSS Follow-Up Questions for Coding Religious Belonging

PEW
The PEW (2014) Religious Landscape Survey begins by asking respondents Q.E1; “What
is your present religion, if any? Are you Protestant, Roman Catholic, Mormon, Orthodox such as
Greek or Russian Orthodox, Jewish, Muslim, Buddhist, Hindu, atheist, agnostic, something else,
or nothing in particular?” If a respondent declined to answer, or they gave an identification of
“something else” they were given a prompt from the interviewer to ask if they were Christian. If
they were or they identified as Protestant23 they were given a follow-up.

23

All respondents, except the people who identified as Catholic, were given a denominational

follow-up. I will focus here only on the Protestants because it is more interesting and a more
applicable comparison to the GSS. However, because the PEW Survey did ask these follow-ups,
we are able to pull the Community of Christ out in studies using the PEW Survey.
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Respondents who identify as Protestant or Christian24 are given the following prompt,
“As far as your religion, what denomination or church, if any, do you identify with most closely?
Just stop me when I get to the right one. Are you Baptist, Methodist, Lutheran, Presbyterian,
Pentecostal, Episcopalian or Anglican, Church of Christ or Disciples of Christ, Congregational or
United Church of Christ, Holiness, Reformed, Church of God, nondenominational or
independent church, something else, or none in particular?
Once a respondent identifies with a denominational category, they are then asked a
follow-up based on the one they identified with. This follow-up was designed to get the specific
denomination within that category that the person identified with. In each case the PEW
questioner would mention a few of the largest denominations in that category by name but also
allowed respondents to identify with some other group. I will not repeat them all here (there are
over a dozen different prompts) but will use the Lutherans as an example. If a respondent
identified as Lutheran, they were given the following prompt; “Which of the following Lutheran
churches, if any, do you identify with most closely? The Evangelical Church in America, the
Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, or some other Lutheran church?” The PEW survey is very easy
to use because it takes all these codes and then creates a new variable DENOM where
denominational affiliation is coded in an organized manner that makes edits easy to use and
explore.

24

If a volunteer gave a specific denomination earlier, they are simply coded correctly and not

asked the follow-up questions. So, if a respondent answered “Southern Baptist” when asked for
their religion then they are just coded as Southern Baptist immediately.
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The PEW Survey does involve one unique prompt that is not in either the GSS or the
ANES. For denominational categories that have large historically black Protestant denominations
(Baptists, Methodists, Pentecostal, and Churches of God25) the prompt that was given varied
depending on the respondent’s racial identification. For these identifications the specific
denominations in the denominational category varied. Black respondents were prompted with
historically black denominations. Non-black respondents were prompted with non-black
denominations. If a black respondent told the respondent that they were Pentecostal they got the
following prompt, “Which of the following Pentecostal churches, if any, do you identify with
most closely? The Church of God in Christ, Church of God of the Apostolic Faith, or some other
church?” If a non-black respondent identified themselves as Pentecostal, they got this prompt
instead, “Which of the following Pentecostal churches if any do you identify with most closely?
The Assemblies of God, Church of God Cleveland Tennessee, or some other church?” In each
case a respondent could identify with a denomination in the opposite category, a white
respondent could identify with COGIC and a black respondent could identify with the Assembly
of God, but they were not prompted with that identity.

25

Holiness and Nondenominational identifiers did not have separate prompts based upon race

despite have respondents coded as Historically Black Protestants.
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Figure 4-2: Flowchart of how a respondent who attends a Pentecostal church is identified
in PEW Religious Landscape Study (respondent answers are in grayscale, italics, and
bold).

ANES
The ANES follows the same basic branching follow-ups to identify religious belonging.
Like the GSS and PEW there are some slight differences in the way the ANES branches paths.
The ANES’s most distinctive feature is right up front. Before respondents to the ANES
survey are asked about their religious identity they are asked about how frequently they attend
religious services. If the respondent reports attending religious services more than “never” the
respondent is asked for the respondents’ subjective description of their own major religious
group; Protestant, Catholic, Jew, or Other. If the respondent reports never attending the
respondent is asked if they, “ever think of themselves as part of a church or denomination?” If
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the respondent answers yes, they are then asked to give their subjective description of their own
major religious group. If the respondent answers no then they are coded as a religious none.
For respondents who describe their major religious group as either Protestant or Other
they are asked they were given 30 subjective descriptions of their own religious denomination. 23
of the 30 are Christian religious organizations. Some of them are denominational categories with
sub-groups and others, like the United Church of Christ are simply denominations. Table 4-1
presents the options that respondents were given along with whether a person who identified with
that group was asked to specify. For each group I have also included a column with the number
of denominations that the respondent had to select from. Keep in mind that each group also had
an “Other” category for people who said that their religious denomination or church was not on
the list. Three identifications, Holiness, Pentecostal, and Orthodox allowed respondents to give a
specific denomination but those responses are restricted by the ANES datafile and were not used
in my dissertation.
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Table 4-1: ANES Protestant Religious Denominational Categories along with which ones
had sub-options.
Christian Identifications

Are They Asked to
Specify

Baptist
Episcopalian/Anglican/CoE
Lutheran
Methodist
Just Protestant
Presbyterian
Reformed
Brethren
Evangelical United Brethren
Christian or just Christian
Church (or Churches) of
Christ
United Church of Christ
Disciples of Christ
Church of God
Assembly of God
Congregationalist
Holiness
Pentecostal
Orthodox
Nondenominational Protestant
Mormon
Jehovah's Witnesses
Latter Day Saints

Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

Number of SubOptions (does not
include “Other”)
526
0
2
3
0
1
2
2
0
2
2

No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No

0
0
3
0
0
Restricted
Restricted
Restricted
0
0
0
0

As you can see the ANES have fewer specific denominations for respondents to identify
with. All the largest Christian denominations are present while the smaller groups are absent. In

26

People who identify as Independent Baptist are asked to whether they by Independent Baptist

they mean a local Baptist church or a larger Baptist group. Of the 106 people who identified as
Independent Baptist only 2 did not report that they meant “Local” and 1 of those was someone
who refused to answer the question.
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cases like the Episcopal/Anglican/Church of England category respondents are only allowed to
answer the single group.
One thing that the ANES does well is in dealing with identifications that could mean
multiple things. An example are respondents who identify as Christian. Christian could represent
that a respondent does identify with a specific denomination, but it also might mean that they
belong to a Restorationist denomination like the Disciples of Christ where members frequently
just use the religious identity Christian. The ANES asks those follow-ups.
Another thing the ANES does well is that it does not give alternative prompts to
respondents on racial background. Everyone who identifies themselves as a Baptist gets about the
same denominations, in the same order, regardless of if they are black.
Summary of Surveys
As you can see there is a common method across all the survey instruments. When asked
about their religious identification respondents are asked about their religious belonging at the
highest possible level. They are tend asked at least one follow-up, possibly two, to narrow their
identification down from just Christian to a specific denomination. In most cases respondents are
given a prompt from the person administering the survey. At the end most respondents are
narrowed down to a specific denominational affiliation.
Unfortunately, before we move on to RELMOVE there is one final group of Christian
respondents that we must account for. There is a significant chunk of respondents in our surveys
whose denominational affiliation cannot be placed based on their religious identification. These
people have an ambiguous religious identification. In the next section I am going to discuss what
to do with respondents whose religious identification when we cannot place them in a religious
movement based solely on their religious identification.
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The Problem of Ambiguous Identification
One of the problems when using religious identification data is the ambiguous response. I
define a religious identification as religiously ambiguous if the final answer to the religious
belonging question does not allow us to map the response onto one and only one religious
denomination. This is not someone who says they are “no religion.” An ambiguous identification
is one in which the person identifies with a tradition such as “Jewish” or “Protestant,” but the
specific denomination within that tradition is not clearly articulated. Rather than a specific
denomination, a respondent’s identification is too vague to be mapped to a specific
denomination. A respondent may say that they are “just Christian,” “just a Baptist,” or given
another response that raises uncertainty about the person’s type of religious group.
Ambiguous responses are a challenge. Table 4-2 demonstrates the size of the problem.
The table reports the percentage of ambiguous identifications in each RELTRAD category. In the
PEW data, there are fewer ambiguous identifications because PEW had a follow-up for nondenominational identifications that asked about the type of non-denominational, e.g. “Pentecostal
nondenominational.” Even with this follow-up, a quarter of all Protestant Christians have an
ambiguous response. This is higher for Black Protestants. 38% of respondents considered black
protestant were ambiguous. The lowest reported rate of ambiguous respondents were
Evangelicals but even there 20% of Evangelicals gave an ambiguous response.
In the ANES the percentages of ambiguous responses are significantly higher for Black
Protestants and Evangelicals. The reason for this is demonstrated by Table 4-1. The ANES codes
for fewer specific denominations than the PEW Survey. The denominations that are in the ANES
survey are the largest in each group. This negatively impacts Evangelicals and black Protestants
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who tend to belong to smaller denominations which were, for the most part, not included in the
ANES code. Particularly important for each of these groups is that the ANES used terms like
Nondenominational, Holiness, and Pentecostal which are both ambiguous and do not have
Mainline denominations.
Table 4-2: Percentage of Protestants with an Ambiguous Belonging using religious
tradition. (Number of respondents in parentheses)

Evangelical

Unambiguous

Ambiguous

Unambiguous Ambiguous

Respondents

Respondents

Respondents Respondents

(PEW)

(PEW)

(ANES)

(ANES)

80 % (6,878)

20% (1,715)

56% (519)

44% (400)

72% (4,400)

28% (1,683)

76% (542)

24% (175)

62% (1,182)

38% (734)

38% (72)

61% (116)

Protestants
Mainline
Protestants
Historically Black
Protestants
Source: 2016 American National Election Study and PEW Religious Landscape Study
2014.
This is not a new problem, but it is a growing one. Classifying nondenominational
Christians is discussed in the original Steensland et al (2000) paper. In that paper the authors note
that during that time the GSS labeled between 2% and 5% of respondents as having no
denomination, an estimate that they admitted was low because of the tendency to put these
respondents in the “Other” category (Sherkat 1999). By the authors’ following 2012 paper
(Woodberry et al 2012) they noted that the percentages had gotten higher with approximately
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20% and 14% as ambiguous in the PEW, despite its more extensive denominational affiliation
probes.
How Can This Be?
How can a respondent not know where they attend church? Most respondents can identify
the church that they attend. That is not what we ask on surveys. Surveys almost never ask for the
name of the local congregation27. It would be incredibly time consuming to place people in a
religious belonging category based on their congregation’s name and location. Instead, surveys
ask follow-ups to determine the denomination that the respondent’s local church is a part of, but
there are limits to how well this can work.
An ambiguous identification can be the result of survey design. If a survey design does
not anticipate religious variations, then a respondent may not be asked enough questions. A
classic example of this phenomena is on the Cooperative Congressional Election Study. The
CCES begins, like the other studies mentioned above, by asking, “What is your present religion,
if any?” The problem is that they only list Christian respondents as Protestant, Roman Catholic,
Mormon, and Eastern or Greek Orthodox. Burge (2017c) demonstrated that if you went through
the “Something Else” category what you found was that the majority of the respondents were
confused and wanted to answer “Christian.” Many denominations simply do not use the term

27

An exception to this is the Baylor Religion Study which did ask for the local congregation’s

name and location. That information is not publicly available which makes it difficult to classify
anything beyond RELTRAD. Also, the BRS was given in three waves; neither of which are in
the same format meaning that merging them into a single dataset was a nightmare.
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Protestant in worship, and it is incorrect to assume that people know what it means. The ANES
simply uses the term “Pentecostal” which, for a scheme like RELTRAD, means that it is
ambiguous because it applies to multiple traditions. Using the complete GSS file gives you a lot
of ambiguous Christians because it did not begin to distinguish between different types of
Baptists, Methodists, Lutherans, etc... until 1983.
Even in the best survey designs, ambiguous responses can arise. The respondent may
identify with a general identification rather than with a specific denomination. Sometimes when a
respondent tells us that they are “Just Baptist” it may reflect a general theological outlook.
Baptist denominations largely agree on the fundamentals of God, salvation, and their services
largely look the same. They even have a similar historical background. It could be that, like
Lehman and Sherkat (2018) they see all Baptists as part of one group and there is no need to
distinguish between them. When someone tells us, they are “Just Christian” they could be
reflecting the belief among Restorationist churches (like the Disciples of Christ and the Church
of Christ) that they should not use denominational labels to describe themselves (Conklin 1997).
Religious respondents may have little knowledge of religion, including their own
(Prothero 2008). They may be unfamiliar with the language used, such as the meaning of
“Protestant.” They may not know what specific denomination their congregation is a part of. For
example, the respondent may know that the church is a Baptist church, without knowing what
type of Baptist it is. Some Baptist denominations allow congregations to have membership (or
associate) with multiple denominations. There are three different denominations that call
themselves Church of God and two of them are only distinguished by their small-town
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headquarters28. The church may emphasize its local congregational name and not its
denominational brand. This means that researcher who are interested in religious classification
are stuck with a decent amount of the population who either have not or cannot identify
themselves properly.
The public’s religious knowledge, much like political knowledge, is quite poor. This is
not a new development. Long before Delli Carpini and Keeter (1989) examined the factual
knowledge gap of Americans on political issues Gallup demonstrated a shockingly high level of
religious ignorance among the public. A 1954 Gallup poll found that among Protestants barely
half could name the first book of the Bible, one third did not know where Jesus was born, and
two thirds could not define the Holy Trinity. In their book on religious commitment Stark and
Glock wrote that, “Virtually everyone has a denomination, but few know even trivial facts about
their faith.” (Stark and Glock 1970).
Surveys often assume that respondents know what category their denomination is in.
Better put they assume that the respondent views the organization of religion in the same way as
the researchers. The GSS branching questions assumed that the respondent knew that the survey
defined Protestant as “non-Catholic Christian.” A respondent with a low level of religious
knowledge may not know what “Protestant” is. The respondent may also not identify with the
term because of their theological beliefs, some view “Protestant” as a specific type of church
stemming from Lutheranism that does not include other denominations that were formed outside

28

The Church of God in Christ (COGIC) is listed as a potential denomination if someone

identifies as “Church of God” in the ANES, CCES, and PEW.
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of the Reformation (Brackney 2004). A respondent may come from a denomination that teaches
that their denomination comes from a secret remnant that has been around since the time of
Christ (Conklin 2017).
As a result, respondents frequently give us unsatisfactory answers to questions about their
religious belonging. While some of these ambiguous respondents are undoubtedly signaling a
lack of commitment to their group, the survey is also not setting up respondents to succeed.
Knowing the definition of “Protestant” is not an essential function of being one.
Asking about a respondent’s congregation helps improve identification, but even then,
there will be many cases that cannot be identified. Dougherty et al (2007) asked respondents for
the specific name of their congregation and where it was located. By simply looking up the
congregations and classifying the respondents by themselves the authors were able to reduce the
number of missing cases by over half. This is a major improvement, but many cases remain
unresolved29. It is also a method that comes at a cost that is prohibitive for most surveys. While
Dougherty et al (2007) gives us an excellent guide for researchers who wish to develop their own
surveys, their method is impractical for large national studies. For example, if a survey like the
PEW Landscape Survey included a question about the respondent’s congregation, the number of

29

An underrated hinderance to using local congregational names to identify denominational

affiliation is how unhelpful the average church’s web presence is if you want to know anything
beyond; what the pastor looks like, what time Sunday worship is, and whether they love Jesus.
Churches almost always report loving Jesus.
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hours it would take to classify thousands of respondents would be staggering. Regardless, the
surveys I used in this dissertation to not have data on local congregations.
Classifying Ambiguous Responses
For each survey there are ambiguous identifications that must be assigned to a religious
movement. I discuss three types of ambiguous identification. There are some that are ambiguous
that can still be assigned to a movement with confidence. A second set of identifications require
that we use race to determine the respondent’s religious movement. The final set are divided
between those that are likely part of the National Council of Churches and those that are
sectarian. I provide details of each type of identification to demonstrate how I classified all
ambiguous responses.
Responses that are not ambiguous
There are some ambiguous identifications that I can classify because almost everyone
with the identification is in the same movement. There are other identifications for which nearly
everyone is part of one movement; the number that do not are rare. This includes
-

“Just Pentecostal.” Everyone who identifies as Pentecostal are in the Pentecostal
movement, even if they provide no further specifics.

-

“Just Anglican.” While this dissertation as covered some break-away Anglican
congregations in the United States, there are a relatively small number compared to
the Episcopal Church. Most who identify as Anglican are Episcopalians who identify
with the larger Anglican communion.
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-

“Just Orthodox.” While there is an Orthodox Church in America, other Orthodox
churches in the United States retain a relationship with their national church. There is
an effort to bring all Orthodox churches together as covered in chapter 3. In surveys
with enough Orthodox, the “just Orthodox” fit within the Orthodox movement. In
other surveys, these and other Orthodox are placed in the NCC with others not in full
communion.

-

“Just Quaker.” Quakers, like others, have divisions that have developed over time.
Some are part of the NCC (Friends United Meeting); some are part of NAE
(Evangelical Friends). Given the small percentage of Quakers, I place “just Quaker”
in the same category as the Friends in the NCC.

-

“Just Methodist.” Nearly all Methodists are in the NCC Full Communion movement
as part of the United Methodist Church, African Methodist Episcopal Church, African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, or Christian Methodist Episcopal Church. I
assume any “just Methodist” identifies with one of these churches. Other Methodists
are relatively few and are more likely to identify with their specific denomination,
such as Free Methodist, than a general Methodist identity.

-

“Just Mormon.” There are several groups that may describe themselves as
“Mormon.” Most surveys do not ask about specific groups within Mormonism. The
PEW Religious Landscape Survey is one of the few that does. In 2014 it found that 97
percent of Mormons identified themselves with the Church of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints and only one percent identified with the Community of Christ.

-
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In each of these cases, a response with no further specification is classified with
confidence. There may be some measurement error, but it is likely small.
Ambiguous Responses Divided by Race
There are two denominational identifications where ambiguous respondents are divided
by their racial identification. These are people who identify as “Just Baptist” and people who
identify as “Holiness.”
As discussed in the previous chapter, there is a long-standing division between
historically white and historically black Baptist associations. Most white Baptists in the United
States are part of the Baptist movement that includes Southern Baptists and independent Baptists.
These Baptists associations do not associate with historically black Baptist associations. If a
black respondent identifies as “Just a Baptist” then I place them with the other historically black
Baptist groups. Other “Just a Baptist” identifiers are put with the movement of Southern Baptist
and other exclusive Baptists. To be clear, I follow the suggestion of Woodberry et al (2012) and
do not separate out black respondents who identify with a historically white Baptist association.
If an African American respondent identifies as a Southern Baptist, then they are a Southern
Baptist. If a white respondent identifies as National Baptist, then they are placed with other NCC
Baptists. The respondent’s race is only used when the respondent gives an ambiguous identity.
There is some amount of measurement error inherent in this decision to use race to divide
Baptists. There are black in the Southern Baptist Convention. In the ANES data nineteen percent
of the SBC respondents are black. This does not mean that they typical SBC congregation is
diverse. Dougherty’s (2003) study on the racial make-up of individual congregations found that
congregations in the SBC are more racially homogenous than many other major Christian
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denominations. Still, these black congregations associate with other SBC congregations and not
the primarily black associations like the National Baptist Convention (NBC). As a result, there
are probably going to be some black respondents who identify as “Just Baptist” who are
attending churches that are not in association with historically Black associations.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the black Holiness churches have traditionally been divided
from the non-black Holiness churches. There has been little to no movement among the broader
Holiness movement to bring the two sides together. For black respondents who identify with
Holiness I follow the lead of Shelton and Cobb (2017) and move them to the same category as
their closest movement allies; the black Pentecostals in the Pentecostal movement.
Ambiguous Responses that Could be in Multiple Movements
For other ambiguous groups, the decision on classification may have a more substantial
impact and will be dependent on my assumptions. My primary assumption is that those who do
not identify with a specific denomination are more likely to be part of the larger church and not a
smaller, sectarian movement.
In the case of Lutherans, there is the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA)
and the Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod and other confessional Lutheran churches that either
did not join the ELCA when it formed or have split off from the ELCA. By assumption, I put
those who identify as “just Lutheran” and those who do not know what type of Lutheran they are
in the same movement as the ELCA (NCC Full Communion). Table 4-3 shows the distribution
of two beliefs that capture differences in sectarianism among Lutherans. The Pew Religious
Landscape Study (2014), asked respondents which statement best fits their view of their church
or denomination. Should it,
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-

Preserve its traditional beliefs and practices, or
Adjust traditional beliefs and practices in light of new circumstances, or
Adopt modern beliefs and practices?

A slim majority of confessional Lutherans said their church should preserve traditions.
Those in the ELCA were more modernist, with 31.8% saying this. The ambiguous Lutherans
were close to the ELCA in their beliefs. The same pattern can be seen for beliefs about the Bible.
Most confessional Lutherans said the Bible was the “word of God.” Those in the ELCA and
ambiguous Lutherans were less likely to say this.
Table 4-3: Lutheran Identities
Identification

Preserve Traditional Beliefs

Believe the Bible is the Word

and Practices

of God

31.8%

63.8%

54.6%

85.1%

49.1%

76.6%

“Just Lutheran”

25.4%

51.8%

Lutheran, doesn’t know which

39.5%

64.2%

Evangelical Lutheran Church
in America
The Lutheran Church,
Missouri Synod
The Lutheran Church,
Wisconsin Synod
(volunteered)

Note: Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014. Weighted data. Does not include smaller
Lutheran groups, each of which was less than two percent of all Lutherans. N=1504.
Preserve traditional beliefs and practices is the percentage who chose that, “My church or
denomination should Preserve traditional beliefs and practices’ not adjust or adopt
modern beliefs and practices.
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For Presbyterians, the larger denomination is the Presbyterian Church (USA). The other
Presbyterian churches are much smaller. Around 18 percent of Presbyterians said they were in
the Presbyterian Church in America. This is less than half the size of the PCUSA. There are more
people who identify as “just Presbyterian” that there are in the second largest Presbyterian
denomination the Presbyterian Church in America (PCA). Using the same belief items, I
compare the Presbyterian identifications in Table 4-4. The differences are not as wide as for
Lutherans, but the pattern is the same. The ambiguous identifiers have beliefs more like the
larger denomination than the smaller sectarian church.
Table 4-4: Presbyterian Identities
Identification

Preserve Traditional Beliefs

Believe that the Bible is the

and Practices

Word of God

Presbyterian Church (USA)

35.2%

66.3%

Presbyterian Church in

47.8%

79.6%

“Just Presbyterian”

26.5%

67.3%

Presbyterian, doesn’t know

32.9%

54.2%

America

which

Note: Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014. Weighted data. Does not include smaller
Presbyterians groups, each of which was less than two percent of all Presbyterians. N=978.
Preserve traditional beliefs and practices is percentage who chose that, “My church or
denomination should Preserve traditional beliefs and practices” not adjust or adopt
modern beliefs and practices.
Ambiguous Respondents who are not in a Movement
Finally, there are those who do not identify with a denomination or denominational
family. They are “just Christian” or “just Protestant.” Some of these are nondenominational
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Christians who identify with a local church but not with a denomination. Others are what I label
“Protestant Identifiers.” Like “cultural Jews” or “nonpracticing Catholics,” these are Christians
who do not belong to a congregation or a denomination but do have a cultural identity with nonCatholic Christianity. They are not religious nones. They identify as Protestant (or as Christian
but not Catholic) but are not part of the nondenominational movement or interdenominational
movement.
Protestant identifier respondents report a level of church attendance at “seldom” or
“never.” Unlike other Christian respondents, Protestant Identifiers are neither actively attending
services and cannot identify the church they would attend. These respondents are not only not
receiving religious goods and services from a congregation and they have not given us enough
detail to know where they would go if they needed religious goods and services.
While there is a body of research dating back to Hader, Marler, and Chaves (1993) that
questions the accuracy of individual’s reported level of religious attendance, it provides a useful
measure for classifying Protestant Identifiers. Religious attendance is a question that is asked on
virtually every national survey making it applicable of the scheme to future researchers.
The second reason I am comfortable with the attendance variable is that this scheme is
only interested in the low end of the scale. Virtually all the criticisms of measure of religious
attendance are that respondents are over, and not under, reporting how often they attend church.
As far as I know there has been no study that identified a trend of under-reporting church
attendance. What this means is that while the Protestant Identifier category may be underestimating how many respondents should be in it, we can be confident that they respondents in
this category belong there.
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Ambiguous Summary
My categorization sorts Christians based upon their associations. This makes ambiguous
Christians problematic because there is not specific information on their associations. In some
cases, the ambiguity in the responses can be handled with certainty. For others, assumptions
about what the ambiguous identification means drives practical decisions about categorization.
For some, they are best viewed as Protestant Identifiers, who are Christians who neither attend
worship services or identify with a specific denomination.
These are not perfect solutions. There are still going to be people who are misplaced in
our schemes. While this methodology does a good job of sorting people who have identified as
some kind of ambiguous Christianity it does nothing for people who religious knowledge is so
low that they fail to make it into the Christian category to begin with (Burge 2017c). No scheme
or survey, no matter the amount of pre-testing and theorizing, is going to be able to eliminate
error. We are always going to find people whose religious identity is incorrectly classified
through some combination of poor question wording, a low level of religious knowledge, or
frankly because religious identity can be a complicated topic that in some cases our surveys are
ill-equipped to measure.
The Problem of Small, Sectarian Groups
Some of the movements discussed in the previous chapter have well-defined
memberships. The NCC Full Communion movement, for example, represents 12 specific
denominations based on their full communion relationships with each other and their
membership in the NCC. There are other movements that are less well-defined. A movement
organization may provide us with information on who is in the movement, but there may be
additional denominations that could be considered as members. This includes the ambiguous
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identifications discussed above. It also includes many small, sectarian denominations that are not
in groups like the NCC, NAE, or PCCNA. Those in these smaller denominations are put in
movements with those most like them.
NCC Full Communion: The NCC Full Communion group has the ambiguous Lutherans,
Congregationalists, Anglicans, Reformed, Presbyterians, and Methodists. You should also include
the Latvian Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (LELCA) which partners with the ELCA on
Immigration and Refuge services. Additionally, include the following denominations from the
GSS and ANES to reflect that these denominations have subsequently merged with a full
communion denomination.
-

Evangelical United Brethren (now United Methodist Church)

-

Methodist Episcopal Church (now United Methodist Church)

-

United Presbyterian (now Presbyterian Church USA)

-

American Lutheran (now Evangelical Lutheran Church in America)

Some respondents, particularly older respondents, may still identify with the old
organization because that was the name that the group had when that person joined.
NCC Christian. This group represents the members of the NCC who are not in full
communion with one another. Most of this group are Baptists. Historically black Baptists along
with the American Baptist Church and other small liberal Baptist denominations. Also included
are groups like the Church of the Brethren, the Quakers, the Community of Christ, and the
breakaway Catholic groups in the NCC. Ambiguous Quakers, Ambiguous Baptists (who are
black), are in this category as well. I have also included the Metropolitan Community Church
who were rejected from membership in the NCC in 1992 (Hevesi 1992) because of their open
policies toward the LGBT but the differences between the Metropolitan Community Church and
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the NCC have lessened as denominations like the Episcopal Church have begun allowing samesex marriages in their churches.
In surveys with a smaller number of respondents this group also included the Orthodox.
All but one major Orthodox denomination, the Russian Orthodox, are members in the NCC. The
Russian Orthodox are members of the Assembly of Canonical Orthodox Bishops of the United
States which means that it is included as part of this religious movement along with ambiguous
Orthodox respondents.
Pentecostals and Charismatics: The PCCNA includes most of these groups but there are
others. As a default any Pentecostal denomination, regardless of if it was formally in the PCCNA,
was considered part of this religious movement. This group included all ambiguous Pentecostals
as well. Finally, the Pentecostal and Charismatic group also includes small historically black
Holiness denominations along with ambiguous black Holiness respondents. This reflects the
closer organizational ties that exist between Black Pentecostal and Black Holiness denominations
than exist between white and black Holiness denominations.
Mormons: In surveys where specific Mormon denominations are not identified all
Mormons are put into this category. In surveys where the Community of Christ can be pulled out
it is placed into the NCC Christian category. While there are small Mormon denominations that
are not the LDS, they are more closely associated with the LDS church than they are to other
Christian groups. Ambiguous Mormons are placed into this category.
Neo-Evangelicals: Neo-Evangelicals are the groups with the largest number of small
denominations that could not be placed anywhere else. The core of this group are the
denominations who are in the NAE but are not Pentecostal. Also included are groups like the
Church of God (Anderson, IN) and the Seventh Day Adventists who are not in the NAE
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themselves but have organizational ties, through the CCCU and other organizations, to the
denominations that are in the NAE.
I described the movements that made up Neo-Evangelicalism in the previous chapter but
regardless of if a denomination was in the NAE if they were sectarian and part of a religious
movement that was in NAE I included them here. Some examples are:
-

Reformed: Orthodox Presbyterian Church, Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church, Sovereign Grace Churches, and
Communion of Reformed Evangelical Churches.

-

Holiness: Independent Methodist, Congregational Methodist, and Free Will Baptist.

-

Pietistic: Mennonite Brethren

-

Free Churches (or Anabaptists): Plymouth Brethren, Mennonites, Amish, Hutterites,
and other Anabaptists.

There are many denominations, church networks, and congregations that are rarely found
in surveys. If they fit within one of these movements, then they are placed within the larger NeoEvangelical movement.
Putting it Together: RELMOVE
Now that we have covered the Christian religious movements in the United States, survey
methodology, ambiguous religious identification, and given a guide for small sectarian
denominations it is time to bring everything together for a final guide to RELMOVE.
RELMOVE has 12 different movements of Christianity in the United States. While I will
discuss them in brief here Table 4-5 presents a guide for where various religious identifies fall in
the movements.
Full Communion: Full Communion is the classification that represents the full
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communion movement within the NCC. In addition to the denominations in the movement the
Full Communion group has the ambiguous identifiers in six denominations; Lutheran,
Congregationalist, Episcopalian/Anglican, Reformed, Presbyterian, and Methodist. The
ambiguous members of these families are placed here because in each case the largest
denominations in that family are in the Full Communion group.
Ecumenical Christianity: Ecumenical Christians are the religious movements that are in
the NCC but are not in full communion relationships. In addition to the denominations who are
in the NCC the group includes the Metropolitan Community Church, the remainder of the
historically black Protestant denominations, and any Orthodox denominations not in the NCC.
Ambiguous Brethren, Quaker, Orthodox, and Baptists (if the respondent is black) are in this
group.
Pentecostalism: Pentecostalism accounts for all the denominations and ambiguous
Christians who identify as Pentecostal. In addition to the groups that are Pentecostal this group
also has historically black Holiness denominations along with ambiguous Holiness identifiers
who are black.
Sectarian Baptists: Any Baptist denomination that is not explicitly in the NCC or the
NAE is in this group. Additionally, any respondent with an ambiguous religious identify of
Baptist that is not black is placed here.
Churches of Christ: The Church of Christ along with the Christian Church (Churches of
Christ) are in this religious movement. Because of their size anyone who identifies as an
ambiguous Restorationist is also placed here.
Neo-Evangelicalism: Neo-Evangelicalism is the religious movement encompassing the
non-Pentecostal branch of the NAE. In addition to the denominations that are explicitly members
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of the NAE smaller sectarian denominations that do not fit into the other categories should be
placed here. In most cases these denominations have an organization or social tie to a
denomination that is in the NAE.
Confessional Lutherans: Any Lutheran denomination that is not the ELCA or the LELCA
is a Confessional Lutheran body.
Nondenominational Christianity: Anyone who identifies as nondenominational goes into
this category unless they explicitly call their nondenominational church either community church,
interdenominational, or Emergent Church. Additionally, anyone who identifies as “Just
Christian” or “Just Protestant” and reports adding church more frequently than “seldom” is
classified as Nondenominational.
Catholicism: Anyone who identifies as Catholic, unless they explicitly identify with the
Polish National Catholic Church of the Ecumenical Catholic Communion is classified as
Catholic.
Mormons: Anyone who identifies as Mormon, unless they explicitly identity with the
Community of Christ, are classified as Mormon.
Jehovah’s Witness: Only respondents who identify as Jehovah’s Witnesses are considered
Jehovah’s Witnesses.
Protestant Identifiers: Among the people who identify as “Just Christian” or “Just
Protestant” if they report attending church either “seldom” or “never” they are classified as a
Protestant Identifier
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Table 4-5: RELMOVE Classification Guideline
RELMOVE Category
Full Communion

Ecumenical Christians (NCC non-communion)

Pentecostalism

Sectarian Baptist

Churches of Christ

Neo-Evangelicalism

Denominational Members: Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America, United Church of
Christ, Disciples of Christ, Episcopal Church,
Mar Thoma, Reformed Church in America,
Presbyterian Church USA, Moravian Church,
United Methodist Church, Historically Black
Methodist Churches
Ambiguous: Lutherans, Congregationalists,
Episcopalian/Anglican, Reformed, Presbyterian,
Methodist
Denominational Members: American Baptist
Church USA, Historically Black Baptist
Churches, Community of Christ, Church of the
Brethren, Society of Friends/Quakers, Orthodox
Denominations, Interdenominational, Community
Church Nondenominational, and Emergent
Church.
Ambiguous: Baptists (if black), Quakers,
Brethren, Orthodox
Denominational Members: Any Pentecostal
denomination (COGIC, Assembly of God) is
included. Historically black Holiness
denominations.
Ambiguous: Pentecostal, Holiness (if black)
Denominational Members: Any Baptist that is
not historically black or is not explicitly in the
NCC (like the American Baptist Church) or the
NAE (like North American Baptist Conference)
Ambiguous: Baptists (non-black)
Denominational Members: Church of Christ,
Christian Churches and Churches of Christ.
Ambiguous: Restorationist
Denominational Members: Anglican Church in
North America, Anglican Mission in the
Americans, Reformed/Anabaptist not in the NCC,
all non-black Holiness, all Adventist, all Pietist,
Transformation Ministries, Converge Worldwide,
North American Baptist Conference, Primitive
Methodist, Free Methodist
Ambiguous: Holiness (non-black), Pietist,
Adventist
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Confessional Lutherans

Nondenominational Christian

Catholicism

Denominational Members: All Lutheran
denominations that are not the ELCA and the
Latvian Evangelical Lutheran Church in America
(LELCA).
Ambiguous: None
Denominational Members: Nondenominational
that does not specify community or
interdenominational
Ambiguous: Nondenominational, Just Christian
(if attendance greater than Seldom)
Denominational Members: Any Catholic that
does not specifically identify either the Polish
National Catholic Church or the Ecumenical
Catholic Communion.

Mormonism

Ambiguous: Catholic
Denominational Members: All Mormon
denominations except the Community of Christ

Jehovah’s Witnesses

Ambiguous: Mormons
Denominational Members: The Jehovah’s
Witnesses

Protestant Identifiers

Ambiguous: None
Denominational Members: None
Ambiguous: Just Protestant or Just Christian who
report attending church “seldom” or “never”

Final Thoughts
Where the previous chapter focused on the religious movements within Christianity this
chapter took those movements and built a classification scheme out of it. To do that I examined
how religious belonging data is collected in surveys. I defined ambiguous religious
identifications and I discussed what was the most theoretically appropriate method for classifying
people with an ambiguous religious identity. I also discussed the problems with small sectarian
denominations and some guidelines for what to do with groups who do not associate with other
Christian denominations.
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Finally, I outlined RELMOVE in total. This scheme builds on everything discussed before
it and how a scholar could code it for themselves in a dataset that came with denominational
information30.
RELMOVE is now complete. The denominations have been sorted into their categories
based on their associations and the ambiguous Christians have now followed suit. In the
remainder of the dissertation I am going to take this scheme and test for the effect that religious
movements have on several demographics, religious, social, and political variables.

30

I am also including the Do Files I created for each dataset.
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CHAPTER 5
DEMOGRAPHICS OF U.S. CHRISTIAN MOVEMENTS
This dissertation presents a new way to conceptualize and measure the religious
movements. Persons belong to congregations and denominations that are often part of larger
inter-denominational movements. I identified these movements and then presented RELMOVE,
my operationalization of movement identification.
What do the respondents in these religious movements look like? In this chapter I take a
moment to explore what the respondents in each religious movement look like demographically.
Where the chapter three discussed the ways in which religious movements separated themselves
ecumenically it is important that we spend some time on the demographics of each religious
movement. I will demonstrate in this chapter that there are distinctions to each movement beyond
just theology and politics. The movements represent different groups of people. They are distinct
from one another in their ethnic make-up, the age of their membership, their educational
backgrounds, the amount of income they make in a year, and even the region of the country they
reside in.
Market Share: Distribution of Religious Movements
With new measures of religious belonging, we need to reconsider our picture of religious
diversity. A key variable is a religious movement’s share of the religious market, which is
measured by the percentage of the public whose identification is in the movement. Table 5-1
presents the percentage of the entire sample who identify with each religious movement. The
table reports statistics from three surveys. Each survey has a different sequence in its religious
questions and different levels of detail. Overall, the results are largely consistent across the
surveys. Some of the movement’s size differences are most likely a result of the surveys’
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methodologies. Identifying the Neo-Evangelical group is more difficult in surveys like the ANES,
which has a limited list of specific denominations; many of the specific denominations in the
neo-evangelical movement are not listed. Those respondents likely end up in the “other” category
for their affiliation, leading to misclassification. Differences in the survey instruments also likely
explains the difference in Protestant Identifiers in the GSS compared to the other surveys. The
GSS allows respondents to volunteer a response in the “other” category, which is then coded.
This makes it difficult for researchers to identify what the respondent is referring to. For
example, it is unclear how to how to identify someone who simply says they are part of “First
Church.” Depending on the survey sequence, this type of person may be classified as a Protestant
Identifier in one survey but as Nondenominational or Neo-Evangelical in another. Overall, most
respondents are classified in similar ways across the surveys, but there are small differences
likely depending on the level of detail asked to those in small denominations.
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Table 5-1: Distribution of the Religious Movements (RELMOVE) in the Population
Religious Movement
ANES (2016)
GSS (2014-2016)
PEW (2014)
Protestant Identifiers
NCC Communion

3.6 %

0.131 %

1.3 %

14.5

12.3

10.1

NCC Other Movements

3.0

2.2

7.3

Sectarian Baptists

9.8

11.9

9.9

Pentecostal

2.7

2.4

4.7

Neo-Evangelical

0.3

1.6

2.4

Churches of Christ

1.1

0.7

1.7

Confessional Lutheran

1.1

1.5

1.3

Nondenominational

9.7

12.9

8.1

Catholic

21.9

24.3

20.7

Mormon

1.2

1.4

1.6

Orthodox

0.6

0.1

0.4

68.4

71.5

69.5

TOTAL

Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (Includes Hawaii and Alaska, dataset N=34,848),
American National Elections Survey 2016 (N=3649), and General Social Survey
Cumulative Datafile 2014-2016 (N==1170). I do not report Jehovah’s Witnesses (JW)
because the sample size was too small to draw meaningful inferences.
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The Protestant Identifier group is small because the GSS “Other” category codes every

response as a unique identification. Very few people are classified as “Just Christian” and instead
are classified in vague terms like, “First Church” and “Covenant.” My default when coding was
that if the respondent gave any specific response they should not be a Protestant Identifier.
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The table also shows that some movements are small. The Churches of Christ and
Confessional Lutheran religious movements are each around one or two percent of the
population. While this is relatively small, it is each roughly equivalent in size to the Mormon
movement. I argue that we should keep each as a separate movement, if the sample size is
sufficiently large, just as we would for Mormons. The Orthodox, however, are smaller. Because
of this small sample I feel it is appropriate to combine the Orthodox into the NCC Partners
religious movement. As I discussed in Chapter 3 the Orthodox have been members of the NCC
for decades. While they do have their own religious movement that includes only Orthodox
denominations, most of those denominations are in the NCC. When the Orthodox sample is too
small to analyze independently, I classify them with their movement partners in the NCC. In the
ANES the same problem happens with the Neo-Evangelicals. For the Neo-Evangelical group in
this survey I classify them with their movement partners, the Pentecostals, because the NeoEvangelicals and some of the larger Pentecostal denominations work together in the National
Association of Evangelicals. When at all possible, I keep movements distinct. Combining
movements is sometimes necessary and done for pragmatic reasons.
Current measures of religion divide the Christian segment of religious market into four
traditions. Of these, evangelicals comprise around one-quarter of the public; Catholics make up
one-fifth; Mainline Protestants are around 15 percent; and less than 10 percent are black
Protestants. Religious movements provides a different and detailed picture of the religious
market. Catholics are the largest Christian movement. Communion Partners, which is the core of
the Mainline Tradition, is the second largest movement. Evangelicalism (as conceptualized under
RELTRAD) is large, but it is made up of smaller movements that have not organized into a larger
religious movement.
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This can be seen in Table 5-2. I estimated the distribution of religious movements within
each RELTRAD Protestant tradition. Close to two-thirds of Mainline Protestants are Communion
Partners in the National Council of Churches. This is a religious movement that is a quasidenomination with churches agreeing to recognize each other’s clergy and baptisms. The
Mainline Protestants, who are not in this group, are some American Baptists (NCC Christian) and
ambiguous identifiers who are placed in Mainline. In the Pew data, this is done using the bornagain/evangelical identification question. In other approaches, including Steensland et al. (2000)
and, this is done using church attendance; Woodberry et al. (2012) suggest that the born-again
identifier may be more useful, but they still use attendance. In this table, a white “just Baptist”
who says she is not born-again is placed in the Mainline Protestant tradition. The same is done
for “just Protestant” and “no denomination” who do not identify as born-again or evangelical. By
using movements, we can see diversity within this tradition.
There is even more movement diversity among evangelical Protestants. The largest group
of evangelicals is Southern and other sectarian Baptists. The next largest are nondenominational
Christians. These two movements and the Churches of Christ make up nearly two-thirds of
evangelicals. This means that most evangelicals are in congregations that emphasize the local
congregation and, at best, have loose associations with other churches. Pentecostals are 14
percent of evangelicals. The remainder are smaller denominations or Christians with no specific
denomination who are classified as evangelical because of a born-again/evangelical question.
Finally, historically black Protestants are a combination of different religious movements.
Consistent with Shelton and Cobb (2018) and Sherkat (2002), the “black church” is a set of
movements. There are Methodists (Communion Partners), Baptists (NCC Christian),
Pentecostals, and nondenominational Christians. We miss this diversity when we view all
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historically black denominations as part of one tradition.
Table 5-2: Distribution of the Religious Movements (RELMOVE) within Each Protestant
Religious Tradition (RELTRAD)
Religious Movement
Protestant Identifiers

Mainline

Evangelical

5.9 %

Historically Black

1.1 %

1.4 %

NCC Communion Partners

64.3

2.6

8.0

NCC Other Movements

14.1

2.7

62.5

Sectarian Baptists

4.0

36.3

0.0

Pentecostal

0.0

14.0

17.7

Neo-Evangelical

0.0

9.5

0.0

Churches of Christ

0.3

6.5

0.0

Confessional Lutheran

0.0

5.0

0.0

11.4

22.3

10.5

Nondenominational

N
8,593
6,083
1,916
Source: Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (N=34,848). Weighted data. Analysis run on
the entire RELMOVE and RELTRAD set but only the data on the Protestant (nonCatholic, non-Mormon) religious movements is presented.
Demographics
To describe the movements, I report on the distributions of age, gender, race, ethnicity,
educational attainment, family income, and region. For each variable, I report the average or the
frequencies by religious movement. I do not make assumptions about causality. My purpose is to
provide a description of the relative differences between movements and to provide a picture that
can inform our understanding of each movement.
Comparisons
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Race and ethnicity are intertwined with religion. As discussed in previous chapters, many
denominations have divided over questions related to race (e.g., slavery and Southern Baptists).
Others are tied to ethnicity, even if that ethnicity is less important generations later. We can see
racial and ethnic differences between movements. Table 5-3 presents the frequency of whites,
blacks, Hispanics and others for each movement. The movement that has the highest percentage
of non-Hispanic whites is the Confessional Lutherans, which have retained their European
nationalities (e.g., Missouri Synod Lutherans are historically of German descent). NCC
Communion partners are also mostly white; this group would have a higher percentage if not for
the inclusion of black Methodist denominations. Mormons and Sectarian Baptists, both of which
excluded black members for most of their history, also remain mostly white.
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Table 5-3: Racial and Ethnic Distribution within Religious Movements
Movement

White, NonHispanic

Black, NonHispanic

Hispanic

Other

11.8 %

5.6 %

Protestant
Identifiers

76.3 %

6.3 %

NCC Communion
Partners

86.8

7.4

2.3

3.4

NCC Other
Movements

32.0

60.2

5.0

2.8

Sectarian Baptists

84.8

3.8

5.0

6.5

Pentecostal

47.4

23.7

22.8

6.1

Neo-Evangelical

75.2

10.0

7.6

7.3

Churches of Christ

68.8

14.9

11.8

4.5

Confessional
Lutheran

94.5

1.7

1.2

2.6

Nondenominational

64.8

11.9

15.2

8.2

Catholic

58.7

2.8

33.7

4.8

Mormon

84.8

0.7

8.2

6.2

All Respondents

66.2

11.6

14.8

7.4

Source: Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (N=34,372)
Other movements have more diversity either because their denominations are more
diverse or because they bring together historically white and black denominations. The groups
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with the highest percentage of African American respondents were the NCC Partners and the
Pentecostals. The NCC Partners group was the only religious tradition that was a majorityminority group. This reflects the fact that the historically black Baptist denominations are much
larger than the historically white denominations like the American Baptist Church USA.
Pentecostals are another group with historically black traditions; the black Pentecostal and black
Holiness denominations. This effect was not universal among religious movements with
historically black denominations. Despite including the historically black Methodist
denominations (like the AME) the Communion Partners were still predominately a white
religious movement. Two other movements that a higher percentage of black respondents than
the sample average were the Nondenominationals and the Church of Christ. The Church of
Christ is particularly interesting because it has no historically black religious tradition.
Notably, both Pentecostals and Catholics have relatively high Hispanic memberships.
This reflects the religion of immigrants from Latin American countries. Mexico, Central
American countries, and other Latin American countries have a long history with the Catholic
Church. However, as these countries removed the favored status of the Catholic Church, other
religious groups began to grow (Gill 1998). This may also reflect the percentage of Mormons
who are Hispanic, which is very high relative to the percentage who are black. Mormons have
also grown in Latin America and are more popular in western states with higher Hispanic
populations.
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Table 5-4: Distribution of Educational Attainment within Religious Movements
Movement

High School
Graduate or
Lower

Associates or
Some other
College
Experience

College
Graduate

Graduate or
other
Professional
Degree

Protestant
Identifiers

50.5 %

30.4 %

11.4 %

7.7 %

NCC Communion
Partners

32.5

29.7

19.6

18.3

NCC Other
Movements

49.3

31.6

10.2

9.0

Sectarian Baptists

48.6

33.7

11.6

6.1

Pentecostal

51.9

35.7

7.9

4.5

Neo-Evangelical

38.6

34.1

15.8

11.4

Churches of Christ

46.7

36.1

9.6

7.6

Confessional
Lutheran

34.9

34.2

16.7

14.3

Nondenominational

35.5

38.6

16.0

10.0

Catholic

46.4

27.2

15.1

11.3

Mormon

26.7

39.9

21.2

12.2

Total Population

41.0

31.6

15.4

12.1

Source: Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (N=34,661)
Religion is also tied to socio-economic status. We see this in both educational attainment
and income. There are clear divisions between the religious categories on educational attainment.
The lowest levels of educational attainment in the Christian Identifiers, the NCC Partners, the
Sectarian Baptists, the Pentecostals, and the Churches of Christ. Each of these groups has close
to 40 percent of their identifiers with only a high school diploma or less. Only twenty percent of
Pentecostals have a college degree or higher. The most educated are the NCC Communion
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Partners. Others, such as Nondenominational and Neo-Evangelical, have relatively high levels of
advanced educational attainment. Catholics are noteworthy because they have a high percentage
of low attainment while also having a high percentage of advanced attainment.
Table 5-5: Distribution of Income within Religious Movements
Movement

Under 30k

30k – 75k

75k – 150k

150k and up

Protestant
Identifiers

45.6 %

35.2 %

13.4 %

5.9 %

NCC Communion
Partners

24.2

35.1

29.2

11.5

NCC Other
Movements

47.1

32.6

15.8

4.5

Sectarian Baptists

35.3

39.2

20.6

4.9

Pentecostal

49.9

34.4

12.4

3.2

Neo-Evangelical

32.7

39.2

22.3

5.8

Churches of Christ

38.0

37.8

19.2

4.9

Confessional
Lutheran

23.2

38.9

30.1

7.8

Nondenominational

32.3

37.4

23.3

7.0

Catholic

36.2

33.3

22.2

8.4

Mormon

27.0

37.3

29.6

6.1

Total Population

34.5

35.0

22.5

8.1

Source: Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (N=34,848)
Unsurprisingly the groups with the higher levels of reported education are generally the
groups with the higher reported income levels. An obvious exception are Catholics which report
a level of income that is much higher than their reported level of education. Another general
trend is that Christian religious movements, at least at the top end of the income scale, tend to
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underperform the general public. Only two religious’ movements--Communion Partners and
Catholics--had a higher percentage of their respondents in the 100K group than the total survey.
Table 5-6: Regional Distribution of Religious Movements
Movement

Northeast

Midwest

South

West

Protestant
Identifiers

20.2 %

24.8 %

26.0 %

29.1 %

NCC Communion
Partners

19.2

29.6

36.6

14.6

NCC Other
Movements

13.9

19.1

54.8

12.2

6.0

19.1

68.3

10.8

Pentecostal

13.7

18.9

47.1

20.3

Neo-Evangelical

17.0

26.1

35.1

21.9

Churches of Christ

6.3

26.8

46.9

20.0

Confessional
Lutheran

5.7

61.9

15.6

16.9

Nondenominational

11.0

22.5

38.1

28.3

Catholic

26.4

21.4

26.7

25.6

Mormon

5.8

6.9

20.3

67.0

18.2

21.4

37.2

23.2

Sectarian Baptists

Total Population

Source: Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (N=34,848)
Some of the largest differences between movements is found by comparing where
members live. Catholics are distributed evenly across the four regions. Catholics and NCC
Communion Partners are each relatively more likely to live in the Northeast. Communion
Partners are also more likely to be in the Midwest. This is also the home to most Confessional
Lutherans, who came to the region along with other Germanic and Scandinavian immigrants. So
called “Northern Evangelicals” that were part of the fundamentalist-modernist split became some
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the Neo-Evangelicals that still live in the region. The South is the primary region for Baptists
(both Sectarian and those part of the NCC), Pentecostals, and the Churches of Christ. Mormons
remain rooted in the West. The westerns states are also home to many nondenominational
identifiers and Catholics.
Table 5-7: Mean Age of Religious Movements (RELMOVE) in the Population
Religious Movement
Mean Age
NCC Communion Partners
57.0
NCC Other Movements

51.0

Sectarian Baptists

49.7

Pentecostal

49.0

Neo-Evangelical

50.0

Churches of Christ

53.1

Confessional Lutheran

54.3

Nondenominational

44.8

Catholic

48.1

Mormon

45.9

Source: General Social Survey 2014 and 201632.
The movements have different age distributions. The Communion Partners are the oldest,

32

The PEW Religious Landscape Survey (2014) does not report specific ages down to the year.

Instead, PEW codes respondents into five-year categories (e.g., 25-29). It then codes that into a
secondary variable that codes people by generational cohort. The Protestant Identifier category
was not presented because of data limitations.
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which is likely due in part to its members higher incomes and, thus, lower birthrates. Others, like
the Churches of Christ, may be older due to generational loss or competition from other
movements. Mormons have a lower age, likely due to its higher birthrate that is rooted in a
theology that promotes larger families. Nondenominational Christians are one of the youngest
movements, which may be due to weakening denominational identities among younger adults.
Table 5-8: Percentage of Each Religious Movement that Identifies as Female
Religious Category

Female

Protestant Identifiers

49.8 %

NCC Communion Partners

56.0

NCC Other Movements

59.2

Sectarian Baptists

51.6

Pentecostal

58.8

Neo-Evangelical

52.5

Churches of Christ

59.4

Confessional Lutheran

55.0

Nondenominational

54.0

Catholic

53.6

Mormon

54.0

Data from PEW (2014).
Overall, the Christian movements have more women than men (Woolever et al. 2006).
There is also a surprisingly high level of gender variation between movements. While most
movements have roughly equal proportions of men and women, there are some that have
relatively high percentages who are women. Table 5-3 present the percentage of each religious
movement that are female. Both movements within the NCC are more female. There are also
relatively higher percentages of women among Pentecostals and the Churches of Christ.
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Descriptions of each movements
Catholics are one of the most diverse Christian movements. They are the largest Christian
religious movement in the United States. Catholics have a slight female bias and are about
middle-of-the-pack in average age compared to the other religious movements. Catholics are one
of the most ethnically diverse religious movements but almost all that diversity comes from
having an incredibly high percentage of Hispanics. Over a third of Catholics are Hispanic.
Catholics also overperform their educational attainment when analyzing their income. Finally,
Catholics are geographically diverse. Each region of the country had roughly the same percentage
of Catholics as the others.
The Communion Partners in the NCC still reflect the religious establishment. They are
the oldest religious movement by almost three years. They are also the religious movement with
the highest level of educational attainment and the highest level of income. Despite including
several historically black denominations the Communion Partners are not diverse ethnically.
They are one of the whitest religious movements in the United States but are not dominated by a
region of the country. The Communion Partners movement is also relatively large. Outside of
Catholics it is the largest religious movement in the PEW (2014) and ANES (2016) and the
fourth largest in the GSS (2014-2016).
Other NCC movements are more diverse. The NCC Other religious movement is
dominated by the black Baptists and that explains why it was the only religious movement to
have a plurality of respondents identify as black as opposed to white. This movement is also
characterized by having low socio-economic status. They are comparatively uneducated and low
income. Most of the respondents in this religious movement are from the South. This religious
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movement was the second-most female dominated of all the religious movements. This category
makes up a comparatively small proportion of the overall NCC.
The Sectarian Baptists are dominated by the South. Like the Catholics, Sectarian Baptists
tend to overperform their educational attainment in their income. Like the Other NCC movement
the Sectarian Baptists are predominately from the South. Unlike the Other NCC they are roughly
split in half on between male and female respondents. The Sectarian Baptists also dominate the
Evangelical religious tradition; over a third of all RELTRAD Evangelicals are Sectarian Baptist.
The Churches of Christ are more diverse than I expected. They had the highest percentage
of black respondents for any religious category that did not have a historically black Christian
denomination in the movement. The Churches of Christ also tied for the third-highest percentage
of Hispanic respondents. They were the only three religious movements to have more than ten
percent of their respondents black and more than ten percent Hispanic. The Church of Christ
religious movement is quite small, but it is comparable in size to the Mormon religious
movement. The Church of Christ movement has very low reported income and educational
attainment of any of the religious movements. It is also the most female dominated of all the
Christian religious movements.
Pentecostals are a religious movement dominated by the South with a strong presence in
the West and Midwest. Pentecostals had arguably the lowest income and educational attainment
of any religious movement. Pentecostals are also the second-largest percentage of the Historically
Black Protestant religious tradition.
Neo-Evangelicals are a small religious movement. Their almost complete absence from
the ANES dataset reflects the fact that this religious movement is made up of many different
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small denominations as opposed to a couple of larger ones. The Neo-Evangelicals are in the
middle of a lot of these variables. They are having more education and income than a lot of
religious movements in the Evangelical tradition, but they are nowhere near the NCC
Communion movement. They are not as ethnically diverse as some movements, but they are
more diverse than others. They are also well distributed geographically. They have a plurality in
the South, but it is not overwhelming like some of the other movements.
Confessional Lutherans are the whitest religious movement in the United States. Almost
95% of the respondents who identified with a denomination in this movement were white.
Confessional Lutherans one of the most educated movements and they reported the second
highest income. While the Confessional Lutheran group is classified as Evangelical in
RELTRAD demographically the Confessional Lutherans look more like the NCC Communion
movement than any of the other Evangelical religious movements. Confessional Lutherans are
also the only religious movement to have most respondents in the Midwest.
Nondenominational Protestants are the second youngest religious movement. They are
also ethnically diverse across the board. They were the only religious movement to have at least
eight percent of their respondents identify as something other than white, black, or Hispanic.
Like many Evangelical religious movements, the Nondenominationals have a plurality in the
South but the Nondenominationals have one of the highest percentage of respondents in the
West.
Protestant Identifiers are evenly distributed all over however their highest concentration
was in the West. They are in some ways like the Neo-Evangelicals. They are a small religious
movement that is about average across all the demographic categories. What makes Protestant
Identifiers stand out is that they are the youngest religious movement. They are also the only
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religious movements with a roughly even split between men and women in the movement. This
group most likely represents people who have left their church but have not been able to leave
the Christian identity behind.
Mormonism is a religious movement that is predominately in the West. This is
unsurprising given the LDS church’s headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah. Mormons have a
higher level of education and income than average. They are also comparatively young. Mormons
are also a very white religious movement. While Mormons do have some Hispanic diversity, they
had the lowest percentage of black respondents of any of the religious movements.
Conclusion
At the beginning of this chapter we knew very little about what the Christian
denominations looked like demographically. That is no longer the case. This chapter has
demonstrated that Christian religious movements are not only separated by ecumenism, they also
represent collections of respondents who look very different from one another.
One of the most important findings in this chapter is what it says about RELTRAD.
Where previous chapters demonstrated how religious movements existed across religious
traditions, but this chapter demonstrated that certain movements have dominated those categories
as well. The Communion religious movement overwhelms the Mainline tradition while over half
of Evangelicals are either Sectarian Baptist or Nondenominational. While religious tradition has
found significant results, this demonstrates that these results have been heavily skewed by the
larger religious movements and has not necessarily given us much insight into the smaller
Christian movements.
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Ultimately this chapter has increased our understanding of the diversity of the Christian
religious marketplace in the United States. While many of these religious movements are small,
they represent a percentage of the religious market that is as large as Mormonism. Particularly
considering the uniqueness of the Churches of Christ and the Confessional Lutherans exploring
religious movements demographically has given us another way to look understand Christian
diversity while also explaining it in a theoretically consistent manner.
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CHAPTER 6
RELIGIOUS BEHAVIORS AND BELIEFS
In the last chapter, I explored how the different religious movements looked
demographically. In this chapter, I examine their religious beliefs and behaviors. We know that
these movements have clear ecumenical divisions between each other. We also know that these
movements reflect very populations who are different from one another. In this chapter I want to
know whether those differences also correspond to how they practice their faith.
One of the assumptions inherent in studies that sort different forms of Christianity into
different categories is that there is variation between Christians on their beliefs and practices.
This is in every study from this dissertation all the way back to some of the earliest surveys that
divided Christians into Catholics and Protestants (Gallup 1938). If there were no differences
between Christians on religious belonging, then there would be no reason to divide up
Christianity at all. If the motivating influence of religion was based on a religious behavior like
church attendance, then it would make more sense to simply keep all Christians into a single
category and sort them because of their behavior.
Differences on religious belief and practice have been a focus on the scientific literature
on religious respondents. Take a specific political issue like environmental policy. Researchers
have found differences between religious respondents on religious attendance (Kilburn 2014),
religious conservativism (Wolkomir et al 1997), and even specific beliefs about Biblical passages
(Dareker and Bearce 2013) are the causes of religious belonging’s effect. T.W. Smith’s FUND
measure (Smith 1990) was based the idea that you could use religious belonging as a proxy for
religious belief. While RELMOVE does not make these assumptions, it is worth it so see where
differences exist on beliefs and practices so we can better understand how identifying with
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different religious movements in the United States effect their members.
The remainder of this chapter explores whether differences on religious beliefs and
practices exist in RELMOVE as well. I focus on beliefs and behaviors that are meaningful across
different religious movements. Unlike religious practices like communion33, foot washing, or
speaking in tongues, the measures I use should be present in each movement. Christians believe
in God, the authority of the Bible,34 and that the Christian faith is true (even exclusively true).
There are variations within these beliefs, however. Likewise, Christians pray, hold worship
services, and read scripture; they vary in the frequency of these activities. The measures of belief
and behavior presented in this chapter cover ones common in Christian movements.
Religious Beliefs
The PEW Religious Landscape Survey (2014) asks two questions about belief in God and
I am going to present data on both. The first is that PEW asks respondents, “Do you believe in

33

Almost all Christian denominations practice communion. However, the name (Eucharist,

Communion, Lord’s Supper), the frequency in which it is performed, along with the theology
behind what is happening when the practice is performed vary substantially (pun not intended).
34

The order and content of Bibles can vary. The biggest difference in terms of religious texts is

that Mormon denominations view the Book of Mormon, Pearl of Great Price, and Doctrines and
Covenants as scripture. However, the Book of Mormon is an additional text it is not a
replacement text. While the Joseph Smith translation of the Bible does vary from the Christian
text in some important ways (Wellington 1970) they are not in ways that should affect the
measures I will use here since the book is still referred to as the Bible.
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God or a universal spirit?” The respondents give a yes or no response to that question. If a
respondent says that they do believe in God or a universal spirit they are asked a follow-up
question, “Which comes closest to your view of God? God is a person with whom people can
have a relationship or God is an impersonal force?” Column one presents data on the percentage
of respondents who said that God is a person.
The second question about God PEW asks is a measure of the strength of the person’s
belief. This is also a follow-up question. Respondents who say that they believe in God or a
universal spirit are asked, “How certain are you about this belief? Are you absolutely certain,
fairly certain, not too certain, or not at all certain?” I am interested in the percentage of each
religious movement who said that they were “absolutely certain” that God exists.
Table 6-1 shows the percentage of each movement that believe in a personal God and that
are certain that God exists. Most Christians say that they believe in a personal God and are
certain that God exists. There are some variations. Protestant Identifiers, Catholics, and those in
the NCC movements are less likely to say that they believe in a personal God. The Protestant
Identifiers and Catholics each are less certain in God’s existence. Among the other groups the
differences are small.
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Table 6-1: Beliefs about God by Religious Movement (RELMOVE)
Religious Movement

Believe in a
Personal God

Certain that
God Exists

Protestant Identifiers

58.7 %

61.2 %

NCC Communion

70.7

68.6

NCC Other Movements

74.7

83.9

Sectarian Baptists

83.5

87.2

Pentecostal

82.7

89.4

Neo-Evangelical

86.6

86.6

Churches of Christ

81.8

83.6

Confessional Lutheran

83.4

81.3

Nondenominational

83.3

86.2

Catholic

65.7

64.9

Mormon

91.4

86.8

Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (Includes Hawaii and Alaska, dataset (N=31,842 in
column 1 and N=34,020 on column 2).

There is more variation in beliefs about the Bible. Typically, when researchers are
interested in knowing how someone views the Bible, they are interested in knowing whether a
respondent believes that the Bible is the literal word of God. Biblical literalism, or
fundamentalism, was the basis of T.W. Smith’s FUND measure (Smith 1990). It has also been
demonstrated to effect political issues like vote choice (Kellstedt and Smidt 1993). Literalism can
even be used as a compensatory measure for groups like conservative Protestant women who are
denied access to organizational leadership (Hoffmann and Bartkowski 2008).
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Table 6-2: Beliefs about the Bible Among Religious Movements (RELMOVE)
Religious Movement

Not word of God

Word of God,
Not Literal
27.7 %

Literal word of
God
22.8 %

Protestant Identifiers

49.5 %

NCC Communion

30.1

42.9

27.0

NCC Other Movements

14.3

28.5

57.2

Sectarian Baptists

10.4

28.5

61.1

Pentecostal

4.9

22.3

72.8

Neo-Evangelical

8.5

37.3

54.2

Churches of Christ

11.2

35.4

53.4

Confessional Lutheran

12.5

42.7

44.8

Nondenominational

12.1

37.7

50.1

Catholic

31.1

40.1

28.8

Mormon

6.5

58.1

35.4

Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (Includes Hawaii and Alaska, dataset N=31,316).

Table 6-2 shows how each religious movement views the Bible. PEW asks about beliefs
towards the Bible using follow-ups. Respondents are first asked, “Which comes closest to your
view? The Bible35 is the work of God, OR the Bible is a book written by men and it is not the

35

The question wording varies depending on if the respondent identifies as Jewish, Muslim, or

something else. For these respondents the Torah, Koran, or Holy Scriptures was substituted in
place of “the Bible” in the options. People who identify with no religion are asked about the
Bible.
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word of God.” If a respondent says the Bible is the word of God, they are given a follow-up,
“And would you say that the Bible is to be taken literally, word for word, OR not everything in
the Bible should be taken literally, word for word.” For analysis I combined the two questions
into a single variable where respondents either said that the Bible was a book written by man, the
Bible was the word of God but should not be taken literally, or that the Bible was the word of
God and should be taken literally.
The religious traditions broke down into three main categories. The first religious
traditions where the Bible is not viewed as the word of God. The only religious movement in this
category is the Protestant Identifiers. This group was the only religious movement where a
majority said that the Bible was a book written by man and not the word of God.
The second group are religious traditions where the Bible is generally understood by the
respondents to be the word of God but that it should not be understood literally. These are the
Communion Partners, Catholics, the Confessional Lutherans, and the Mormons. The
Confessional Lutheran movement did have slightly more respondents say that the Bible should
be taken literally but the margin was very small. In the more literalistic religious movements, we
see a much higher percentage of respondents who say that the Bible should be taken literally then
the people in the Confessional Lutheran movement.
Finally, we have religious traditions where respondents say that the Bible is the word of
God and it should be interpreted literally. These are the Sectarian Baptists, the Pentecostals, the
Neo-Evangelicals, the Churches of Christ, and the Nondenominationals. While the percentage of
respondents who were literalists varied each of these movements had more than fifty percent of
their respondents agree with a literalistic interpretation of the Bible.
I also find differences in how movements view their own religion in comparison to other
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religions and to modern culture. I tested to see what the religious traditions looked like on a
measure of sectarianism, or the belief that their faith is the only way to receive supernatural
rewards. Sectarianism is asked about in the PEW Survey (2014) by asking respondents, “Which
of these two statements comes closest to your own views even if neither is exactly right; My
religion is the one, true faith leading to eternal life, OR many religions can lead to eternal life.”
The 2014 PEW Survey adds a follow-up that the 2008 PEW Survey lacked. If the
respondent has identified as some kind of Christian and they say that many religions can lead to
eternal life the respondent is given the following question, “And do you think it’s only Christian
religions that can lead to eternal life, or can some non-Christian religions also lead to eternal
life?” For the purposes of this test a respondent is considered sectarian if they either answer that
their religion is the one, true faith or if in the follow-up they say that only Christianity leads to
eternal life.
I also ran a test to see what these religious movements thought about their religious
movement. The PEW Survey also asks a measure on tradition. The respondent is asked,
“Thinking about your religion, which of the following statements comes CLOSEST to your view.
My church of denomination should; preserve its traditional beliefs and practices OR adjust
traditional beliefs and practices in light of new circumstances OR adopt modern beliefs and
practices.” I was interested in the percentage of each religious movement that said that they felt
that their religious movement should preserve traditional beliefs and practices.
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Table 6-3: Beliefs about Sectarianism by Religious Movement (RELMOVE)
Religious Movement

Religion is Only
Way to Salvation

Religion Should
Protect Traditions

Protestant Identifiers

17.1 %

33.6 %

NCC Communion

28.6

37.9

NCC Other Movements

51.5

54.1

Sectarian Baptists

64.4

67.0

Pentecostal

73.3

72.3

Neo-Evangelical

60.2

60.9

Churches of Christ

56.7

63.1

Confessional Lutheran

48.5

57.4

Nondenominational

61.9

55.4

Catholic

26.5

38.9

Mormon

66.7

72.8

Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (Includes Hawaii and Alaska, dataset N=34,848).
In summary, I find that there are differences between movements in what they believe on
these items. Each question roughly finds the same divisions. The Protestant Identifiers, the
Communion Partners, and the Catholics are less sectarian and less attached to traditional beliefs
and practices. The other religious movements, for the most part, all had sectarian and
traditionalist majorities.
These questions highlight important differences on beliefs about religious practices that
exist within religious traditions. The religious movements that represent the NCC have severe
distinctions on literalism, sectarianism, and on traditional beliefs and practices. The Other NCC
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Movements group looks more like an Evangelical religious movement than a partner with the
Communion group.
The Confessional Lutheran group is also an interesting religious movement. Confessional
Lutherans are not as sectarian or traditionalist as the other Evangelical religious movements.
Most surprising is the finding that Confessional Lutherans are less traditionalist than
Nondenominationals despite being a liturgical church.
Religious Behavior
Having compared one “B” of religion (beliefs), I turn to another – behavior. Religious
behaviors like attending worship services or prayer are often used to measure religious
commitment. Thus, differences between groups can be interpreted as measuring differences in the
commitment of their members. However, religious groups also differ because they view different
behaviors as normative (Mockabee, Monson and Grant 2001). Catholics, for example, are less
likely to value reading scripture; Mormons place a higher value on tithing than other groups.
Regardless, comparing the frequency of common religious behaviors provides insight into
differences between religious movements.
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Table 6-4: Religious Behavior of those in Religious Movements (RELMOVE)
Religious Movement

Attend Church
Weekly or More

Pray
Daily or More

Read Bible
Weekly or More

Protestant Identifiers

0.036 %

44.9 %

15.0 %

NCC Communion

37.7

56.9

32.1

NCC Other Movements

46.7

73.9

53.6

Sectarian Baptists

52.7

76.6

58.9

Pentecostal

68.6

82.3

73.3

Neo-Evangelical

55.9

78.7

54.2

Churches of Christ

53.5

76.3

58.1

Confessional Lutheran

47.2

66.6

37.4

Nondenominational

55.9

75.0

58.6

Catholic

40.0

58.7

25.3

Mormon

77.3

85.0

76.6

Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (Includes Hawaii and Alaska, dataset N=34,848).

One of the most commonly used measures of religious behavior is church attendance.
This is often over-reported (Hadaway, Marler, and Chaves 1993); so, the frequencies should be

36

To be a Protestant Identifier a respondent had to have an ambiguous religious identity that

would not allow them to be place in a movement and say that their church attendance was
“seldom” or “never.” By RELMOVE’s definition a Protestant Identifier cannot attend church
weekly.
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interpreted as a respondent’s view of themselves as a “church-going” type of person (Brenner
2011).
The highest rates of church attendance are in the Mormon and Pentecostal tradition. Each
tradition has more the two-thirds of their respondents’ report attending church services at least
weekly. The stand-out religious tradition by this metric are the Confessional Lutherans. Once
again, we see that the religious practices of the Confessional Lutherans are the lowest of all the
Evangelical religious traditions.
I also compare the frequency of prayer among those in each movement. Prayer, the act of
talking to God, is something that is affirmed across all Christian traditions. While prayers
themselves may vary by denomination, Christians view prayer as important. Prayer is a religious
behavior that appears across Christianity. Prayer is also a religious practice that non-attenders can
do on their own. While prayer requires time, it is a behavior measure that attenders and nonattenders alike can perform. The Pew survey uses the most commonly used measure of prayer,
which asks how often a person prays outside of a religious service. Respondents are then given a
seven-point scale which ranges from never to several times a day. I report the percentage of each
movement that reports praying at least daily.
Most religious movements report daily prayer around seventy-five percent or more. Once
again, we see that this measure of religious behavior is lowest among the Protestant Identifiers,
the Communion Partners, and the Catholics. Prayer also shows gives more evidence to two
trends that has come up in a few different measures in this chapter, Confessional Lutherans are
not like the other Evangelical religious movements and the Other NCC group is very different
from the Communion Partners group.
Reading the Bible is a salient religious practice, particularly among Protestants. When we
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look at how frequently the respondents in each religious movement reported reading the Bible,
we see differences between religious movements, but these are not the same differences we see
on Biblical literalism. Confessional Lutherans were more likely to hold literalist beliefs, but this
movement has lower levels of Bible reading compared to other literalist movements. Mormons
and Pentecostals reported the highest weekly reading of the Bible, with Communion Partners and
Catholics at the lowest frequency.
Together, these results show that there is variation between movements. These would be
hidden if we looked at traditions (RELTRAD) and did not examine movements. The
Confessional Lutherans do not behave like other Evangelical movements. The NCC has clear
divisions on religious behaviors between the Communion Group and the Other NCC group. I
also want to highlight that Pentecostals are higher on every measure of religious behavior tested
in this chapter. When you look at the charts presented above there is very little that you can find
in common between Pentecostals and the Confessional Lutherans. When RELTRAD puts the two
movements into a single religious tradition these differences are lost.
Robustness of Belief and Behavior Differences
There are several reasons why there could be differences between movements. Both
theological beliefs and religious practices are related to education (Caplovitz and Sherrow 1977,
Sherkat and Darnell 1999), income (Weber 1905), gender (Schnabel 2015, Schnabel 2016) and
other demographic variables. More importantly for this dissertation, religious movements could
differ because of their historic tradition. That is, RELMOVE could be a reflection of RELTRAD.
To test for the robustness of the differences, I estimated a series of tests. For each belief
and behavior item, I estimated a model with and without RELMOVE. I then used a likelihood
ratio test to determine if the inclusion of RELMOVE significantly improved the model. Each
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model is an ordered logit or logit model. The models include RELTRAD and demographic
variables: gender, race/ethnicity, educational attainment, income, and region. I also estimated the
models for three different samples: all respondents, Christians only, and Protestants only.
Table 6-5: Likelihood Ratio Tests for Effects of RELMOVE on Models of Beliefs and
Behavior that Include RELTRAD
p-value of LR Tests Comparing
Nested Models with and without RELMOVE
Measure

All Respondents

Christians Only

Protestants Only

Belief in God

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Belief in Bible

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Protect Traditions

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Sectarianism (only religion)

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Church Attendance

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Daily Prayer

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Reading Bible/Scripture

< 0.001

< 0.001

< 0.001

Pew Religious Landscape Survey 2014 (Includes Hawaii and Alaska, dataset N=34,848).
Results show p-value of likelihood ratio test comparing ordered logit models with and
without RELMOVE. Other variables include RELTRAD, educational attainment, income,
gender, race/ethnicity, and region. Complete models reported in the Appendix B.

Table 6-5 reports the results of the LR tests. The finding here is that on every single
measure of religious belief and behavior, regardless of the comparison group, religious
movements had a statistically significant effect. This is interesting because the effect is
significant despite the LR model controlling for the effect of religious tradition.
While this dissertation has not tested the effectiveness of RELMOVE in comparison to
RELTRAD the LR test gives the first indication that RELMOVE has significant predictive power
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even when we control for religious tradition. While more work needs to be done in this vein it is
a positive first step in that direction.
Conclusion
The RELMOVE classifications of Christian belonging demonstrate important differences
that exist between Christian religious movements that are accounted for if we examine only
religious tradition. This chapter challenges the exclusive use of RELTRAD. There are significant
differences on these measures even between religious movements who are in the same religious
tradition. In this chapter I show that Confessional Lutherans and Pentecostals, which are part of
the same RELTRAD religious tradition, have very little in common with one another. The
movements are not the same demographically, they differ on beliefs, and their religious behaviors
differ as well.
The NCC groups are very different from one another. Despite both groups’ presence in
the National Council of Churches the two groups have very different religious practices and
beliefs. These two religious movements make-up most of the Mainline religious tradition and
once again we see that there are large differences within traditions.
The most important finding in this chapter is that significant variation exists among
religious movements on how frequently they perform religious behaviors. Pentecostals were the
religious movement with the highest reported religious behavior frequencies. Mormons also had
very high religious behavior frequencies, but the Mormons were not Biblical literalists. The NCC
Full Communion and the Catholics were the religious movements that reported the lowest
frequency of religious behaviors. Each read the Bible and prayed less than the other religious
movements.
The Protestant Identifiers are an interesting religious movement. Their religion is
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important to them. It would have been just as easy for the people in this religious movement to
say that they were religious nones, but they did not do that. What this chapter demonstrates is that
this group’s religious identity does not reflect itself in their beliefs or their behaviors. Less than
60% of the respondents in this group believed in God, a majority said that the Bible was not the
word of God, and their religious behaviors were the lowest of all the religious traditions. In the
case of this movement Christianity is predominately an identity that, while meaningful to the
people who use it, is not reflective of a set of beliefs and behaviors like other religious
movements.
Ultimately this chapter demonstrates that religious movements are different from one
another. They respondents in each group look different from one another. They practice their
religion in differently. They have different beliefs about the Bible. At this point I think it is fair to
say that unless a study has a theoretical reason to use religious tradition, they should use
RELMOVE to look and see what differences exist between religious movements in each
traditional category. These behavior and belief differences are present, and they are easily located
in the standard surveys used by researchers.
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CHAPTER 7
RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS AND PARTISANSHIP
In this chapter of the dissertation I examine the partisanship of those in religious
movements. Studies that have focused on tradition based religious categories have found a close
relationship between an evangelical identity and political identification with the Republican Party
(Smidt 2013, Fowler et al 2014). In recent decades, the relationship between partisanship and
religion has become strong enough that the decision to be active in religion is based in part on a
person’s partisanship (Margolis 2018). These studies have examined wider religious traditions. In
this chapter, I explore the partisan differences between religious movements by comparing both
party identification and affect toward political parties.
Party Identification
To test for the effect of religious movements on partisan identification I used data from
the 2016 ANES. The ANES measures party identification by first asking respondents what party
the respondent identifies with: Democrat, Independent or Republican. Respondents who identify
with a political party were asked a follow-up about how strongly they identified with that
political party. Respondents who identified as Independent were asked whether they were closer
to Democrats or Republicans. The responses are combined all these variables into a seven-point
scale. To compare the distribution of party identification, I placed independents who lean toward
a party into that party, e.g., respondents are coded as Democrats if they are strong Democrats,
weak Democrats, or independents who lean Democratic. In the rest of my analysis, I use the
seven-point scale.
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Table 7-1: Party Identification in Religious Movements
Religious Movement
Democrat
Independent

Republican

Protestant Identifiers

50.3 %

10.2 %

39.5 %

NCC Communion

44.9

9.6

45.5

NCC Other Movements

72.2

10.1

17.8

Sectarian Baptists

34.6

12.0

53.4

NAE Members

36.9

8.5

54.6

Churches of Christ

28.9

15.5

55.6

Confessional Lutheran

39.0

7.2

53.9

Nondenominational

26.6

14.1

59.4

Catholic

47.0

11.7

41.3

Mormon

28.8

7.1

64.1

Data from ANES (2016) N=3631
Table 7-1 shows the distribution of party identification across the religious movements.
The religious movements tend to fall into one of three categories with respect to partisanship.
First, only one religious’ movement, the Other NCC movement, had a large Democratic base.
Given what we found in the previous chapters this is almost certainly a reflection of the racial
make-up of this religious movement. In Chapter Five I demonstrated that the Other NCC
Movement is primarily made up of black respondents, most of whom are Baptists. Given that
African Americans primarily identify with the Democratic Party (Luks and Elms 2005) it would
be surprising to find a movement with a majority of African Americans respondents that didn’t
have a high percentage of respondents identify with the Democratic Party.
The second category were religious movements that were divided between the two
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parties, that is they had less than a ten percent difference between Republicans and Democrats.
This category is made up of the Protestant Identifiers, the Communion Partners, and the
Catholics. This means that these three groups have large percentages of each political party in
their membership. This tells us that these three groups represent religious movements that are
politically diverse. The Communion Partners and the Catholics are large religious movements
that represent a diverse political group that is quite diverse. Some level of political diversity
should be expected for Catholics. As I demonstrated in Chapter Five, the Catholic religious
movement is a diverse religious movement by almost every demographic metric. The
Communion Partners are the interesting case here. The Communion Partners are
demographically older, whiter, and have higher incomes than the general public. In the PEW
(2014) Survey each of these groups is positively correlated with being in the Republican Party
and yet the NCC Communion group is still centrist. This means that membership in this religious
movement is correlated with being more Democratic than we would expect based upon
demographics alone.
Finally, we had religious movements that lean toward the Republican Party. This category
included Mormons and evangelical movements: Sectarian Baptists, Pentecostals and NAE
Members, Churches of Christ, Confessional Lutherans, and Nondenominational. Among this
group there was some interesting variation. The highest level of Republican Identification was
among Mormons, who were almost two-third Republican. The Nondenominational and Churches
of Christ are interesting fewer Democrats than the other religious movements and instead had a
higher percentage of Independents.
Pentecostals and the NAE are interesting in this context because they are highly
Republican even after I added this historically black branch of Pentecostals into the movement.
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The same is true of the Churches of Christ who were more ethnically diverse and yet despite that
are highly Republican. There is also interesting variation within the Republican leaning
movements. While most of them had a comparable percentage of Republicans their percentage of
Democrats was highly variable. The Churches of Christ reported less than thirty percent of their
members were Republican. That is much lower than the Confessional Lutheran group which was
at almost forty percent. I would expect that those figures would be reversed. The Confessional
Lutherans are 95% white, have higher income, and have a higher percentage of men in their
movement than the Churches of Christ. Despite this the Churches of Christ are the religious
movement with the smallest percentage of Democrats.
Are these differences between movements robust? In the previous chapter, I showed that
there are substantial differences in the demographics of religious movements. These
demographics include race, region, and others commonly found to be associated with
partisanship. Table 7-2 reports the results of tests comparing models with and without the set
religious movement indicators. As with previous tests, I run the tests on three samples: all
respondents, Christians only, and Protestants only. To test for the effect of RELTRAD on these
comparisons, I estimate models with and without RELTRAD included as a control variable.
Finally, I compare models for only those in the RELTRAD evangelical tradition.
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Table 7-2: Likelihood Ratio Tests for Effects of RELMOVE on Models on Party
Identification
Chi-Square and p-value of LR Tests Comparing
Nested Models with and without RELMOVE

LR Chi-Square Value

p-value

Ch-squared

Degrees of
Freedom

All respondents

310.36

18

< 0.01

Christians only

129.48

11

< 0.01

Protestants only

82.49

7

< 0.01

All respondents

60.69

16

< 0.01

Christians only

25.95

10

< 0.01

Protestants only

20.05

7

0.01

9.59

6

0.21

Models without
RELTRAD

Models including
RELTRAD

Evangelical RELTRAD
only

Note: LR tests comparing ordered logit models of seven-point party identification. Controls
include race and ethnicity, gender, income, and educational attainment. Weighted data.
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While this test is not making a casual claim, it does demonstrate some interesting patterns
in the data. RELMOVE once again finds significant differences in the Likelihood Ratio tests
even when controlling for religious tradition. What is interesting though is the final row. When I
only use RELTRAD to account for Evangelicals RELMOVE is not significant. This means that
RELTRAD’s definition of Evangelical is good at accounting for partisanship differences within
Christian religious movements. RELTRAD’s Evangelical tradition is doing a good job of putting
politically conservative Protestants into a single category. If that is all that a model is interested in
religious movements does not significantly improve the model’s explanatory power.
Party Affect: Feeling Thermometers
In addition to partisanship I also tested the effect that religious movements have on the
respondent’s affect towards the Democratic and Republican Parties. The ANES includes feeling
thermometer measures that ask respondents to rate their feelings of “warmth” toward the
Democratic and Republican Party on a zero to 100 scale where zero is the coldest possible
feeling, 100 was the most warmth, and 50 is neither warm nor cold.
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Table 7-3: Feeling Thermometers Toward the Political Parties
Democratic Party

Republican Party

Correlation

Protestant Identifiers

50.1

45.0

- 0.53

Communion Partners

48.0

43.9

- 0.57

Other NCC Movements

65.4

34.5

- 0.41

Sectarian Baptists

42.2

52.0

- 0.49

NAE Members

42.3

56.3

- 0.58

Churches of Christ

38.7

52.0

- 0.62

Confessional Lutherans

35.7

52.0

- 0.43

Nondenominational

37.9

52.9

- 0.39

Catholics

50.0

44.8

- 0.42

Mormons

44.3

52.5

- 0.26

Note: Mean thermometer scores for each party. Pearson correlations between thermometer
scores for two parties.
When looking at the feeling thermometer scores we see that three movements; Protestant
Identifiers, Communion Partners, Other NCC Movements, and Catholics reported warmer
feelings towards the Democratic Party than they felt toward the Republican Party. This goes
along with the findings of Table 7-1. Religious movements that had more Democrats felt more
warmly toward the Democratic Party. The interesting case here is the Communion Partners. This
group had a slight majority of Republicans, but it reported higher feelings of warmth toward the
Democratic Party.
Among the religious movements that felt more warmly toward the Republican Party two
movements stand out for opposite reasons. The first are the NAE Members (a group made up of
Pentecostals and Neo-Evangelicals). This religious movement reported the highest feelings of
warmth of any religious movement. This is a religious movement that has some very large
historically black denominations in it. The NAE religious movement didn’t even have the
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highest percentage of Republicans of the religious movements.
Mormons are another interesting comparison group because their feelings of warmth
toward the Republican Party are more moderate than I would expect given that they had the
highest percentage of their movement identify as Republicans. While I will explore this more in
the subsequent chapters this might reflect the context in which the ANES was given. I am pulling
from the 2016 ANES which was taken very late in the 2016 Presidential election. Mormons
could have felt more warmly toward the Republican Party in 2012 when Mitt Romney, as
opposed to Donald Trump, was the standard bearer. When I previously ran state-level data on the
Presidential election that compared the 2012 and 2016 elections (Grant and Searcy 2018) I had to
remove Utah from the analysis because it was such a dramatic outlier in terms of its Presidential
vote.
The table also presents the Pearson correlations of feelings towards Democrats and
feelings towards Republicans. The relationships are, unsurprisingly, negative. As your feelings of
warmth toward one political party go up, I would expect that your feelings of warmth toward the
other political party would go down. The Pearson Correlation tests the strength of that effect and
whether the relationship is positively correlated or negatively correlated.
There is variation in the strength of the relationship. The religious movements with
stronger negative correlations are the Churches of Christ, NAE Members, Communion Partners,
and the Protestant Identifiers. It is surprising that the groups with the strongest correlations are
not aligned politically. The Protestant Identifiers and the Communion Partners group are more
centrist religious movements while the Churches of Christ and the NAE Members are
Republican leaning religious movements. The Communion Partners are the fascinating case here.
The Communion Partners are a religious movement that has an almost even split between
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Democrats and Republicans and yet it has one of the strongest correlations.
The groups with the weakest relationship between feelings of warmth toward the two
political parties is the Mormons. This is despite Mormons’ position as the most partisan Christian
movement in the entire United States. The Mormon religious movement has a large partisanship
gap between Democrats and Republican, but this does not correspond to a strong negative
correlation on feelings of warmth toward the parties.
Just as with party identification I wanted to know if these differences were robust when I
controlled for religious tradition in the same model. Because the feeling thermometer data was
analyzed using OLS Regression as opposed to Ordered Logit in this case I ran a Block F-Test
which is more tests for the same effect as the LR-test but works on regression analyses as
opposed to logits on categorical variables. Table 7-4 reports the results of tests comparing models
with and without the set religious movement indicators. As with previous tests, I run the tests on
three samples: all respondents, Christians only, and Protestants only. To test for the effect of
RELTRAD on these comparisons, I estimate models with and without RELTRAD included as a
control variable. Finally, I compare models for only those in the RELTRAD evangelical tradition.
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Table 7-4: Block F-tests for Effects of RELMOVE on Feeling Thermometer Models
p-value of Block F-Test for RELMOVE indicators

Democratic Party

Republican Party

Thermometer Models

Thermometer Models

Models without
RELTRAD
All respondents

0.07

< 0.01

Christians only

0.01

< 0.01

Protestants only

0.01

< 0.01

All respondents

0.59

< 0.01

Christians only

0.56

0.01

Protestants only

0.39

0.01

Evangelical RELTRAD
only

0.20

0.02

Models including
RELTRAD

Note: Results of F-tests of RELMOVE indicators being zero. OLS models of feeling
thermometers. Controls include race and ethnicity, gender, income, educational attainment,
and party identification. Weighted data.

RELMOVE once again identifies significant differences when we control of religious
tradition, party identification, and the demographic controls. All but one of the models tested
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were significant with 95% confidence. The only model where the robustness check delivered an
insignificant result was the model that tested for robustness on all respondents’ feelings towards
the Democratic Party.
The most interesting findings in this chart are when we include religious tradition into the
model. While RELMOVE was a significant factor in predicting feelings toward the political
parties given the model’s controls it was only significant on feelings towards the Republican
Party. Feelings towards the Democratic Party are explained by the other factors in the model. The
model is controlling for a lot of variables that should be explaining how respondents feel toward
the parties. It controls for partisanship, race/ethnicity, income, gender, educational attainment,
and the religious tradition the respondent identifies with. I would expect that these factors should
be explaining the variation.
Religious movements have explanatory power even despite all the controls when I test
feelings towards the Republican Party. That effect remains even when I control for just
Evangelicalism. This means that while RELTRAD’s Evangelical tradition accounts for the effect
that religious movements have on partisan identification it does not account for the significant
effect that religious movements have on feelings towards the Republican Party.
Summary
These results describe how religious movements differ on partisanship. When I looked at
the partisan identification of the religious movements I found that one religious movement had a
majority of Democrats (Other NCC Movements), three religious movements were more evenly
split (Partisan Identifiers, Communion Partners, and Catholics), and the remaining six religious
movements had a majority of Republicans (Sectarian Baptists, NAE Members, Churches of
Christ, Confessional Lutherans, Nondenominationals, and Mormons). Where some of these
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partisan breakdowns are in line with what we would predict given their demographic breakdowns
others do not. The Communion Partners are more Democratic then their ethnicity, age, and socioeconomic status accounts for. The NAE Members group is a very strong Republican group
despite the ethnic diversity and low economic status of their membership.
This chapter does not attempt to explain why these effects occur. I do not even attempt to
prove causality. The religious movement’s partisan breakdown could be occurring because the
religious movement is promoting values that would correspond with a specific political party.
The breakdown be the result of the causal arrow going in the opposite direction. The Sectarian
Baptists could have more Republicans because their movement appeals to people who are
already Republicans. In this chapter I was only interested in demonstrating that the effect exists.
In this chapter I demonstrated that there are partisan differences between the religious
movements within religious tradition. The NCC movements, the Other NCC and the Communion
Partners, look different politically.
Another finding is of this chapter is that, unlike in the chapter of religious beliefs and
behaviors, there are limits to RELMOVE’s explanatory power within a religious tradition
framework. Religious movements do not improve models of political identification if you only
interested in Evangelicals. RELTRAD’s Evangelical category does an effective job of collecting
the conservative Protestants into a single category. That is not the goal of religious movements.
Many of these religious movements include groups who disagree politically. The Pentecostals are
a great example of this. The Pentecostal religious movement (NAE Members in the ANES data)
includes the historically black Protestant Pentecostals and Holiness identifiers despite these
denominations are not being present in the NAE.
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When I tested the feeling thermometer data, I found that whether religious movements
were a significant variable differed depending upon which political party you were interested in.
Even when we control for religious tradition, partisanship, and demographics religious
movement was a significant variable on feelings toward the Republican Party.
Lastly, religious movements’ feelings correlation of feelings toward the political parties
varied significantly. Some religious movements had weak correlations. The Mormons religious
movement had a very weak correlation between their feelings towards the Republican and
Democratic Party. This contrasts them with the Communion Partners which had a much stronger
negative correlation.
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CHAPTER 8
ATTITUDES TOWARD WOMEN AMONG RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS
In this chapter, I explore differences between religious movements on issues of gender,
particularly as it relates to politics. Issues relating to gender can be divisive within and between
religious groups. The literature of sectarian Protestants on gender tends to define women’s ideal
role as motherhood and maintaining the home while portraying work outside the home as
something that is contrary to God’s plan (Sherkat 2000). Survey research on the topic has
demonstrated that membership in sectarian and fundamentalist Christian groups predicts less
egalitarian attitudes toward gender roles (Whitehead 2014, Bolzendahl and Brooks 2005, Carter
and Corra 2005). Many conservative Christians perceive that the male-headed household is part
of God’s divine plan (Denton 2004). A popular term for these male-dominated relationships is
called “complementarianism,” which is the belief that God established clear divisions between
men and women in what their spheres of influence are meant to be (c.f. Piper and Grudem 1991).
Many people with this belief view it as empowering to women (Griffith 1997). This view is
rejected by feminists who see complementarianism as an attempt to Biblically justify treating
women as less equal than men (Woolwine and Dadlez 2014).
Debates about the role of women have caused several high-profile controversies within
Christian denominations. The Southern Baptist Convention ignited into disputes over the role of
women in the church prior to their 2019 Convention (Shimron 2019). Some Christian
denominations that have more central authority have ousted people from the denomination for
speaking out too loudly in support of allowing women to preach including the Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod (Fowler 2015) and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints (Walch
2014). Even in cases where women were eventually ordained the process is frequently long,
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complicated, and slow leading to an imbalance where female clergy are not afforded many of the
same rights and powers that their male counterparts receive (Percy 2017).
These religiously based (or at least, religiously justified) beliefs about women are likely
to impact politics. I examine several items in the 2016 National Election Study. The 2016
presidential election highlighted gender. For one, the election featured the first women running
on a major party ticket. Gender became more important in the aftermath of the infamous Access
Hollywood tape where Donald Trump bragged about sexual assault (Fahrenthold 2016). In the
aftermath of the 2016 Election, the Women’s March and the #MeToo have kept gender as an
important part of American politics. How have religious movements responded to these events?
How do the groups differ in their views of women? I answer these questions in this chapter
Gender Discrimination
I want to begin our analysis of religious movements and attitudes toward women and
gender by beginning with three measures on gender discrimination. The 2016 ANES asked,
“Some people think women face job discrimination. Do you think women face a lot of
discrimination on the job, some or no discrimination at all?” Respondents were asked to rate the
level of discrimination faced by women with 0 represented a respondent saying that women faced
no discrimination and 4 means that the respondent says that women face a great deal of
discrimination in the United States. I report the results for these in Table 8-1.
There is interesting division on attitudes about how much discrimination women face in
the United States. The obvious group that pops out are the Confessional Lutherans who say that
women face a great deal of discrimination at half the rate of the next closest religious movement.
The thing that I want you to notice are the religious traditions whose responses to this question
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do not line up with their partisan identification. Sectarian Baptists, the NAE Members, and the
Churches of Christ have roughly the same percent of respondents say that women face gender
discrimination a great deal as the more Democratic identifying NCC Communion and NCC
Other Movement traditions. Catholics are interesting in the opposite way. Despite being a centrist
religious movement politically they see gender discrimination as occurring less frequently.
Table 8-1: Gender Discrimination Attitudes
Religious Movement
How much
discrimination to women
face in the United
States?

Do you support equal
pay for men and women?

Favor a great deal
Protestant Identifiers

Great deal or a lot
31.1 %

65.6 %

NCC Communion

24.6

72.5

NCC Other Movements

28.9

79.1

Sectarian Baptists

27.3

68.1

NAE Members

27.6

67.1

Churches of Christ

24.8

56.1

8.8

75.0

Nondenominational

19.6

68.9

Catholic

18.7

71.2

Mormon

15.9

68.6

Confessional Lutheran

Data from ANES (2016)
The survey also asked about support for equal pay. In all the religious movements except
for the Churches of Christ two-thirds or more of respondents said that they favored equal pay for
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men and women a great deal. The chart has a few groups who flip-flop from question to question
like the Confessional Lutherans.
This demonstrates that there is broad consensus across religious movements in the United
States on the basic questions like whether discrimination exists and whether women should
receive equal pay to men.
Women’s Response to Inequality
The ANES also includes items that measure attitudes toward women who respond to
inequality. I report these responses in Table 8-2. The first item is the results from a questioning
asking how often women demanding equality are seeking special favors. I report the percentage
who respond “never.” Take note of the Churches of Christ who are one of the most female
dominated religious traditions and yet are still the least likely to say that women’s equality is
never about seeking special favors. Table 8-2 also shows the percentage of who disagree with the
statement “Women fail to appreciate what men do for them.”
One of the takeaways from this chart is that the religious movements are all over the map
on these different measures. Confessional Lutherans are a great example of this. The
Confessional Lutherans are the religious tradition who had the lowest percent of respondents say
that gender discrimination was happening a great deal, but they had the highest percentage of
respondents say they greatly favored women getting equal pay. Confessional Lutherans had one
of the highest percentages of respondents who refused to say that women demanding equality
was not about seeking special favors while having the highest percentage of respondents disagree
with the statement about women failing to appreciate men. This happens up and down the chart.
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A religious movement can have an egalitarian view on one issue and then go in the opposite
direction on a different question. The only consistency here is that it is inconsistent.
Table 8-2: Attitudes Toward Women’s Responses to Inequality
Religious Movements

Women demanding equality
are seeking special favors.

Women fail to appreciate
what men do for them.

Never

Disagree or
Strongly Disagree

Protestant Identifiers
Communion Partners
Other NCC Movements
Sectarian Baptists

29.0 %
27.9
24.9
26.9

32.3 %
41.1
32.6
28.0

NAE Members

22.6

32.1

Churches of Christ

16.4

41.5

Confessional Lutherans
Nondenominationals

14.8
24.8

47.6
39.5

Catholic

31.9

35.8

Mormon

15.7

39.9

ANES (2016). Weighted data.
Women in Politics
There are few differences in how religious movements view women in politics. The
ANES asks respondents, how important is it that more women get elected? Respondents then rate
their level of importance they place on women being elected on a 1-5 scale from extremely
important (1) to not at all important (5). The results for the first two responses are below.
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Table 8-3: Attitudes Toward Electing Women
Religious Movements

Importance of Electing Women

Protestant Identifiers

Very Important or Extremely Important
28.7 %

Communion Partners

34.2

Other NCC Movements

48.7

Sectarian Baptists

28.4

NAE Members

28.5

Churches of Christ

25.3

Confessional Lutherans

25.3

Nondenominational

28.2

Catholic

34.3

Mormon

21.8

Data from ANES (2016) Weighted data.
There are significant differences on the importance that different religious traditions place
on electing women in the chart. The chart ranges from the highest identifying group, the Other
NCC Movements, to the Mormons at the bottom of the scale. This may reflect partisan
differences. The groups with the highest percent to say that electing women is very or extremely
important are the Communion Partners, Other NCC Movements, and the Catholics. Each of these
religious movements where most respondents identified with the Democratic Party. We know
that voters tend to stereotype female candidates as more liberal (Koch 2000) and it is possible
that this is what is occurring here. The more Republican religious movements see electing
women as less important because they are stereotyping those candidates as more liberal. The one
religious movement that does not back this trend are the Protestant Identifiers. This religious
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tradition was a majority Democrat, but they are only view electing female candidates to office as
important as the Republican leaning religious traditions.
Views of Women Controlling Men
The ANES also asked about women in power more generally. The ANES asks
respondents whether women like to put men on a “tight leash” and column two respondents asks
whether women seek to gain power by controlling men. Table 8-4 shows the percentage who
disagree with these statements.
Table 8-4: Attitudes Toward Women’s Responses to Sexism
Religious Movements

Protestant Identifiers

Women want to keep men on
a tight leash.

Women seek to gain power
by controlling men.

Strongly Disagree or
Disagree
39.4 %

Strongly Disagree or
Disagree
32.2 %

Communion Partners

55.3

45.1

Other NCC Movements

40.5

38.8

Sectarian Baptists

40.5

35.2

NAE Members

46.3

32.3

Churches of Christ

59.8

57.0

Confessional Lutherans

63.5

52.4

Nondenominationals

52.3

41.4

Catholic

45.0

37.6

Mormon

39.9

39.7

ANES (2016). Weighted data.
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The most egalitarian religious movements by these two measures are the Confessional
Lutherans and the Churches of Christ. That was not a typo. The Churches of Christ can be
somewhat explained by the gender imbalance in the movement. The Churches of Christ are
almost sixty percent female and I would expect disagreements with both statements. This is not
true of the Confessional Lutherans who still were much more likely to disagree with each
statement. These two religious movements are a clear division from the other Evangelical
religious movements who were less likely to disagree with the statements.
The Protestant Identifiers once again take one of the least positive stances toward women
in power. The viewed electing women to public office as less important, they are less likely than
most religious movements to disagree that women want to control men, and they are the least
likely religious tradition to disagree that women want to keep men on a tight leash.
Controlling for RELTRAD and other variables
To test for the robustness of differences on the gender measures, I estimated a model with
and without RELMOVE and then used a likelihood ratio test to determine whether RELMOVE
significantly improved the model. Each model was an ordered logit. The models included gender,
race/ethnicity, educational attainment, income, and party identification. There are two sets of
models: models without RELTRAD variables and models with RELTRAD included.
Table 8-5 shows the results without RELTRAD but with the other control variables.
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Table 8-5: Likelihood Ratio Tests for Effects of RELMOVE on Models on Social and
Political on the Treatment of Women (excluding RELTRAD)
Measures

Chi-Square and p-value of LR Tests Comparing
Nested Models with and without RELMOVE

LR Chi-Square Value

p-value

(d.f.=18)
Frequency of
discrimination against
women in the United
States.

38.27

< 0.01

Should women receive
equal pay to men?

21.03

0.28

Women equality means
women want special favors

28.08

0.06

Women fail to appreciate
what men do for them.

61.51

< 0.01

Importance of electing
women.

22.52

0.21

Women want to keep men
on a tight leash.

40.56

< 0.01

Women seek power by
controlling men.

51.70

< 0.01

Data from the ANES (2016). Results show the chi-square value and the p-value of
likelihood ratio test comparing ordered logit models with and without RELMOVE. Other
variables include RELTRAD, educational attainment, income, gender, race/ethnicity, age,
and party ID.
Religious movements were significant in four of the seven gender measures and just
missed the 95% confidence interval on a fifth. Religious tradition did have a significant effect
with when I controlled for educational attainment, income, gender, race/ethnicity, and party ID.
The measures where religious movements had a significant effect were the measures on
discrimination. They were either measures that asked respondents to rate how frequently
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discrimination occurs or they gave respondents a sexist or demeaning statement and asked
respondents if they agreed with it or not. The measures on gender equality that asked about
policies in the abstract like equal pay and the importance of electing women were insignificant.
Table 8-6 shows the results with RELTRAD included. While the LR tests are not
significant across all measures like they were for religious beliefs and behaviors a majority were
improved by including RELMOVE. This demonstrates that RELMOVE once again has
explanatory power even when we control for religious tradition.
The measures that were significant without controlling for religious tradition were mostly
still significant when I did control for religious tradition. Only one variable, the frequency of
discrimination measure, went from significant to insignificant when RELTRAD was added as a
control variable.
I am not surprised. The crosstab data from the earlier charts in the chapter showed
massive inconsistency across the variables. Religious movements would appear more egalitarian
on one measure and then they would be opposed to egalitarianism in the next measure. There was
only one gender measure from the ANES that I tested where there appeared to be clear traditional
divisions and that the measure on electing women to public office.
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Table 8-6: Likelihood Ratio Tests for Effects of RELMOVE on Models on Social and
Political on the Treatment of Women that Include RELTRAD
Measures

Chi-Square and p-value of LR Tests Comparing
Nested Models with and without RELMOVE

LR Chi-Square Value

p-value

(d.f.=16)
Frequency of
discrimination against
women in the United
States.

16.6

0.42

Should women receive
equal pay to men?

21.38

0.07

Women equality means
women want special favors

26.99

0.04

Women fail to appreciate
what men do for them.

31.49

0.01

Importance of electing
women.

19.43

0.25

Women want to keep men
on a tight leash.

34.24

0.01

Women seek power by
controlling men.

33.84

0.01

Data from the ANES (2016). Results show the chi-square value and the p-value of
likelihood ratio test comparing ordered logit models with and without RELMOVE. Other
variables include RELTRAD, educational attainment, income, gender, race/ethnicity, age,
and party ID.
Summary and Conclusion
This chapter explored the opinion of respondents in religious movements on a range of
measures related to a single issue; the gender. I looked for differences on opinions about
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discrimination, attitudes toward women’s equality, and opinions about what women in power
mean for men.
On some of these issues there was broad consensus across the religious movements.
These tended to be measures on broad topics that did not have a specific policy attached to them.
When a model was run with standard control variables religious movement identification didn’t
have a significant impact on whether a respondent thought it was important that women were
elected to public office or on how supportive the respondent was that men and women should be
paid equally.
Where religious movements made a significant difference were on beliefs and attitudes
toward social attitudes about women’s relationship to men. Even accounting for demographics, I
demonstrated that religious movements made a difference on whether a respondent thought
women were less appreciative of what men did for them, if women wanted men on a tight leash,
and if women seek power by controlling men.
Those were the measures that saw the most differences in the crosstabs among the
Evangelical religious movements. On social attitudes there was a clear division among
Evangelicals where Confessional Lutherans and the Churches of Christ were more egalitarian
than other Evangelical religious movements. These religious movements were not only more
egalitarian than the other Evangelical movements, but they were also more egalitarian than the
non-Evangelical religious movements.
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CHAPTER 9
RELIGIOUS MOVEMENTS IN THE 2016 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
Given decades of emphasizing the importance of personal morality, conservative
Christian activists should have been challenged in the 2016 Presidential Election. Calling Donald
Trump an odd fit for Christian conservatives is an understatement. In a 1999 appearance on
NBC's “Meet the Press” Donald Trump, when asked specifically about third trimester abortions,
described himself as “Very Pro-Choice” (Russert 1999). Throughout the campaign Donald Trump
made several statements and gaffs that indicated his uncomfortableness with Christianity. During
an appearance at the Family Leadership Summit he said he wasn't sure if he'd ever asked God for
forgiveness. He doubled down on that statement in an interview with Anderson Cooper saying,
“Why do I have to repent if I'm not making mistakes.” (Northstine 2015). During a visit to a
nondenominational church before the Iowa caucus he was seen by reporters attempting to put
money into a communion plate (Bailey 2016). During the campaign the “Access Hollywood
tape” was released giving Evangelicals an audio recording of Trump using foul language to brag
about committing sexual assault (Fahrenthold 2016). The congregation he identified with
responded to calls that they discipline him for his rhetoric on Muslims and immigrants by
releasing a statement denying that Donald Trump was an active member in any of the churches in
the Presbytery (Jenkins 2016). Humorously Trump gave a speech at Liberty University where he
read a verse from the Bible but misidentified the name of the book the verse came from,
pronouncing the book Second Corinthians as “Two Corinthians” (Taylor 2016).
Hillary Clinton faced her own difficulties appealing to conservative religious voters. The
Atlantic described her Presidential campaign as “unapologetically pro-choice” in comparison to
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previous Democratic nominees (Lafrance 2016). Additionally, Hillary and her husband Bill
Clinton had been the target of Evangelical outrage for decades (Merritt 2016). Ultimately the
challenges that any Democratic nominee, especially a female nominee who had been in the
public eye for decades, were viewed as so steep that the campaign seemingly moved on.
Evangelical Democrats like Michael Wear noted that while President Obama's outreach efforts to
Evangelical voters often were met with failure, they at least made the effort. In interviews around
the release of his book he noted that the Clinton campaign didn't even attempt to win
Evangelicals to her side (Vischer 2017).
In the aftermath of the 2016 Election, one of the most eye-popping statistic was that
Trump received 81 percent of the white born-again vote, which was slightly higher than the vote
given Mitt Romney or George W. Bush (Shellnut 2016). This was presented as hypocritical by
some commentators like Michael Gerson who have noted that, “if a militant atheist were to
design a trap with the goal of discrediting evangelical Christians” it would be hard to do worse
than getting them to support some of Trump's decisions (Gerson 2018).
In this final section of the chapter I want to examine the political behavior of religious
movements during the 2016 Presidential election.
Feelings Toward Candidates
Before examining vote choice, I look at how voters felt toward the candidates as
individuals. Both candidates for the 2016 election were disliked by voters. The ANES included
feeling thermometers on the two major party candidates for the Presidency: Hillary Clinton and
Donald Trump.
The ANES feeling thermometer data asked respondents how warmly they felt toward a
candidate on a 0-100 scale. These items were asked in both the pre-election and post-election
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waves of the survey. The pre-election survey was completed during the final two months of the
2016 Presidential campaign between September 7, 2016 and November 7, 2016. The postelection survey involved re-contacting the same respondents and re-interviewing them during the
two months after the campaign was over between November 9, 2016 and January 8, 2017. In
each wave, both candidates had average thermometers below 50, meaning that voters had
negative feelings toward both candidates. Clinton scored around five points higher than Trump,
but she was still not a candidate that voters felt “warm” towards. Feelings of warmth did increase
toward Trump in the post-election survey across religious traditions. Feelings of warmth toward
Clinton increased on some religious movements but they decreased in others.
Table 9-1: Feeling Thermometers Toward Presidential Candidates
Trump Thermometer
Clinton Thermometer
Pre-Election

Post-Election

Pre-Election

Post-Election

Protestant Identifiers

38.0

48.8

39.4

40.3

NCC Communion

38.3

43.2

41.1

42.4

NCC Other Movements

24.1

31.1

60.7

64.1

Sectarian Baptists

50.6

55.4

34.0

36.5

Pentecostal and NAE

44.6

55.1

39.2

37.6

Churches of Christ

51.4

55.2

27.4

26.6

Confessional Lutheran

48.7

52.3

32.6

36.8

Nondenominational

47.4

55.3

31.0

31.5

Catholic

37.3

42.6

44.1

44.5

Mormon

33.0

45.4

35.8

34.0

Data from ANES (2016) Note: Average feeling of warmth toward each candidate by
religious category.
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Religious movements varied in their feelings toward the candidates. Only one religious
movement reported warm feelings toward Clinton, the NCC Other religious movement. That
movement, the one with the highest percentage of Democrats felt about 15 points warmer toward
Hillary Clinton than the next warmest religious movement. In contrast the Churches of Christ
movement felt the absolute coldest toward Clinton. Clinton had a feeling thermometer under 30
among the respondents in the Churches of Christ movement and that score dropped in the postelection survey.
Feelings toward Donald Trump were at their warmest among the Evangelical religious
traditions. They tended to hover around the mid-40s to the low 50s. The stark contrast to the
Evangelicals is the Mormons. Mormons were even more Republican partisans than the
Evangelicals and yet they felt less warm toward Donald Trump than any all but one movement.
Do these differences remain when controlling for partisanship and demographic
variables? To test this, I ran the block F-test on the feeling thermometer data in the ANES. I
controlled the demographic variables I have used throughout the dissertation; education,
race/ethnicity, income, gender, and party identification.
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Table 9-2: Block F-tests for Effects of RELMOVE on Feeling Thermometer Models
p-value of Block F-Test for RELMOVE indicators

Trump Thermometer
Pre-Election

Clinton Thermometer

Post-Election

Pre-Election

PostElection

Models without
RELTRAD
All respondents

< 0.01

< 0.01

< 0.01

0.03

Christians only

< 0.01

0.02

< 0.01

< 0.01

Protestants only

< 0.01

0.03

< 0.01

< 0.01

All respondents

< 0.01

0.49

0.04

0.07

Christians only

0.12

0.68

0.03

0.03

Protestants only

0.09

0.59

0.01

0.02

Evangelical
RELTRAD only

0.10

0.15

< 0.01

< 0.01

Models including
RELTRAD

Note: Results of F-tests of RELMOVE indicators being zero. OLS models of feeling
thermometers. Controls include race and ethnicity, gender, income, educational attainment,
and party identification. Weighted data.
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Without RELTRAD in the model religious movements does significantly improve the
predictive power of the model. Religious movements did have effect feelings towards both the
candidates in the pre and post-election surveys.
What is interesting is that when I add religious tradition in the model religious
movements only have a significant effect on feelings towards Hillary Clinton and not Donald
Trump. What does this mean? If you look at the average feeling thermometers data again you can
see that the Evangelical traditions were all around the same level of feelings of warmth toward
Trump. When you look at the feelings towards Clinton this is not the case. The Churches of
Christ really disliked Clinton particularly compared to the NAE Members and Sectarian Baptists.
The movements in the NCC differed by almost twenty percentage points on how warmly they felt
toward Clinton.
Vote Choice
Now that I have tested feelings towards the candidates, I want to end by testing the vote
choice. Specifically, I model the two-party vote. The ANES asked respondents about the
candidate vote in the pre-election and post-election sample. I was interested in how did the
respondents in each religious belonging category expect to vote (pre-election) and how did they
report voting (post-election)?
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Table 9-3: Two-Party Vote for Trump in the Pre-Election and Post-Election Sample
Religious Movement

Pre-Election

Post-Election

Protestant Identifiers

50.9 %

52.7 %

NCC Communion

49.8

52.0

NCC Other Movements

22.0

26.9

Sectarian Baptists

63.1

62.2

Pentecostal and NAE

50.3

62.5

Churches of Christ

69.8

79.0

Confessional Lutheran

62.0

66.4

Nondenominational

66.1

69.8

Catholic

45.2

48.8

Mormon

50.1

58.0

Data from ANES (2016) N=3631
To begin answering this question, I calculated the two-party vote by religious movement.
Table 9-1 reports the results.37 The Mormons stick out here. Mormons had the highest

37

This excludes third-party votes. For the pre-election data, I combined the people who said they

had already voted for a Presidential candidate with the data on people who had not voted yet but
stated that they intended to vote for a candidate.
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Republican identification of any religious movement and yet Trump barely carried them in the
pre-election sample. The same is true of the NAE movement. Donald Trump is barely carrying
them in the pre-election sample. The other Evangelical movements are in the 60s which is
consistent with what we have learned about their partisanship. Even among Evangelicals the
Churches of Christ religious movement are an outlier. They were ten percentage points higher
than the second closest group in the post-election survey. Amazingly they were the religious
movement with the highest level of support for Trump in the pre-election survey and still had the
second highest increase between the pre and post-election samples.
Once again, I ran likelihood ration tests to determine the robustness of the model. To test
the effect of religious belonging on voting behavior I controlled for race/ethnicity, gender, age,
income, race/ethnicity, age, and party identification. I also controlled for attendance. While there
is evidence in the literature that higher church attendance leads to more support for Republican
candidates (Gelman 2009) I left it out of the model since I had not included church attendance as
a control in any of the other models used in my dissertation I felt that it would be inappropriate to
include it at this point.
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Table 9-4: Likelihood Ratio Tests for Effects of RELMOVE on Models on Two-Party Vote
in 2016 Presidential Election
Chi-Square and p-value of LR Tests Comparing
Nested Models with and without RELMOVE

LR Chi-Square Value

p-value

Ch-squared

Degrees of
Freedom

All respondents

17.95

14

0.39

Christians only

11.38

8

0.50

Protestants only

8.88

7

0.26

All respondents

11.68

14

0.63

Christians only

1.92

8

0.98

Protestants only

2.08

7

0.96

Models without
RELTRAD

Models including
RELTRAD

Note: LR tests comparing ordered logit models of seven-point party identification. Controls
include race and ethnicity, gender, income, and educational attainment. Weighted data.
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There is no significant effect of religious movements in any of the models. While
religious movements did not have a significant effect on the candidate vote choice in the preelection sample it is saying that religious movements had no effect on the election. Religious
movements had a significant effect on the partisanship which did have a significant effect.
At this point I decided to run one final test. I wondered what would happen if I ran the
vote choice model but reversed the relationship between RELTRAD and RELMOVE. Up to this
point I had been testing the effect of religious movements when controlling for the effect of
religious tradition. Since religious tradition was insignificant on vote choice, I wondered what
would happen if I tested for the effect of religious tradition controlling for religious movements.
The information is presented in Table 9-5.
Table 9-5: Likelihood Ratio Tests for Effects of RELTRAD on Models on Two-Party Vote
in 2016 Presidential Election with RELMOVE
Chi-Square and p-value of LR Tests Comparing
Nested Models with RELMOVE

LR Chi-Square Value

p-value

Ch-squared

Degrees of
Freedom

All respondents

18.50

8

0.02

Christians only

7.08

2

0.03

Protestants only

5.49

2

0.06

Note: LR tests comparing ordered logit models of seven-point party identification. Controls
include race and ethnicity, gender, income, and educational attainment. Weighted data.
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Religious tradition still significantly improves the model even if I control for
demographics, party ID, and religious tradition.
So, what does this tell us? Religious movements were significant on every measure of
religious belief and behavior. They were significant on measure of partisanship. They were
significant on many of the gender measures. Why were they insignificant on vote choice and why
was religious tradition still significant even after I controlled for the effect of religious
movements?
At the end of the day RELTRAD’s Evangelical category is a classification that puts all the
conservative Protestant voters into a single religious group. That means that when it comes to
simple binary decisions, like voting, it is very effective at making predictions. That is not what
RELMOVE is interested in doing. While I did not look in this dissertation for differences within
religious movements it is probable that religious movements that include both historically black
denominations historically white denominations together are going to have some variation among
them on political issues like vote choice.
Summary and Conclusion
This chapter studied the effect of religious belonging on the 2016 Presidential election.
Unlike the other chapters where I was able to conclude that religious movements mattered this
chapter had some areas where movements improved the models and some places where it did
not.
Religious movements were a significant factor in predicting feelings towards both Donald
Trump and Hillary Clinton in the pre-election and post-election surveys. While this effect
disappeared when religious tradition was added to the model for Trump it did not disappear for
Clinton. Despite controlling for demographics, party ID, and religious tradition there was still a
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significant improvement when religious movements were in the model. This reflected the fact
that there was significant variation in feelings towards Clinton among the religious movements.
On both the Evangelical and non-Evangelical side I found variation on attitudes toward Clinton.
The Churches of Christ were very cold while the Other NCC was warm.
Two religious movements voted for Trump despite their feelings. The Protestant
Identifiers and the Mormons reported warmer feelings for Clinton in the pre-election sample and
yet still voted for Trump. All the Evangelical religious traditions reported warmer feelings for
Trump than Clinton and voted for Trump.
Table 9-6: Religious Movements in the 2016 Presidential Election (Pre-Election)
Religious Movements that had

Religious Movements that had

Religious Movements that had

warmer feelings for Clinton and

warmer feelings for Clinton and

warmer feelings for Trump and

voted for Clinton

voted for Trump

voted for Trump

Communion Partners

Protestant Identifiers

Sectarian Baptists

Other NCC Movements

Mormons

NAE Members

Catholics

Churches of Christ
Confessional Lutherans
Nondenominationals

While religious movements did not significantly improve the vote choice model, I do not
feel that readers should completely discount the role that movements had in the election.
Movements were significant factors in partisanship which was a significant factor. Religious
movements were only insignificant because the model was already controlling for the effect of
party ID, gender, race/ethnicity, education, and income already.
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CHAPTER 10
CONCLUSION
On December 14th, 2012 a man with a gun walked into Sandy Hook Elementary School in
Newton, Connecticut and murdered 26 people. 20 of the victims were first graders and
kindergarteners. While there had been mass shootings in the United States prior to Sandy Hook
the number and ages of the children massacred there make it infamous to this day.
In the aftermath of the massacre the community held an Interfaith vigil for the families of
the victims. The event, which was attended by the current US President Barack Obama, was
closed to the public but the itinerary and participants were revealed. Along with representatives
of multiple faith communities in the area including a diverse array of Christians as well as
Muslims and Jewish leaders. As is typical in interfaith services no one leader conducted the
entire service but instead the duties were shared among those present. The benediction was led by
Pastor Rob Morris, the pastor of a local Lutheran congregation.
For this participating in a memorial designed to give comfort to those grieving the deaths
of over a dozen small children Pastor Rob Morris was forced by the President of his
denomination to issue a formal public apology.
Pastor Morris is a leader in the Lutheran Church – Missouri Synod (LCMS). The LCMS
takes a firm oppositional stance against both sharing worship and prayer with people outside
their denomination. They do not allow people outside the LCMS to share communion with them
and they will not participate in worship services with groups outside the Christian faith.
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In a letter to members of the LCMS President Matthew Harrison said that he requested
the apology for participating in, “joint worship with other religions.” He went on to define to the
members why this was so important.
“There is sometimes a real tension between wanting to bear witness to Christ and at the
same time avoiding situations which may give the impression that our differences with
respect to who God is, who Jesus is, how he deals with us, and how we get to heaven,
really don’t matter in the end…. There will be times in this crazy world when, for what
we believe are the right reasons, we may step over scriptural line.”
This was not the first time that the LCMS had made a stance like this. A LCMS minister
in New York, David Benke, was suspended for praying at an interfaith vigil 12 days after the
September 11th attacks in 2001. Benke refused to apologize and was not reinstated until 2003.38
The LCMS is a closed communion39 denomination that, as discussed in earlier chapters
of the dissertation, does not typically participate in ecumenicalism with other Christians. They
are not members of the NAE and while they have had dialogue with other Lutheran groups that
dialogue has not been able to produce much in the way of associations. ELCA members are not
welcome to participate in Holy Communion in LCMS churches and LCMS members are not to
partake in communion in ELCA churches. Ecumenically though the two major branches of

38

Information about this incident, including the quote from President Harrison come from

Otterman (2013).
39

The LCMS refers to their practice in official documents as “close” communion.
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Lutheranism could not be more different. The ELCA is an Open Communion denomination,
sharing communion with any baptized Christian who walks through their doors. They are
involved in multiple ecumenical and interfaith groups and frequently pray and practice their
religion with people from different backgrounds. The ELCA has even begun to work more
closely with the Roman Catholic church while the LCMS still presents the office of the Pope as
the Anti-Christ on their website (LCMS 2019).
The LCMS views itself as its own religious movement. There are narrow instances where
they will work with other Christians but those are very narrowly tailored. The LCMS has a
university in the CCCU. It has also worked with the ELCA in the past through the Lutheran
Immigration and Refuge Services and Lutheran World Relief however the LCMS itself has
distanced themselves from those groups in recent years. The LCMS’s official position on these
groups is that they should be commended for their work and supported by Lutherans in the
LCMS they wish to keep their involvement at an arm’s length.
Building on the Shoulders of Giants
What the LCMS example highlights is that if you are interested in religious movements
than the LCMS is Confessional Lutheran. Like the other denominations that make up this
movement the LCMS has a common history, culture, and text that they draw from while also
steadfastly refusing to engage with the other members of the movement. The movement has a
general sense that Lutherans can work together but, particularly in the case of the ELCA, the
Lutherans outside of the group are in error and should not be allowed to participate in religious
services with the in-group. The example at the beginning of this chapter is an excellent example
of how Confessional Lutherans see their religious movement. Even when faced with an interfaith
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service that no one could objects to; the memorial for almost two dozen small children, the
Confessional Lutheran movement believes that it should isolate themselves from groups not in
the movement.
Our current schemes are insufficient to examine the differences between religious
movements in the United States. RELTRAD is scheme that was designed to capture the broad
traditions that have existed in United States Christianity across its history. These traditions are
not reflective of who these groups have seen as partners in their religious movements. There are
some similarities that RELTRAD clearly identifies; there is a clear ecumenical division between
the churches that RELTRAD classifies as Mainline and Evangelical. What RELTRAD misses are
the religious movements that exist inside of those traditions. RELTRAD also misses the fact that
the past few decades have seen a movement among black and white denominations within the
same Protestant family to come together ecumenically. The black Methodist denominations today
are much more closely linked to white Methodists than they are to black Pentecostals.
This does not mean that RELMOVE is always necessary. There are going to be studies
and research questions that are interested in topics where religious tradition will make more
sense. There will be topics where GYGAX will make more sense. RELMOVE is an extra tool in
the toolbox that expands our understanding of the effect of religious belonging.
RELMOVE’s contribution to the study of religion and politics is twofold. The first is that
it allows researchers to look for differences within a religious tradition. These differences are
most acute when the research wants to try and examine the “why” questions. Religious tradition
can tell us that Evangelicals tend to be Republicans. Religious categorization can help us
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understand that there are different motivating factors that push these Evangelicals toward the
Republican Party.
The other main contribution of RELMOVE is that it outlines a method for sorting
Protestant denominations that is capable of evolving while remaining theoretically consistent. In
the past few decades we have begun to see cracks in Mainline Protestant denominations over the
issue of human sexuality. These cracks are likely to worsen in the coming years as denominations
begin to debate what the church’s role is going to be in a post-Oberfell world. If there are
denominational schisms that happen the new congregations that develop are not Evangelical as
defined by RELTRAD. North American Anglicans do not come from the “Evangelical tradition”
when they were formed in 2008. They do not fit the definitions of belief described by Guth et al
(1993). They also represent a break from the denomination they split from. They may originate
from the same English settlers who came to the United States during colonial times but that
common background and socio-economic status should not overcome the fact that they have
decided they do not want to associate with each other anymore.
Potential Errors
RELMOVE drew much of its distinctions from large national ecumenical organizations.
Most prominently these included the National Council of Churches, the National Associations of
Evangelicals, and the Pentecostal/Charismatic Churches of North America. I also drew from
organizations like the Consortium of Christian Colleges and Universities, the Evangelical
Christian Publishers Association, and others. It also drew some data from information on
communion relationships from the denomination’s websites.
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It is possible that it should have relied more on state and local level ecumenicalism. There
is some logic to the argument that just as the local congregation is how the vast majority of
Christians experience worship the ecumenicalism done at lower levels represents how most
Christians are going to experience ecumenicalism.
I preferred the national sample for a few reasons. The first is that it makes things much
simpler. Not having to code in information like placing the Disciples of Christ in the one
movement for 40 out of 50 states and in other movement for the other 10 makes everyone’s life
much easier. There is also the fact that there are very few local level organizations that
demonstrate ecumenicalism among Evangelicals. Evangelical ecumenicalism has a few large
national organizations, but it does not have a lot of state level organizations unlike the NCC
which has state and local level affiliations.
What I did not do was to pour over the hundreds of pages of documents of each
denomination on who they had voted to open dialogue with over the past few decades worth of
annual meetings. There were exceptions. With larger denominations that had no obvious home,
like the Seventh Day Adventists, I did spend a lot of time on dialogue that the SDA was involved
in so I could place them as accurately as possible. It is possible that this could be an oversight.
My feeling was that while dialogue is a positive first step toward bringing a religious movement
together it was not, in and of itself, a sign of a religious movement. This is also why I did not use
the Christian Churches Together (CCT) as an ecumenical organization that includes Catholics,
Evangelicals, Black Protestants, and Mainliners together because it exists solely to foster
dialogue between the denominations that have joined it. There is no better example of this than in
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the organization’s own “Frequently Asked Questions” page where the fifth question is, “Is CCT
going to do anything? (Christian Churches Together 2019).
The major difference that using state level organizations and ecumenical dialogue would
make is with the Roman Catholic Church. In 1999 the World Lutheran Federation and the
Roman Catholic Church’s Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity completed a
dialogue to honor the 500th anniversary and formally agreed on the doctrine of “justification by
faith” which one of the central issues of the Protestant Reformation. (Joint Declaration 1999) The
World Methodist Council (Wooden 2006) and the World Communion of Reformed Churches
adopted the declaration also adopted the declaration (Heneghan 2017). Catholics are also a
member of some, but not all, state and local ecumenical organizations. In a minority of states, the
Catholic diocese is in the state level NCC affiliate organization.
Moving Forward
Future researchers should take the findings of this dissertation into consideration when
considering their research design and data collection. In this section I would like to highlight
some steps that researchers can take to integrate these findings into their own research.
The Dataset
The first thing that researchers should do is to consider whether both the research
instrument and the sample size is enough to use a scheme like RELMOVE. Using a scheme
based on ecumenicalism to organize Christians requires a research instrument that has
denominational data. There is no way around that unless the researcher feels very comfortable in
making some strong assumptions about the kinds of church a respondent attends based on
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demographic or theological factors. I would not feel comfortable doing that unless I was dealing
with a sample drawn from a limited population like a local community or a country whose
religious landscape was dominated by one Christian group.
While data limitations should be acknowledged it is worth pointing out that we frequently
have a sufficiently large sample that it is not a problem to divide Protestants into more than one
group.
My suggestion is that any study that uses religious tradition should consider using
religious movements as well. If a survey instrument has the denominational data to accurately
code RELTRAD then they have the denominational data to code RELMOVE. It would be helpful
to all researchers to look for variation within their categories when they are running their
analysis. There will be cases where RELMOVE is an unnecessary complication to research.
Because it recognizes seven kinds of Protestants as opposed to three there may be samples that
have too few respondents of a type to get any kind of result. I respect and understand that. My
goal in developing RELMOVE is not simply to chase citations. The goal is to develop a way
through which researchers can test the variation that might exist within a traditional category.
The Trump test demonstrates that there was variation within Evangelicalism and that is helpful to
know.
Race is not a Religious Movement
Religious tradition separates the historically black Protestants into their own category.
They do this for a very good reason; traditionally the historically black Protestant church was
segregated from their white counterparts. This meant in most historically black denominations
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the churches evolved apart and unencumbered by their white counterparts. This allowed for some
distinctiveness in practice and style from one another.
The problem with putting all black denominations together is twofold. The first is that
black denominations are truly distinct from one another. In Shelton and Cobb’s (2017) piece on
black RELTRAD highlights some of the many theological, and behavioral differences between
the various pillars of black Christianity. These differences mirror the differences in the white
church. Regardless of racial background Baptists and Methodists are not the same thing. Even
historically the denominations have important differences from one another. Black
Pentecostalism does not have roots in pre-Civil War American. Pentecostalism itself did not exist
until the 20th Century. Another difference between Pentecostalism and the other historically black
denominations is that in Pentecostalism the black church predates the non-black version. All the
earliest formally ordained ministers were ordained in the COGIC, the largest historically black
Pentecostal denomination. The Azusa Street Revival, the birthplace of Pentecostalism, was led
by William J. Seymour who was himself a black man. Researchers can see the political
consequences of these differences when you read Morris (1984) and see the difference levels of
involvement in the early Civil Rights movement by denominational family.
The other problem with putting historically black denominations together is that it fails to
account for what historically black denominations are doing today. While the seven largest
historically black denominations did form the CNBC in 2008, they have also consistently defined
themselves as different from one another. Black Methodist denominations have entered into full
communion arrangements with the UMC. COGIC and other large black Pentecostal churches
formed the PCCNA with white Pentecostals to try and reconcile their denominational family.
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Black Baptists have always overlapped with the American Baptist Church USA with some
congregations holding dual membership and the ABCUSA have several historically black
congregations. While the CNBC’s existence demonstrates that the black church recognizes a
shared background the denomination’s ecumenical ties indicate that they do not view the entire
black church as a religious movement.
This is not to say that race has no place in the study of religion. Clearly it does. What this
dissertation is saying is that black denominations do not define their religious movement by race.
That does not mean that there will not be racial differences in our studies. Black Baptists going to
differ from white Baptists in the same way that Hispanic Catholics are different than white
Catholics. Those differences do not constitute an independent religious movement.
In addition to being theoretically consistent removing the division between black and
non-black Christianity has a practical implication. It makes coding respondents a lot easier. There
is only two groups, Baptists and Holiness, where the largest denomination in the group is not in
the same movement as the historically black denominations. Until a better system comes along, I
placed ambiguous black respondents in the Black and Holiness traditions are classified with the
religious movement that the historically black denominations identify with.
To solve the problem of what to do with ambiguous black Baptists future pollsters should
begin asking respondents to report what percentage of their church is black. While I acknowledge
being uncomfortable dividing ambiguous Baptists by race, I feel that is the best method available
at the time. One of the strengths of RELMOVE is that it cuts down on the number of
denominational affiliations that get separated by race from five to two which is undoubtedly
progress.
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The important takeaway is that there is not a single Christian movement in the United
States that defines itself by racial category. Additionally, there is not a single religious movement
in the United States where most of its adherents would define themselves as Evangelical. Any
study that defines a religious category as “White Born-Again” or “White Born-Again
Evangelical” tells you nothing about the effect of religious movements. That does not mean that
the study itself is worthless. What it means is that any findings of that study do not accurately
represent Christian religious movements and that we should be very careful in how we interpret
the results of such a study toward traditionally based categories as well.
Confessional Lutherans
Another big picture takeaway from this dissertation is that, regardless of whether
RELMOVE is used by social scientists in the future, there needs to be a serious re-evaluation of
where Confessional Lutherans fit in the United States’ religious landscape.
Simply put, the Confessional Lutherans do not fit anywhere. They plainly do not want to
be associated with the NCC. They are a majority Republican body who view ecumenism with
extreme suspicion. The Confessional Lutherans are so opposed to interfaith relationships that
they made a pastor publicly apologize for praying at a child’s funeral. The only ecumenical ties
between Confessional Lutherans and non-Confessional Lutherans that I could find were two
Lutheran colleges in the CCCU and an LCMS representative is a member of the Association of
Statisticians of American Religious Bodies (ASARB 2019).
Yet despite this the Confessional Lutherans are not Evangelical. They do not belief or
behave like Evangelicals. They don’t even look like Evangelicals. Where most Evangelical
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religious movements represented an undereducated population with majorities in the South the
Confessional Lutherans are higher socio-economic status Midwesterners.
Even in studies that use RELTRAD I would remove Confessional Lutherans from the
Evangelical tradition. They simply do not fit. My recommendation would be for future
researchers to treat Confessional Lutherans as their own category moving forward, even in
studies using RELTRAD. The Confessional Lutherans are much like the Mormons. They have
theological and cultural distinctives that make them unique in the religious market. Putting them
in another Christian tradition violates the theoretical basis upon which that scheme is based.
Putting them with the ELCA into a category of Lutheranism violates the clear ecumenical signal
that they do not see themselves as being in the same religious movement.
Final Thoughts
Religious movements are the ways in which Christians work together to attain collective
goods. These goods can be secular or profane goods. Religious individuals gather together locally
in a congregation. Congregations are local religious movements that attempt to gain a collective
good from a supernatural being. These congregations work together with other congregations in
denominations. Denominations work together collective in ecumenical organizations. In each
case by working together Christians use organizational ties to identify who is in their religious
movement and who is not. Ecumenicalism is how denominations organize themselves
collectively. There are obviously going to be variation between denominations, but
ecumenicalism is the way that denominations announce to the world the other Christians who
they view as partners in achieving their religious goals. While denominations differ from one
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another the ecumenical arrangement demonstrates that each side views the other as being part of
the same religious movement.
By using ecumenism, we gain more insight into the gaps in traditionally based religious
categories. Frequently denominations within the same tradition choose to not associate with one
another. Some congregations do not even associate with other congregations. Associations even
give us insight into individuals who fall outside of the system.
While adding categories to the way we understand religious belonging can be a difficult
point for some by doing so we enhance our schemes’ ability to detect variation that we were
unable to detect before. In some cases, these differences are simply not present. In other cases,
though we find interesting variations across boundaries. That additional power is worth the
additional complexity. At an absolute minimum association between Christians gives us a
theoretically consistent method to look at the effects of religious belonging at lower levels that
we previously could.
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APPENDIX A
COMPARISON CHART OF CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONS
To aid researchers in their ability to make use of RELMOVE in their own schemes I have
produced a comparison chart of how I classified each denomination. I have listed every
denomination that is included by name in the ANES while also adding a few denominations (like
the Community of Christ) where there is significant disagreement among schemes.
For each denomination I gave their coding in the RELTRAD scheme, the Lehman and
Sherkat sociological approach, and finally for RELMOVE. Whenever you see Variable listed
under Reltrad it signifies a place where the respondent’s answer to the born-again/Evangelical
question varies whether the respondent will be classified as a Mainline Protestant or an
Evangelical.

Denomination
Baptist
Southern Baptist
Convention

Lehman
and Sherkat

Reltrad

Evangelical

Baptist

Independent Baptist
American Baptist Church
USA

Evangelical

Baptist

Mainline

Baptist

National Baptist
Other/Just a Baptist
(black respondent)
Other/Just a Baptist (nonblack respondent)

Black Protestant

Baptist

Black Protestant

Baptist

Variable

Baptist

RELMOVE

Sectarian
Baptist
Sectarian
Baptist
Ecumenical
Protestant
Ecumenical
Protestant
Ecumenical
Protestant
Sectarian
Baptist

Methodist
United Methodist Church
African Methodist
Episcopal
Other (non-HB)
Methodist (specified)

Mainline

Moderate

Black Protestant

Moderate

Evangelical

Moderate

Nondenominational
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Communion
Partners
Communion
Partners
Sectarian
Denom

(Just a Christian)
Nondenominational
(Generic)
Nondenominational
Evangelical
Community
Church/Interdenominatio
nal
Lutheran
Lutheran Church,
Missouri Synod
Lutheran Church,
Wisconsin Synod
Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America
(ELCA)
Presbyterian
Presbyterian Church in
America
Associate Reformed
Presbyterian
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church
Orthodox Presbyterian

Variable

Christian, no group

Evangelical

Christian, no group

Nondenominati
onal
Nondenominati
onal

Christian, no group

Ecumenical
Protestant

Variable

Evangelical

Lutheran

Evangelical

Lutheran

Sectarian
Denom
Sectarian
Denom

Lutheran

Communion
Partners

Mainline

Moderate

Sectarian
Denom
Sectarian
Denom
Sectarian
Denom
Sectarian
Denom
Communion
Partners

Evangelical

Sectarian

Pentecostal

Evangelical
Black Protestant

Sectarian
Sectarian

Pentecostal
Pentecostal

Mainline

Episcopalian

Communion
Partners

Moderate

Sectarian
Denoms

Evangelical

Moderate

Evangelical

Moderate

Evangelical

Moderate

Evangelical

Moderate

Presbyterian Church USA Mainline
Pentecostal
Assembly of God
Church of God
(Cleveland, TN)
Church of God in Christ
Episcopal
Episcopal Church in the
USA
Restorationalist
Church of Christ

Evangelical
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Christian Churches and
Churches of Christ

Evangelical

Moderate

Disciples of Christ

Mainline

Moderate

Sectarian
Denoms
Communion
Partners

Evangelical

???

Sectarian
Denoms

Evangelical

???

Mainline

Liberal

Variable

Liberal

Congregationalist
Conservative
Congregational Christian
Fellowship
National Association of
Congregatonal Christian
Churches
United Church of Christ
Congregationalist
(general)

Sectarian
Denoms
Communion
Partners
Communion
Partners

Holiness
Church of the Nazarene
Holiness Generic (black
respondent)
Reformed
Christian Reformed
Church
Reformed Church in
America

Evangelical

Sectarian

Black Protestant

Sectarian

Evangelical

Moderate

Mainline

Moderate

Sectarian
Denoms
Sectarian
Denoms

Sectarian
Denoms
Communion
Partners

Other Protestants
Seventh Day Adventist
Society of Friends
(Quakers)

Evangelical

Sectarian

Mainline

Liberal

Catholic

Catholic

Orthodox (any)
Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-Day Saints (LDS)

Orthodox

Orthodox

Mormon

Mormon

Community of Christ

Mormon

Mormon

Other Non-Protestants
Catholic (Roman
Catholic)
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Sectarian
Denoms
Ecumenical
Protestant

Catholic
Ecumenical
Protestant
Mormon
Ecumenical
Protestant

APPENDIX B
LR TEST MODEL OUTPUT
In the interest of space I am only reported the Likelihood Ratio model output for a single
table. (Table 6-5). I will provide full LR output log files to anyone who requests them.
Table 6-5
.
. *LR Tests
.
. * LR tests for Belief in God
.
. * Test for adding relmove for all respondents
. ologit god2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad [aw=weight] if relmove~=.
(sum of wgt is 31,973.4875029961)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -28113.984
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -23372.635
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -23100.019
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -23098.898
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -23098.897
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(31)
= 10262.36
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -23098.897
Pseudo R2
=

31,842

0.1818

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------god2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .4589264 .0251191 18.27 0.000 .4096938 .5081589
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .75968 .0588374 12.91 0.000 .6443608 .8749992
Hispanic | -.2043163 .0387405 -5.27 0.000 -.2802462 -.1283863
Other | -.0216757 .0507493 -0.43 0.669 -.1211425 .0777911
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3369137 .1235519 2.73 0.006 .0947564 .5790709
|
income | .00242 .0004289 5.64 0.000 .0015793 .0032607
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .2607937 .0798932 3.26 0.001 .1042058 .4173816
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .3921558 .0664578 5.90 0.000
.261901 .5224106
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .244248 .0688637 3.55 0.000 .1092777 .3792184
Two year associate degree from a.. | .3256623 .0732979 4.44 0.000 .1820011 .4693235
Four year college or university..) | -.0018998 .0703427 -0.03 0.978 -.139769 .1359694
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .0101752 .1193676 0.09 0.932 -.223781 .2441313
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .012611 .0735706 0.17 0.864 -.1315847 .1568067
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.2050262 .2325436 -0.88 0.378 -.6608033 .2507509
|
cregion |
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Midwest | .3061049 .0391712 7.81 0.000 .2293309 .382879
South | .3227777 .0356964 9.04 0.000 .2528141 .3927412
West | .0952894 .0381847 2.50 0.013 .0204488
.17013
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.9126991 .0444937 -20.51 0.000 -.9999051 -.8254932
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -1.351499 .0788083 -17.15 0.000 -1.505961 -1.197038
Catholic | -.9205174 .0417742 -22.04 0.000 -1.002393 -.8386415
Mormon | .7675802 .1559124 4.92 0.000 .4619975 1.073163
Orthodox Christian | -1.005014 .1674052 -6.00 0.000 -1.333122 -.676906
Jehovah's Witness | -.1694687 .1744513 -0.97 0.331 -.511387 .1724496
Other Christian | -1.485045 .18497 -8.03 0.000 -1.847579 -1.12251
Jewish | -2.424557 .0869925 -27.87 0.000 -2.595059 -2.254055
Muslim | -1.970313 .1200669 -16.41 0.000 -2.20564 -1.734986
Buddhist | -2.837437 .1339112 -21.19 0.000 -3.099898 -2.574976
Hindu | -1.92955 .1402393 -13.76 0.000 -2.204414 -1.654686
Other World Religions | -2.207846 .2166531 -10.19 0.000 -2.632478 -1.783214
Other Faiths | -2.610918 .0983265 -26.55 0.000 -2.803634 -2.418201
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -3.096329 .0415184 -74.58 0.000 -3.177703 -3.014954
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.258113 .0794309
-3.413794 -3.102431
/cut2 | -1.015397 .0769642
-1.166244 -.8645498
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit god2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 31,973.4875029961)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 50000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 60000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 70000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 80000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 100000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -28113.984
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -22749.541
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -22438.316
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -22087.766
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -22086.458
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -22086.458
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(40)
= 12287.24
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -22086.458
Pseudo R2
=

31,842

0.2176

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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god2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .4084662 .0254319 16.06 0.000 .3586205 .4583118
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .5125966 .058317 8.79 0.000 .3982973 .6268959
Hispanic | -.2905135 .0394195 -7.37 0.000 -.3677744 -.2132527
Other | -.1060442 .0519019 -2.04 0.041 -.2077701 -.0043183
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .2374639 .1237709 1.92 0.055 -.0051226 .4800505
|
income | .0023134 .0004313 5.36 0.000 .0014681 .0031588
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .2383546 .0792603 3.01 0.003 .0830073 .3937019
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .4017056 .0662772 6.06 0.000 .2718046 .5316065
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .3080846 .0689261 4.47 0.000 .1729919 .4431774
Two year associate degree from a.. | .3959262 .0734345 5.39 0.000 .2519972 .5398551
Four year college or university..) | .1206549 .0707623 1.71 0.088 -.0180366 .2593464
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .1663931 .1224942 1.36 0.174 -.0736913 .4064774
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .1386327 .0742433 1.87 0.062 -.0068816 .2841469
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.246238 .2310479 -1.07 0.287 -.6990835 .2066074
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2767721 .0398723 6.94 0.000 .1986238 .3549204
South | .3084812 .036486 8.45 0.000 .2369699 .3799926
West | .0971056 .0391238 2.48 0.013 .0204242 .1737869
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.9868644 .0711007 -13.88 0.000 -1.126219 -.8475096
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -1.207618 .0933764 -12.93 0.000 -1.390633 -1.024604
Catholic | -1.138135 .0660418 -17.23 0.000 -1.267574 -1.008695
Mormon | .5080751 .1639137 3.10 0.002 .1868101
.82934
Orthodox Christian | -1.111697 .1839242 -6.04 0.000 -1.472182 -.7512126
Jehovah's Witness | -.3139799 .1815554 -1.73 0.084 -.669822 .0418623
Other Christian | -1.714169 .1922382 -8.92 0.000 -2.090949 -1.337389
Jewish | -2.784442 .1029847 -27.04 0.000 -2.986289 -2.582596
Muslim | -2.196928 .1316828 -16.68 0.000 -2.455022 -1.938835
Buddhist | -3.177001 .1467973 -21.64 0.000 -3.464719 -2.889284
Hindu | -2.216195 .1516535 -14.61 0.000 -2.51343 -1.91896
Other World Religions | -2.495847 .2272743 -10.98 0.000 -2.941296 -2.050397
Other Faiths | -2.949416 .1133322 -26.02 0.000 -3.171543 -2.727289
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -2.715554 .0673606 -40.31 0.000 -2.847578 -2.583529
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.7634503 .1201246 -6.36 0.000 -.9988902 -.5280105
Communion Partners | -.1395944 .077933 -1.79 0.073 -.2923403 .0131516
NCC Partners | -.1555394 .0842221 -1.85 0.065 -.3206117 .0095329
Sectarian Baptists | -.3270728 .0758101 -4.31 0.000 -.4756579 -.1784876
Pentecostals | -.1479166 .0898961 -1.65 0.100 -.3241098 .0282766
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0766023 .1204825 -0.64 0.525 -.3127437 .1595391
Churches of Christ | -.4944069 .1263769 -3.91 0.000 -.7421011 -.2467127
Confessional Lutheran | -.3773315 .145968 -2.59 0.010 -.6634235 -.0912395
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
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Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
Jewish |
0 (omitted)
Muslim |
0 (omitted)
Buddhist |
0 (omitted)
Hindu |
0 (omitted)
Other World |
0 (omitted)
Other Faiths |
0 (omitted)
Atheism/Agnostic | -2.395763 .0573283 -41.79 0.000 -2.508125 -2.283402
Nothing in Particular |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.709957 .0965894
-3.899269 -3.520645
/cut2 | -1.241714 .093735
-1.425431 -1.057997
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(9) = 2024.88
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Christians
. ologit god2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if relmove < 50000 & relmove~=. [aw=w
> eight]
(sum of wgt is 23,021.2484594904)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -14018.099
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -13242.135
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -13217.998
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -13217.882
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -13217.882
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(24)
= 1336.54
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -13217.882
Pseudo R2
=

23,240

0.0481

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------god2 |
Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .3825734 .0314558 12.16 0.000 .3209211 .4442257
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.1981037 .0770015 -2.57 0.010 -.3490238 -.0471835
Hispanic | -.5257555 .0469976 -11.19 0.000 -.6178691 -.4336419
Other | -.1441853 .0740431 -1.95 0.051 -.2893071 .0009365
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | -.0756902 .156676 -0.48 0.629 -.3827696 .2313891
|
income | .0028116 .0005266 5.34 0.000 .0017795 .0038437
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .14387 .0878061 1.64 0.101 -.0282267 .3159667
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High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .4898066 .0734841 6.67 0.000 .3457803 .6338328
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .5166572 .0776269 6.66 0.000 .3645112 .6688032
Two year associate degree from a.. | .5387023 .083314 6.47 0.000 .3754097 .7019948
Four year college or university..) | .4564438 .0808911 5.64 0.000 .2979002 .6149873
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .3983782 .1520728 2.62 0.009 .1003209 .6964354
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .5073178 .0867629 5.85 0.000 .3372656
.67737
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.1194916 .2642142 -0.45 0.651 -.6373419 .3983588
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2526535 .0496306 5.09 0.000 .1553792 .3499278
South | .2840975 .0453735 6.26 0.000
.195167 .373028
West | .1551722 .0509297 3.05 0.002 .0553518 .2549927
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.035565 .0448573 -23.09 0.000 -1.123483 -.9476458
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.5123532 .0890925 -5.75 0.000 -.6869714 -.337735
Catholic | -.9271098 .0425988 -21.76 0.000 -1.010602 -.8436177
Mormon | .6110635 .1556049 3.93 0.000 .3060834 .9160436
Orthodox Christian | -1.162959 .169326 -6.87 0.000 -1.494832 -.8310861
Jehovah's Witness | .10888 .173899 0.63 0.531 -.2319558 .4497159
Other Christian | -1.521826 .1883056 -8.08 0.000 -1.890898 -1.152754
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -4.54548 .1078567
-4.756875 -4.334085
/cut2 | -.9352894 .0867469
-1.10531 -.7652685
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit god2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if relmove < 50000 [aw=we
> ight]
(sum of wgt is 23,021.2484594904)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -14018.099
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -13210.861
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -13184.263
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -13184.131
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -13184.131
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(32)
= 1404.04
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -13184.131
Pseudo R2
=

23,240

0.0506

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------god2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .3798556 .0315211 12.05 0.000 .3180753 .441636
|
racethn |
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Black non-Hispanic | -.2314127 .0779233 -2.97 0.003 -.3841396 -.0786857
Hispanic | -.5550592 .0476053 -11.66 0.000 -.6483639 -.4617545
Other | -.1626454 .0743787 -2.19 0.029 -.308425 -.0168658
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | -.109206 .1571962 -0.69 0.487 -.417305 .1988929
|
income | .0028207 .0005278 5.34 0.000 .0017862 .0038551
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .157225 .0880807 1.79 0.074
-.01541
.32986
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .4889341 .0737414 6.63 0.000 .3444035 .6334647
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .5070694 .0779336 6.51 0.000 .3543224 .6598164
Two year associate degree from a.. | .5337018 .0835765 6.39 0.000 .3698948 .6975088
Four year college or university..) | .4433559 .0812585 5.46 0.000 .2840923 .6026196
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .3739341 .1524723 2.45 0.014 .0750938 .6727743
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .4932521 .0871821 5.66 0.000 .3223783 .6641259
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.1208988 .2643438 -0.46 0.647 -.639003 .3972055
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2590234 .0499068 5.19 0.000
.161208 .3568389
South | .2933642 .0458764 6.39 0.000 .2034482 .3832803
West | .1574736 .0511596 3.08 0.002 .0572026 .2577447
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.073937 .0714549 -15.03 0.000 -1.213986 -.933888
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.6304056 .1015329 -6.21 0.000 -.8294064 -.4314047
Catholic | -1.141874 .066519 -17.17 0.000 -1.272249 -1.011499
Mormon | .391987 .1636682 2.40 0.017 .0712032 .7127708
Orthodox Christian | -1.327605 .185609 -7.15 0.000 -1.691392 -.9638181
Jehovah's Witness | -.1013969 .1813399 -0.56 0.576 -.4568166 .2540229
Other Christian | -1.736673 .1951769 -8.90 0.000 -2.119213 -1.354133
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.7950495 .122074 -6.51 0.000 -1.03431 -.5557889
Communion Partners | -.1746893 .07826 -2.23 0.026 -.3280762 -.0213025
NCC Partners | -.0552839 .084518 -0.65 0.513 -.2209362 .1103683
Sectarian Baptists | -.3439737 .0762975 -4.51 0.000 -.4935141 -.1944333
Pentecostals | -.1123006 .0895434 -1.25 0.210 -.2878025 .0632012
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0806916 .1201676 -0.67 0.502 -.3162159 .1548326
Churches of Christ | -.4326264 .1263702 -3.42 0.001 -.6803074 -.1849453
Confessional Lutheran | -.4860184 .1457626 -3.33 0.001 -.7717078 -.200329
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -4.780226 .1210362
-5.017452 -4.542999
/cut2 | -1.164831 .1025404
-1.365807 -.9638558
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
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Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 67.50
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Protestants
. ologit god2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if reltrad < 10000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 15,157.8039673891)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -8431.5464
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -8077.1266
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -8067.9843
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -8067.9775
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -8067.9775
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(19)
= 469.48
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -8067.9775
Pseudo R2
=

15,393

0.0283

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------god2 |
Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .3655421 .0405696 9.01 0.000 .2860271 .4450571
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.2272418 .0922748 -2.46 0.014 -.408097 -.0463866
Hispanic | -.3511774 .0757434 -4.64 0.000 -.4996318 -.2027231
Other | -.2267106 .0923679 -2.45 0.014 -.4077484 -.0456729
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | -.3974426 .1891702 -2.10 0.036 -.7682093 -.0266758
|
income | .0039024 .0007143 5.46 0.000 .0025024 .0053024
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .2431205 .1341215 1.81 0.070 -.0197527 .5059937
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .5413826 .1164132 4.65 0.000 .3132169 .7695482
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .5251622 .1196928 4.39 0.000 .2905687 .7597557
Two year associate degree from a.. | .5201888 .1251771 4.16 0.000 .2748463 .7655314
Four year college or university..) | .5135277 .1242709 4.13 0.000 .2699612 .7570941
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .4950845 .2054618 2.41 0.016 .0923869 .8977822
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .5051384 .1298773 3.89 0.000 .2505836 .7596933
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .1910668 .3826978 0.50 0.618 -.559007 .9411407
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1802491 .067266 2.68 0.007 .0484103 .312088
South | .2661378 .0612311 4.35 0.000 .1461271 .3861486
West | .1957802 .0729234 2.68 0.007 .0528529 .3387075
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.02337 .0454164 -22.53 0.000 -1.112385 -.9343556
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.4750427 .0990592 -4.80 0.000 -.6691952 -.2808902
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -4.618823 .1587943
-4.930054 -4.307592
/cut2 | -.8975204 .1275999
-1.147612 -.6474292
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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. estimates store A
. ologit god2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if reltrad < 10000 [aw=we
> ight]
(sum of wgt is 15,157.8039673891)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -8431.5464
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -8047.5479
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -8034.7578
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -8034.7457
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -8034.7457
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(27)
= 535.94
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -8034.7457
Pseudo R2
=

15,393

0.0323

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------god2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .3621306 .0407023 8.90 0.000 .2823556 .4419057
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.2782838 .0938092 -2.97 0.003 -.4621465 -.0944211
Hispanic | -.4073919 .0779886 -5.22 0.000 -.5602467 -.2545371
Other | -.2526218 .0930536 -2.71 0.007 -.4350036 -.07024
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | -.4496781 .1901211 -2.37 0.018 -.8223086 -.0770475
|
income | .0039308 .0007171 5.48 0.000 .0025254 .0053362
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .2704594 .1349405 2.00 0.045 .0059809 .5349378
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .5455222 .1172982 4.65 0.000 .3156219 .7754225
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .5164195 .1206362 4.28 0.000 .2799769 .7528621
Two year associate degree from a.. | .5182491 .1260602 4.11 0.000 .2711756 .7653226
Four year college or university..) | .4963023 .1254479 3.96 0.000 .2504289 .7421757
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .4607926 .20642 2.23 0.026 .0562167 .8653684
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .4867507 .1311649 3.71 0.000 .2296721 .7438293
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .1907344 .3830232 0.50 0.619 -.5599773 .941446
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1866808 .0678618 2.75 0.006 .0536741 .3196875
South | .2754498 .0621588 4.43 0.000 .1536208 .3972787
West | .1971946 .0735928 2.68 0.007 .0529553 .3414338
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.073726 .0715149 -15.01 0.000 -1.213892 -.9335589
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.5780774 .1092436 -5.29 0.000 -.792191 -.3639638
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.8037114 .121929 -6.59 0.000 -1.042688 -.564735
Communion Partners | -.1457486 .0789217 -1.85 0.065 -.3004323 .0089351
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NCC Partners | -.0445786 .0846616 -0.53 0.599 -.2105123 .1213551
Sectarian Baptists | -.3246775 .0769716 -4.22 0.000 -.4755391 -.173816
Pentecostals | -.127735 .0894959 -1.43 0.154 -.3031438 .0476737
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0596476 .1199651 -0.50 0.619 -.2947748 .1754797
Churches of Christ | -.4255962 .1260158 -3.38 0.001 -.6725826 -.1786099
Confessional Lutheran | -.441178 .1464096 -3.01 0.003 -.7281355 -.1542205
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -4.850952 .1694666
-5.1831 -4.518804
/cut2 | -1.120347 .1405024
-1.395726 -.844967
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 66.46
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * LR tests for Biblical Literalism
.
. * Test for adding relmove for all respondents
. ologit lit gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad [aw=weight] if relmove~=.
(sum of wgt is 31,495.4897719375)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -34289.26
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -27221.754
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -27128.063
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -27127.948
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -27127.948
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(31)
= 14715.69
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -27127.948
Pseudo R2
=

31,316

0.2134

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lit | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .3039906 .0234311 12.97 0.000 .2580665 .3499146
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .9170371 .0533878 17.18 0.000
.812399 1.021675
Hispanic | .362076 .0373248 9.70 0.000 .2889208 .4352312
Other | .1957635 .050063 3.91 0.000 .0976418 .2938851
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .1569546 .1148195 1.37 0.172 -.0680875 .3819967
|
income | .003286 .0003884 8.46 0.000 .0025247 .0040473
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2546336 .0841338 -3.03 0.002 -.4195329 -.0897343
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.7823783 .0707746 -11.05 0.000 -.921094 -.6436626
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -1.284844 .0728779 -17.63 0.000 -1.427682 -1.142006
Two year associate degree from a.. | -1.247501 .0760654 -16.40 0.000 -1.396586 -1.098415
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Four year college or university..) | -1.619747 .0746194 -21.71 0.000 -1.765998 -1.473495
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.656517 .1198119 -13.83 0.000 -1.891344 -1.42169
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.85181 .0780129 -23.74 0.000 -2.004713 -1.698908
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.6669433 .251223 -2.65 0.008 -1.159331 -.1745552
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2467205 .0372065 6.63 0.000 .1737971 .3196439
South | .3590426 .0344068 10.44 0.000 .2916066 .4264787
West | .0117406 .0380681 0.31 0.758 -.0628715 .0863528
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.287367 .0365467 -35.23 0.000 -1.358997 -1.215737
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.7298784 .0695055 -10.50 0.000 -.8661067 -.5936502
Catholic | -1.381627 .0345525 -39.99 0.000 -1.449348 -1.313905
Mormon | -.3393368 .0823847 -4.12 0.000 -.5008078 -.1778657
Orthodox Christian | -1.160559 .1537909 -7.55 0.000 -1.461984 -.8591346
Jehovah's Witness | -.5465197 .1243928 -4.39 0.000 -.7903252 -.3027143
Other Christian | -2.1409 .1897023 -11.29 0.000 -2.51271 -1.769091
Jewish | -2.157971 .0893989 -24.14 0.000 -2.33319 -1.982752
Muslim | -.3557077 .1268662 -2.80 0.005 -.6043608 -.1070545
Buddhist | -3.602521 .1934104 -18.63 0.000 -3.981598 -3.223443
Hindu | -2.37326 .1614403 -14.70 0.000 -2.689678 -2.056843
Other World Religions | -3.021938 .2821555 -10.71 0.000 -3.574952 -2.468923
Other Faiths | -4.222677 .1579299 -26.74 0.000 -4.532214 -3.91314
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -3.337258 .0393549 -84.80 0.000 -3.414392 -3.260124
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.781026 .080304
-2.938419 -2.623633
/cut2 | -1.006381 .0785666
-1.160369 -.8523933
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit lit gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 31,495.4897719375)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 50000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 60000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 70000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 80000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 100000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -34289.26
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -26768.015
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -26593.211
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -26586.015
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -26585.972
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -26585.972
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Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(40)
= 15799.64
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -26585.972
Pseudo R2
=

31,316

0.2291

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lit | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2764902 .0236625 11.68 0.000 .2301126 .3228678
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .8200447 .0538424 15.23 0.000 .7145155 .925574
Hispanic | .3231308 .0379818 8.51 0.000 .2486879 .3975737
Other | .1601442 .0508713 3.15 0.002 .0604382 .2598502
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .1273068 .1155427 1.10 0.271 -.0991527 .3537664
|
income | .0034049 .0003913 8.70 0.000 .0026379 .0041718
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2535933 .0841224 -3.01 0.003 -.4184703 -.0887164
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.7572191 .0707437 -10.70 0.000 -.8958742 -.6185641
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -1.236469 .0729599 -16.95 0.000 -1.379468 -1.09347
Two year associate degree from a.. | -1.202214 .0761938 -15.78 0.000 -1.351551 -1.052877
Four year college or university..) | -1.545613 .0748014 -20.66 0.000 -1.692221 -1.399005
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.575754 .1211531 -13.01 0.000 -1.81321 -1.338298
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.777494 .0782524 -22.71 0.000 -1.930865 -1.624122
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.6641788 .2496943 -2.66 0.008 -1.153571 -.174787
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2491558 .0376834 6.61 0.000 .1752976 .3230139
South | .336396 .0350593 9.60 0.000 .2676811 .4051108
West | .0154642 .0385382 0.40 0.688 -.0600693 .0909976
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.188573 .0579044 -20.53 0.000 -1.302063 -1.075082
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.8522506 .0801744 -10.63 0.000 -1.00939 -.6951116
Catholic | -1.339942 .049237 -27.21 0.000 -1.436445 -1.243439
Mormon | -.3164352 .08936 -3.54 0.000 -.4915776 -.1412928
Orthodox Christian | -1.42309 .1661795 -8.56 0.000 -1.748796 -1.097384
Jehovah's Witness | -.4668221 .1289543 -3.62 0.000 -.719568 -.2140763
Other Christian | -2.101774 .1925654 -10.91 0.000 -2.479195 -1.724353
Jewish | -2.148236 .0960277 -22.37 0.000 -2.336447 -1.960025
Muslim | -.3045068 .1312572 -2.32 0.020 -.5617662 -.0472474
Buddhist | -3.57159 .1960773 -18.22 0.000 -3.955894 -3.187286
Hindu | -2.343619 .1650025 -14.20 0.000 -2.667018 -2.02022
Other World Religions | -2.992369 .2836581 -10.55 0.000 -3.548329 -2.436409
Other Faiths | -4.191121 .1615492 -25.94 0.000 -4.507751 -3.87449
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -2.869395 .0542215 -52.92 0.000 -2.975667 -2.763123
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -1.111244 .1153972 -9.63 0.000 -1.337418 -.8850694
Communion Partners | -.0809046 .0636377 -1.27 0.204 -.2056322 .043823
NCC Partners | .286147 .0694025 4.12 0.000 .1501205 .4221735
Sectarian Baptists | .0930903 .0557066 1.67 0.095 -.0160926 .2022733
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Pentecostals | .5678017 .071386 7.95 0.000 .4278876 .7077158
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0818558 .0823487 -0.99 0.320 -.2432562 .0795446
Churches of Christ | -.3169566 .0944283 -3.36 0.001 -.5020327 -.1318805
Confessional Lutheran | -.3527435 .1029772 -3.43 0.001 -.554575 -.150912
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
Jewish |
0 (omitted)
Muslim |
0 (omitted)
Buddhist |
0 (omitted)
Hindu |
0 (omitted)
Other World |
0 (omitted)
Other Faiths |
0 (omitted)
Atheism/Agnostic | -2.715917 .1351561 -20.09 0.000 -2.980818 -2.451016
Nothing in Particular |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.740766 .0886344
-2.914486 -2.567046
/cut2 | -.9458478 .087035
-1.116433 -.7752623
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(9) = 1083.95
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Christians
. ologit lit gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if relmove < 50000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 22,312.8103974305)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -23551.956
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -21327.561
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -21296.988
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -21296.884
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -21296.884
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(24)
= 4412.84
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -21296.884
Pseudo R2
=

22,359

0.0939

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lit | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2921815 .0262943 11.11 0.000 .2406456 .3437173
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .5239524 .0655892 7.99 0.000 .3953999 .6525049
Hispanic | .2950884 .0422222 6.99 0.000 .2123344 .3778425
Other | .1681903 .0608477 2.76 0.006
.048931 .2874497
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .1563683 .1344948 1.16 0.245 -.1072366 .4199732
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|
income | .0030689 .0004334 7.08 0.000 .0022194 .0039184
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2734473 .0918092 -2.98 0.003
-.45339 -.0935046
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.7000429 .0765745 -9.14 0.000 -.8501261 -.5499598
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -1.094946 .0790093 -13.86 0.000 -1.249802 -.9400908
Two year associate degree from a.. | -1.067015 .0825459 -12.93 0.000 -1.228802 -.9052281
Four year college or university..) | -1.404885 .0809912 -17.35 0.000 -1.563625 -1.246145
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.436535 .1336017 -10.75 0.000 -1.69839 -1.174681
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.640086 .0850307 -19.29 0.000 -1.806743 -1.473429
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.5930098 .2789125 -2.13 0.033 -1.139668 -.0463513
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2616737 .0420276 6.23 0.000
.179301 .3440463
South | .3781612 .0391017 9.67 0.000 .3015234 .454799
West | .102781 .0439124 2.34 0.019 .0167143 .1888477
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.35206 .0368801 -36.66 0.000 -1.424344 -1.279776
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.3622452 .0768051 -4.72 0.000 -.5127804 -.2117099
Catholic | -1.415855 .0351112 -40.32 0.000 -1.484671 -1.347038
Mormon | -.4374566 .0829963 -5.27 0.000 -.6001264 -.2747868
Orthodox Christian | -1.221138 .1546197 -7.90 0.000 -1.524187 -.9180895
Jehovah's Witness | -.440253 .1237706 -3.56 0.000 -.6828389 -.1976671
Other Christian | -2.211118 .188942 -11.70 0.000 -2.581438 -1.840799
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.757274 .0874101
-2.928595 -2.585953
/cut2 | -.8429061 .0854501
-1.010385 -.6754269
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit lit gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if relmove < 50000 [aw=wei
> ght]
(sum of wgt is 22,312.8103974305)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -23551.956
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -21192.932
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -21156.291
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -21156.163
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -21156.163
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(32)
= 4694.28
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -21156.163
Pseudo R2
=

22,359

0.0999

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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lit | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2850437 .0264042 10.80 0.000 .2332923 .336795
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .5080341 .066641 7.62 0.000 .3774201 .6386482
Hispanic | .2681273 .0428405 6.26 0.000 .1841614 .3520931
Other | .1393417 .0612606 2.27 0.023 .0192732 .2594102
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .1551673 .134973 1.15 0.250 -.1093749 .4197095
|
income | .0032217 .0004353 7.40 0.000 .0023685 .0040748
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2774181 .0924624 -3.00 0.003 -.4586411 -.0961952
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.6996795 .0770973 -9.08 0.000 -.8507875 -.5485715
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -1.092019 .0795757 -13.72 0.000 -1.247985 -.9360538
Two year associate degree from a.. | -1.065376 .0831048 -12.82 0.000 -1.228259 -.9024941
Four year college or university..) | -1.392244 .0815777 -17.07 0.000 -1.552133 -1.232354
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.428658 .1341244 -10.65 0.000 -1.691536 -1.165779
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.621167 .0856199 -18.93 0.000 -1.788979 -1.453355
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.5873386 .2801681 -2.10 0.036 -1.136458 -.0382193
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2817456 .0423185 6.66 0.000 .1988028 .3646884
South | .3573612 .0396373 9.02 0.000 .2796735 .435049
West | .114507 .0441483 2.59 0.009 .0279779 .201036
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.236226 .0581857 -21.25 0.000 -1.350267 -1.122184
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.5821373 .086178 -6.76 0.000 -.7510431 -.4132315
Catholic | -1.361046 .0495704 -27.46 0.000 -1.458202 -1.26389
Mormon | -.3896517 .0898836 -4.34 0.000 -.5658204 -.2134831
Orthodox Christian | -1.521564 .1672042 -9.10 0.000 -1.849278 -1.19385
Jehovah's Witness | -.3702962 .1286565 -2.88 0.004 -.6224584 -.1181341
Other Christian | -2.160612 .1922274 -11.24 0.000 -2.537371 -1.783854
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -1.136018 .1154718 -9.84 0.000 -1.362339 -.9096977
Communion Partners | -.0886148 .0639196 -1.39 0.166 -.2138949 .0366653
NCC Partners | .3461553 .0696135 4.97 0.000 .2097154 .4825952
Sectarian Baptists | .1145751 .0558313 2.05 0.040 .0051477 .2240025
Pentecostals | .5943046 .0709971 8.37 0.000 .4551529 .7334564
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0680228 .0821513 -0.83 0.408 -.2290364 .0929908
Churches of Christ | -.2788949 .0941714 -2.96 0.003 -.4634674 -.0943225
Confessional Lutheran | -.3782043 .1033512 -3.66 0.000 -.5807689 -.1756396
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.714667 .0957168
-2.902268 -2.527065
/cut2 | -.7840486 .0939037
-.9680964 -.6000008
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 281.44
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Protestants
. ologit lit gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if reltrad < 10000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 14,739.8248164938)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -14915.238
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -13611.385
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -13590.481
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -13590.423
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -13590.423
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(19)
= 2400.42
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -13590.423
Pseudo R2
=

14,864

0.0811

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lit | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2807613 .0328751 8.54 0.000 .2163274 .3451953
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .3234501 .0766764 4.22 0.000 .1731672 .473733
Hispanic | .1616887 .0637164 2.54 0.011 .0368068 .2865706
Other | -.0306002 .07442 -0.41 0.681 -.1764608 .1152603
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3225138 .1735719 1.86 0.063 -.0176809 .6627086
|
income | .002874 .0005527 5.20 0.000 .0017907 .0039573
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2947364 .1384947 -2.13 0.033 -.566181 -.0232917
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.6563252 .1210191 -5.42 0.000 -.8935183 -.4191321
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -1.073709 .1227805 -8.74 0.000 -1.314355 -.8330641
Two year associate degree from a.. | -1.116881 .1259306 -8.87 0.000
-1.3637 -.8700612
Four year college or university..) | -1.359968 .1251329 -10.87 0.000 -1.605224 -1.114712
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.36221 .1812278 -7.52 0.000 -1.71741 -1.00701
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.661545 .129096 -12.87 0.000 -1.914569 -1.408522
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.8252883 .366251 -2.25 0.024 -1.543127 -.1074495
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2416329 .0562225 4.30 0.000 .1314388 .3518269
South | .401976 .0515704 7.79 0.000 .3008999 .5030521
West | .0896272 .0601644 1.49 0.136 -.0282928 .2075473
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.361157 .0375945 -36.21 0.000 -1.434841 -1.287473
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.2108761 .0839637 -2.51 0.012 -.375442 -.0463102
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------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.774818 .130739
-3.031062 -2.518575
/cut2 | -.8694827 .1287659
-1.121859 -.6171063
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit lit gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if reltrad < 10000 [aw=wei
> ght]
(sum of wgt is 14,739.8248164938)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -14915.238
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -13472.356
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -13443.988
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -13443.895
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -13443.895
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(27)
= 2693.48
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -13443.895
Pseudo R2
=

14,864

0.0911

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------lit | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2691507 .0330864 8.13 0.000 .2043026 .3339989
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .2796366 .0783521 3.57 0.000 .1260694 .4332038
Hispanic | .0655248 .0657452 1.00 0.319 -.0633334 .194383
Other | -.0833511 .0751548 -1.11 0.267 -.2306518 .0639496
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3213674 .1746117 1.84 0.066 -.0208652
.6636
|
income | .0031221 .0005566 5.61 0.000 .0020313 .0042129
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2716901 .1399535 -1.94 0.052 -.5459939 .0026138
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.6184225 .1222872 -5.06 0.000 -.8581009 -.3787441
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -1.032793 .1241114 -8.32 0.000 -1.276047 -.789539
Two year associate degree from a.. | -1.077942 .1272368 -8.47 0.000 -1.327322 -.8285629
Four year college or university..) | -1.301509 .1265636 -10.28 0.000 -1.549569 -1.053449
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.312393 .1825507 -7.19 0.000 -1.670185 -.9545999
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.592223 .1305753 -12.19 0.000 -1.848146 -1.3363
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.7877192 .3690261 -2.13 0.033 -1.510997 -.0644414
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2678308 .0568503 4.71 0.000 .1564063 .3792553
South | .3715049 .0525042 7.08 0.000 .2685987 .4744112
West | .1008097 .0607759 1.66 0.097 -.0183089 .2199283
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.25326 .0583774 -21.47 0.000 -1.367677 -1.138842
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.4299408 .0920826 -4.67 0.000 -.6104194 -.2494622
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|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -1.147219 .1153083 -9.95 0.000 -1.373219 -.9212184
Communion Partners | -.1171246 .0642004 -1.82 0.068 -.242955 .0087058
NCC Partners | .3574396 .0696442 5.13 0.000 .2209396 .4939397
Sectarian Baptists | .0783807 .0563106 1.39 0.164 -.0319859 .1887474
Pentecostals | .606267 .0708834 8.55 0.000 .4673382 .7451958
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0769 .0820537 -0.94 0.349 -.2377222 .0839223
Churches of Christ | -.2769891 .0939196 -2.95 0.003 -.4610681 -.0929101
Confessional Lutheran | -.422095 .1037889 -4.07 0.000 -.6255176 -.2186724
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.73413 .1378667
-3.004343 -2.463916
/cut2 | -.7992526 .1359471
-1.065704 -.5328012
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 293.06
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * LR tests for Church/Denomination needing to maintain traditional beliefs and pratices
.
. * Test for adding relmove for all respondents
. ologit tradreligion gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad [aw=weight] if relmove~=.
(sum of wgt is 25,170.5582867692)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -25600.17
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -24324.864
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -24314.485
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -24314.478
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -24314.478
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(30)
= 1728.23
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -24314.478
Pseudo R2
=

25,592

0.0343

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------tradreligion |
Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0191102 .0245722 -0.78 0.437 -.0672709 .0290505
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.0246369 .0606707 -0.41 0.685 -.1435493 .0942754
Hispanic | -.1258282 .0400448 -3.14 0.002 -.2043145 -.0473419
Other | -.1531797 .0541904 -2.83 0.005 -.2593909 -.0469684
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3146066 .1302497 2.42 0.016 .0593218 .5698914
|
income | .0025791 .0004063 6.35 0.000 .0017828 .0033755
|
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educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2432895 .0853034 -2.85 0.004 -.410481 -.0760979
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.317587 .0713732 -4.45 0.000 -.4574758 -.1776981
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.5107722 .0735117 -6.95 0.000 -.6548526 -.3666919
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.4713677 .0769169 -6.13 0.000 -.6221221 -.3206133
Four year college or university..) | -.6348104 .0750031 -8.46 0.000 -.7818138 -.487807
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.712882 .1181527 -6.03 0.000 -.9444571 -.481307
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.7424074 .0777854 -9.54 0.000 -.8948639 -.5899509
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.4905141 .2347964 -2.09 0.037 -.9507065 -.0303218
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1714657 .0387121 4.43 0.000 .0955914
.24734
South | .3059514 .0357004 8.57 0.000 .2359799 .375923
West | .1702807 .0399221 4.27 0.000 .0920349 .2485265
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.9555314 .0354081 -26.99 0.000 -1.02493 -.8861328
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.3935427 .0719436 -5.47 0.000 -.5345496 -.2525358
Catholic | -.9860791 .0337282 -29.24 0.000 -1.052185 -.9199729
Mormon | .5031376 .0986347 5.10 0.000 .3098171 .6964582
Orthodox Christian | -.452337 .1521333 -2.97 0.003 -.7505127 -.1541613
Jehovah's Witness | .2185608 .1390765 1.57 0.116 -.0540241 .4911456
Other Christian | -.7444179 .1667732 -4.46 0.000 -1.071287 -.4175485
Jewish | -1.236465 .0784207 -15.77 0.000 -1.390167 -1.082763
Muslim | -1.189635 .1199368 -9.92 0.000 -1.424707 -.9545636
Buddhist | -1.561423 .1234052 -12.65 0.000 -1.803293 -1.319553
Hindu | -1.580256 .1328795 -11.89 0.000 -1.840695 -1.319817
Other World Religions | -1.58789 .2064964 -7.69 0.000 -1.992615 -1.183164
Other Faiths | -1.945765 .0878588 -22.15 0.000 -2.117966 -1.773565
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.75263 .0818354
-2.913025 -2.592236
/cut2 | -.8171987 .0799887
-.9739738 -.6604237
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit tradreligion gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 25,170.5582867692)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 50000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 60000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 70000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 80000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -25600.17
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -24256.258
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -24243.982
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -24243.973
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Iteration 4: log likelihood = -24243.973
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(38)
= 1869.24
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -24243.973
Pseudo R2
=

25,592

0.0371

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------tradreligion | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0235072 .0246319 -0.95 0.340 -.0717849 .0247705
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.0139137 .0615963 -0.23 0.821 -.1346402 .1068129
Hispanic | -.143338 .0405273 -3.54 0.000
-.22277 -.063906
Other | -.1668066 .0543865 -3.07 0.002 -.2734021 -.060211
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3109006 .1304862 2.38 0.017 .0551525 .5666488
|
income | .0026134 .0004072 6.42 0.000 .0018153 .0034116
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2441027 .085731 -2.85 0.004 -.4121323 -.0760731
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.3146023 .0717503 -4.38 0.000 -.4552303 -.1739743
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.5041132 .0739353 -6.82 0.000 -.6490238 -.3592026
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.465438 .0772935 -6.02 0.000 -.6169305 -.3139455
Four year college or university..) | -.6161709 .0754369 -8.17 0.000 -.7640245 -.4683174
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.6925044 .1184529 -5.85 0.000 -.9246678 -.4603409
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.7226345 .0782173 -9.24 0.000 -.8759376 -.5693315
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.4916817 .2354435 -2.09 0.037 -.9531425 -.0302209
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1814525 .0389068 4.66 0.000 .1051965 .2577085
South | .288256 .0360797 7.99 0.000 .2175411 .3589708
West | .1807485 .0400595 4.51 0.000 .1022333 .2592638
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.7730897 .0565833 -13.66 0.000 -.8839909 -.6621885
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.4244998 .0817468 -5.19 0.000 -.5847205 -.2642791
Catholic | -.8502797 .0483676 -17.58 0.000 -.9450786 -.7554809
Mormon | .6308707 .1042871 6.05 0.000 .4264718 .8352697
Orthodox Christian | -.4473517 .1637084 -2.73 0.006 -.7682142 -.1264891
Jehovah's Witness | .3583286 .1434053 2.50 0.012 .0772594 .6393978
Other Christian | -.6129455 .1703697 -3.60 0.000 -.9468639 -.2790271
Jewish | -1.110447 .0858428 -12.94 0.000 -1.278696 -.942198
Muslim | -1.059609 .1248869 -8.48 0.000 -1.304383 -.8148352
Buddhist | -1.431878 .1279868 -11.19 0.000 -1.682728 -1.181029
Hindu | -1.449518 .1370348 -10.58 0.000 -1.718101 -1.180935
Other World Religions | -1.456548 .2093839 -6.96 0.000 -1.866933 -1.046163
Other Faiths | -1.816411 .0945239 -19.22 0.000 -2.001674 -1.631147
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.6503051 .1087955 -5.98 0.000 -.8635404 -.4370697
Communion Partners | -.062424 .0621007 -1.01 0.315 -.1841392 .0592912
NCC Partners | .1251548 .0671306 1.86 0.062 -.0064188 .2567284
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Sectarian Baptists | .2019159 .0558416 3.62 0.000 .0924683 .3113635
Pentecostals | .5708652 .0697028 8.19 0.000 .4342503 .7074801
Neo-Evangelicals | .0235718 .0824525 0.29 0.775 -.1380321 .1851757
Churches of Christ | .0375528 .0965123 0.39 0.697 -.1516078 .2267134
Confessional Lutheran | -.0871144 .1036231 -0.84 0.401 -.290212 .1159832
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
Jewish |
0 (omitted)
Muslim |
0 (omitted)
Buddhist |
0 (omitted)
Hindu |
0 (omitted)
Other World |
0 (omitted)
Other Faiths |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.619971 .0903955
-2.797143 -2.442799
/cut2 | -.6785853 .0887685
-.8525683 -.5046022
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 141.01
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Christians
. ologit tradreligion gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if relmove < 50000 [aw=weight
>]
(sum of wgt is 23,294.8097635128)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -23180.525
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -22235.708
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -22230.241
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -22230.238
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -22230.238
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(24)
= 1349.57
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -22230.238
Pseudo R2
=

23,575

0.0295

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------tradreligion | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0229562 .025696 -0.89 0.372 -.0733193 .027407
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.0645626 .0633305 -1.02 0.308 -.1886881 .0595628
Hispanic | -.1298188 .0409879 -3.17 0.002 -.2101537 -.0494839
Other | -.2100539 .0593404 -3.54 0.000 -.3263589 -.0937488
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .2783518 .136912 2.03 0.042 .0100092 .5466945
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|
income | .0029443 .0004257 6.92 0.000 .0021099 .0037786
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2709788 .0868329 -3.12 0.002 -.4411681 -.1007896
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.3337523 .0727082 -4.59 0.000 -.4762578 -.1912469
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.5230388 .0750127 -6.97 0.000 -.6700611 -.3760166
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.489157 .0785753 -6.23 0.000 -.6431616 -.3351523
Four year college or university..) | -.6399872 .0768363 -8.33 0.000 -.7905836 -.4893909
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.6652547 .1258954 -5.28 0.000 -.9120051 -.4185042
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.7261737 .0803885 -9.03 0.000 -.8837323 -.5686151
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.4977429 .2398346 -2.08 0.038
-.96781 -.0276758
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2163873 .0406555 5.32 0.000
.136704 .2960706
South | .366071 .0377581 9.70 0.000 .2920665 .4400755
West | .1966181 .0426504 4.61 0.000 .1130248 .2802115
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.951225 .0355168 -26.78 0.000 -1.020837 -.8816134
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.3614753 .0737435 -4.90 0.000
-.50601 -.2169406
Catholic | -.972775 .0339018 -28.69 0.000 -1.039221 -.9063287
Mormon | .5090608 .0989845 5.14 0.000 .3150547 .7030669
Orthodox Christian | -.4419025 .1523659 -2.90 0.004 -.7405343 -.1432708
Jehovah's Witness | .2382661 .1395175 1.71 0.088 -.0351832 .5117153
Other Christian | -.7286514 .1669772 -4.36 0.000 -1.055921 -.4013822
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.698588 .0840156
-2.863255 -2.53392
/cut2 | -.7905472 .0820988
-.9514579 -.6296365
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit tradreligion gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if relmove < 5000
> 0 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 23,294.8097635128)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -23180.525
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -22168.081
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -22160.808
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -22160.803
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -22160.803
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(32)
= 1488.44
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -22160.803
Pseudo R2
=

23,575

0.0325

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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tradreligion |
Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0276843 .0257629 -1.07 0.283 -.0781785
.02281
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.054885 .0643888 -0.85 0.394 -.1810848 .0713148
Hispanic | -.1491645 .0414975 -3.59 0.000 -.2304982 -.0678309
Other | -.2274181 .0595792 -3.82 0.000 -.3441912 -.110645
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .2735639 .1371867 1.99 0.046
.004683 .5424448
|
income | .0029841 .0004267 6.99 0.000 .0021477 .0038204
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.27196 .087281 -3.12 0.002 -.4430277 -.1008923
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.3309795 .0731056 -4.53 0.000 -.4742639 -.187695
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.516795 .0754607 -6.85 0.000 -.6646953 -.3688947
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.4835724 .0789706 -6.12 0.000 -.638352 -.3287929
Four year college or university..) | -.6205055 .0772974 -8.03 0.000 -.7720056 -.4690053
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.6435231 .1262181 -5.10 0.000 -.8909061 -.3961402
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.7046873 .0808546 -8.72 0.000 -.8631595 -.5462151
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.4989877 .2405033 -2.07 0.038 -.9703655 -.0276098
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2272614 .0408748 5.56 0.000 .1471483 .3073746
South | .3485496 .038185 9.13 0.000 .2737084 .4233909
West | .2084021 .0428185 4.87 0.000 .1244793 .2923249
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.7710042 .0566628 -13.61 0.000 -.8820613 -.6599471
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.3961857 .0832454 -4.76 0.000 -.5593438 -.2330277
Catholic | -.841218 .0485341 -17.33 0.000 -.936343 -.746093
Mormon | .6319115 .1045992 6.04 0.000 .4269008 .8369223
Orthodox Christian | -.4427295 .16397 -2.70 0.007 -.7641047 -.1213542
Jehovah's Witness | .3745147 .1438593 2.60 0.009 .0925558 .6564737
Other Christian | -.6015667 .1705796 -3.53 0.000 -.9358966 -.2672368
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.6388431 .1088373 -5.87 0.000 -.8521604 -.4255258
Communion Partners | -.0665876 .0621863 -1.07 0.284 -.1884705 .0552952
NCC Partners | .1262494 .0672643 1.88 0.061 -.0055861 .258085
Sectarian Baptists | .1914902 .0560193 3.42 0.001 .0816943 .3012861
Pentecostals | .5713385 .0698666 8.18 0.000 .4344024 .7082746
Neo-Evangelicals | .0251281 .0826341 0.30 0.761 -.1368319 .187088
Churches of Christ | .0343896 .0967191 0.36 0.722 -.1551764 .2239556
Confessional Lutheran | -.097329 .1038488 -0.94 0.349 -.3008688 .1062108
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.57062 .0925134
-2.751943 -2.389297
/cut2 | -.6560783 .0908171
-.8340765 -.47808
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 138.87
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Protestants
. ologit tradreligion gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if reltrad < 10000 [aw=weight
>]
(sum of wgt is 15,270.7264373091)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -14679.898
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -14130.117
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -14126.823
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -14126.822
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(19)
= 588.13
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -14126.822
Pseudo R2
=

15,545

0.0204

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------tradreligion |
Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0501677 .0322151 -1.56 0.119 -.1133082 .0129728
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.1875324 .0738582 -2.54 0.011 -.3322919 -.0427729
Hispanic | -.0276693 .0632422 -0.44 0.662 -.1516217 .0962832
Other | -.2005456 .0728591 -2.75 0.006 -.3433468 -.0577445
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3671897 .1784491 2.06 0.040 .0174359 .7169435
|
income | .0026569 .0005448 4.88 0.000
.001589 .0037247
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .0270408 .1268954 0.21 0.831 -.2216697 .2757513
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .0790513 .1102743 0.72 0.473 -.1370824 .295185
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.209349 .1119611 -1.87 0.062 -.4287888 .0100908
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.1536254 .1155683 -1.33 0.184 -.3801351 .0728843
Four year college or university..) | -.3002886 .1144644 -2.62 0.009 -.5246346 -.0759425
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.3475566 .1683095 -2.06 0.039 -.6774372 -.017676
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.48635 .1178507 -4.13 0.000 -.7173331 -.255367
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.0059475 .3313047 -0.02 0.986 -.6552927 .6433977
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1541209 .0546111 2.82 0.005 .0470852 .2611566
South | .3775218 .0502082 7.52 0.000 .2791155 .4759282
West | .1344617 .0588053 2.29 0.022 .0192055 .249718
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.9385229 .0360248 -26.05 0.000 -1.00913 -.8679156
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.2612408 .0806488 -3.24 0.001 -.4193095 -.1031721
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------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.385402 .1203163
-2.621218 -2.149587
/cut2 | -.4909316 .1184515
-.7230922 -.2587709
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit tradreligion gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if reltrad < 1000
> 0 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 15,270.7264373091)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -14679.898
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -14065.413
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -14060.435
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -14060.432
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -14060.432
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(27)
= 720.91
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -14060.432
Pseudo R2
=

15,545

0.0250

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------tradreligion | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.057615 .0323385 -1.78 0.075 -.1209973 .0057674
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.1890455 .0755112 -2.50 0.012 -.3370446 -.0410463
Hispanic | -.0854122 .06503 -1.31 0.189 -.2128687 .0420443
Other | -.2257521 .0733051 -3.08 0.002 -.3694274 -.0820768
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3602055 .1790521 2.01 0.044 .0092699 .7111411
|
income | .0027262 .0005469 4.98 0.000 .0016543 .0037981
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .0539347 .1279425 0.42 0.673 -.1968279 .3046973
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .1148372 .1113432 1.03 0.302 -.1033914 .3330658
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.1692195 .1130972 -1.50 0.135 -.3908859 .0524469
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.1146176 .1166187 -0.98 0.326 -.343186 .1139509
Four year college or university..) | -.240101 .1157123 -2.07 0.038 -.4668929 -.0133092
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.2862281 .1692484 -1.69 0.091 -.6179488 .0454927
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.4241325 .119123 -3.56 0.000 -.6576092 -.1906557
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .0222172 .3327786 0.07 0.947 -.6300169 .6744513
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1649756 .0550622 3.00 0.003 .0570556 .2728956
South | .3535234 .0509488 6.94 0.000 .2536655 .4533812
West | .1494271 .059264 2.52 0.012 .0332719 .2655823
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.7781216 .0567346 -13.72 0.000 -.8893194 -.6669238
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.3025056 .0888833 -3.40 0.001 -.4767137 -.1282975
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|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.6293467 .1086984 -5.79 0.000 -.8423917 -.4163017
Communion Partners | -.0538442 .0625243 -0.86 0.389 -.1763897 .0687012
NCC Partners | .1435477 .0674068 2.13 0.033 .0114328 .2756626
Sectarian Baptists | .1702038 .0566096 3.01 0.003
.059251 .2811566
Pentecostals | .5686829 .0700145 8.12 0.000
.431457 .7059088
Neo-Evangelicals | .043362 .0826518 0.52 0.600 -.1186326 .2053565
Churches of Christ | .0394364 .0967105 0.41 0.683 -.1501127 .2289856
Confessional Lutheran | -.0781926 .1043305 -0.75 0.454 -.2826766 .1262914
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.239584 .1279562
-2.490373 -1.988794
/cut2 | -.3344811 .1262732
-.5819719 -.0869902
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 132.78
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * LR tests for Sectarianism (Belief that only Christians receive eternal life)
.
. * Test for adding relmove for all respondents
. ologit sectarian gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad [aw=weight] if relmove~=.
(sum of wgt is 22,674.8802474469)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -15746.335
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -13630.534
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -13604.872
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -13600.953
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -13600.075
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -13599.867
Iteration 6: log likelihood = -13599.825
Iteration 7: log likelihood = -13599.817
Iteration 8: log likelihood = -13599.817
Iteration 9: log likelihood = -13599.816
Iteration 10: log likelihood = -13599.816
Iteration 11: log likelihood = -13599.816
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(30)
= 4080.43
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -13599.816
Pseudo R2
=

22,829

0.1304

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------sectarian | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0332125 .0295154 -1.13 0.260 -.0910617 .0246367
|
racethn |
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Black non-Hispanic | .1544877 .0718075 2.15 0.031 .0137476 .2952278
Hispanic | .2376102 .0474586 5.01 0.000 .1445931 .3306273
Other | .0044939 .0676959 0.07 0.947 -.1281876 .1371754
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .1894305 .1536727 1.23 0.218 -.1117625 .4906236
|
income | .0020938 .0004767 4.39 0.000 .0011594 .0030282
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.4928103 .0931298 -5.29 0.000 -.6753414 -.3102792
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.626871 .0786536 -7.97 0.000 -.7810293 -.4727127
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.8354887 .0816371 -10.23 0.000 -.9954946 -.6754829
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.8659003 .0860731 -10.06 0.000
-1.0346 -.6972002
Four year college or university..) | -.9885836 .084897 -11.64 0.000 -1.154979 -.8221886
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.035419 .152232 -6.80 0.000 -1.333788 -.73705
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.111859 .0904775 -12.29 0.000 -1.289192 -.9345265
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.6195309 .2821661 -2.20 0.028 -1.172566 -.0664955
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2219658 .0490944 4.52 0.000 .1257427 .318189
South | .5213978 .0447727 11.65 0.000 .4336449 .6091506
West | .2422935 .0507579 4.77 0.000 .1428098 .3417771
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.482063 .0408115 -36.31 0.000 -1.562052 -1.402074
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.4764586 .0809409 -5.89 0.000 -.6350998 -.3178174
Catholic | -1.683289 .0393565 -42.77 0.000 -1.760426 -1.606151
Mormon | .2100195 .0967712 2.17 0.030 .0203514 .3996876
Orthodox Christian | -1.090688 .1719847 -6.34 0.000 -1.427771 -.7536038
Jehovah's Witness | 2.075349 .2694769 7.70 0.000 1.547184 2.603514
Other Christian | -1.218477 .224928 -5.42 0.000 -1.659328 -.7776265
Jewish | 18.26012 1573.625 0.01 0.991 -3065.989 3102.509
Muslim | 18.15382 1268.821 0.01 0.989 -2468.69 2504.997
Buddhist | 18.32294 3531.537 0.01 0.996 -6903.361 6940.007
Hindu | 18.36311 4169.447 0.00 0.996 -8153.602 8190.328
Other World Religions | 18.45249 10836.8 0.00 0.999 -21221.28 21258.18
Other Faiths | 18.01403 2347.089 0.01 0.994 -4582.195 4618.223
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -1.016212 .0899761
-1.192562 -.8398624
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: 139 observations completely determined. Standard errors questionable.
. estimates store A
. ologit sectarian gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 22,674.8802474469)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 50000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 60000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 70000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
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note: 80000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -15746.335
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -13496.125
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -13469.933
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -13466.07
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -13465.192
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -13464.987
Iteration 6: log likelihood = -13464.945
Iteration 7: log likelihood = -13464.937
Iteration 8: log likelihood = -13464.937
Iteration 9: log likelihood = -13464.937
Iteration 10: log likelihood = -13464.936
Iteration 11: log likelihood = -13464.936
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(38)
= 4350.19
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -13464.936
Pseudo R2
=

22,829

0.1391

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------sectarian | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0396584 .0297293 -1.33 0.182 -.0979267
.01861
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .1546944 .0729722 2.12 0.034 .0116716 .2977173
Hispanic | .178213 .0483331 3.69 0.000 .0834819 .2729442
Other | -.0440534 .068274 -0.65 0.519 -.177868 .0897612
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .1420005 .1548713 0.92 0.359 -.1615416 .4455427
|
income | .0021716 .0004796 4.53 0.000 .0012317 .0031115
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.4973156 .0938773 -5.30 0.000 -.6813118 -.3133193
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.6432065 .0792192 -8.12 0.000 -.7984732 -.4879398
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.8626632 .0823029 -10.48 0.000 -1.023974 -.7013524
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.8918692 .086733 -10.28 0.000 -1.061863 -.7218756
Four year college or university..) | -1.001959 .0855952 -11.71 0.000 -1.169723 -.8341959
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.047872 .1530827 -6.85 0.000 -1.347908 -.7478351
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.112615 .0911767 -12.20 0.000 -1.291318 -.9339117
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.6329043 .2847555 -2.22 0.026 -1.191015 -.0747937
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2516935 .0496297 5.07 0.000
.154421 .3489659
South | .5175675 .0455492 11.36 0.000 .4282927 .6068424
West | .247408 .0513295 4.82 0.000 .1468039 .348012
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.29653 .0631029 -20.55 0.000 -1.420209 -1.17285
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.5994573 .0919071 -6.52 0.000 -.7795919 -.4193227
Catholic | -1.892154 .055751 -33.94 0.000 -2.001425 -1.782884
Mormon | -.0114391 .1041075 -0.11 0.913 -.2154861 .1926078
Orthodox Christian | -1.187313 .1842384 -6.44 0.000 -1.548413 -.8262118
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Jehovah's Witness | 1.864184 .2723278 6.85 0.000 1.330431 2.397937
Other Christian | -1.440011 .2283197 -6.31 0.000 -1.887509 -.9925123
Jewish | 18.04511 1574.493 0.01 0.991 -3067.904 3103.994
Muslim | 17.93617 1268.068 0.01 0.989 -2467.432 2503.305
Buddhist | 18.13321 3533.612 0.01 0.996 -6907.619 6943.885
Hindu | 18.18553 4170.234 0.00 0.997 -8155.323 8191.694
Other World Religions | 18.2209 10849.8 0.00 0.999 -21247.01 21283.45
Other Faiths | 17.79771 2350.352 0.01 0.994 -4588.807 4624.402
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -1.598829 .1518174 -10.53 0.000 -1.896386 -1.301273
Communion Partners | -.4925971 .0711197 -6.93 0.000 -.6319892 -.3532049
NCC Partners | -.1279007 .0741468 -1.72 0.085 -.2732257 .0174243
Sectarian Baptists | -.2469388 .0606929 -4.07 0.000 -.3658946 -.127983
Pentecostals | .2308468 .0751303 3.07 0.002 .0835942 .3780993
Neo-Evangelicals | -.3870827 .0874391 -4.43 0.000 -.5584603 -.2157051
Churches of Christ | -.6054032 .1000337 -6.05 0.000 -.8014657 -.4093407
Confessional Lutheran | -.7858131 .1095813 -7.17 0.000 -1.000588 -.5710377
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
Jewish |
0 (omitted)
Muslim |
0 (omitted)
Buddhist |
0 (omitted)
Hindu |
0 (omitted)
Other World |
0 (omitted)
Other Faiths |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -1.260067 .100249
-1.456551 -1.063582
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note: 139 observations completely determined. Standard errors questionable.
. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 269.76
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Christians
. ologit sectarian gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if relmove < 50000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 22,498.0460093266)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -15633.698
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -13636.276
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -13623.519
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -13623.254
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -13623.254
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(24)
= 3756.37
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22,690

Prob > chi2
Log likelihood = -13623.254

= 0.0000
Pseudo R2
=

0.1212

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------sectarian | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0332134 .02949 -1.13 0.260 -.0910127 .0245859
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .1544937 .0717455 2.15 0.031
.013875 .2951124
Hispanic | .2376213 .0474177 5.01 0.000 .1446844 .3305583
Other | .0044943 .0676375 0.07 0.947 -.1280728 .1370614
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .1894378 .1535402 1.23 0.217 -.1114955 .4903712
|
income | .0020939 .0004763 4.40 0.000 .0011603 .0030274
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.4928194 .0930495 -5.30 0.000 -.6751931 -.3104457
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.6268817 .0785858 -7.98 0.000 -.7809071 -.4728563
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.8355038 .0815668 -10.24 0.000 -.9953718 -.6756359
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.865916 .0859989 -10.07 0.000 -1.034471 -.6973612
Four year college or university..) | -.9886028 .0848238 -11.65 0.000 -1.154854 -.8223511
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.03544 .1521009 -6.81 0.000 -1.333553 -.737328
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.111885 .0903996 -12.30 0.000 -1.289065 -.9347049
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.6195383 .2819228 -2.20 0.028 -1.172097 -.0669797
|
cregion |
Midwest | .2219773 .0490521 4.53 0.000 .1258369 .3181177
South | .5214127 .0447342 11.66 0.000 .4337353
.60909
West | .2423047 .0507142 4.78 0.000 .1429067 .3417027
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.482028 .0407763 -36.35 0.000 -1.561948 -1.402107
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.4764588 .0808711 -5.89 0.000 -.6349632 -.3179544
Catholic | -1.683267 .0393227 -42.81 0.000 -1.760338 -1.606196
Mormon | .210021 .0966875 2.17 0.030 .0205169 .3995251
Orthodox Christian | -1.090645 .1718365 -6.35 0.000 -1.427438 -.7538517
Jehovah's Witness | 2.075357 .2692431 7.71 0.000
1.54765 2.603063
Other Christian | -1.218438 .2247342 -5.42 0.000 -1.658909 -.777967
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -1.016186 .0898986
-1.192384 -.839988
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit sectarian gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if relmove < 50000 [
> aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 22,498.0460093266)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
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Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:
Iteration 2:
Iteration 3:
Iteration 4:

log likelihood = -15633.698
log likelihood = -13501.536
log likelihood = -13488.382
log likelihood = -13488.142
log likelihood = -13488.142

Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(32)
= 4026.60
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -13488.142
Pseudo R2
=

22,690

0.1299

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------sectarian | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0396597 .0297037 -1.34 0.182 -.0978779 .0185585
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .1547004 .0729093 2.12 0.034 .0118009
.2976
Hispanic | .1782234 .0482915 3.69 0.000 .0835738 .272873
Other | -.0440541 .0682152 -0.65 0.518 -.1777535 .0896453
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .1420069 .1547379 0.92 0.359 -.1612738 .4452876
|
income | .0021716 .0004791 4.53 0.000 .0012325 .0031107
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.4973271 .0937965 -5.30 0.000 -.6811649 -.3134893
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.6432218 .079151 -8.13 0.000 -.7983548 -.4880887
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.8626841 .0822321 -10.49 0.000 -1.023856 -.7015122
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.8918908 .0866584 -10.29 0.000 -1.061738 -.7220436
Four year college or university..) | -1.001985 .0855216 -11.72 0.000 -1.169604 -.8343656
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -1.047898 .152951 -6.85 0.000 -1.347677 -.74812
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -1.112646 .0910983 -12.21 0.000 -1.291196 -.934097
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.6329162 .2845101 -2.22 0.026 -1.190546 -.0752866
|
cregion |
Midwest | .251707 .0495871 5.08 0.000 .1545181 .3488958
South | .5175854 .0455101 11.37 0.000 .4283873 .6067835
West | .2474203 .0512854 4.82 0.000 .1469028 .3479378
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.29651 .0630486 -20.56 0.000 -1.420083 -1.172937
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.5994672 .0918279 -6.53 0.000 -.7794466 -.4194878
Catholic | -1.892137 .055703 -33.97 0.000 -2.001313 -1.782961
Mormon | -.0114424 .1040175 -0.11 0.912 -.2153129 .1924282
Orthodox Christian | -1.187279 .1840797 -6.45 0.000 -1.548069 -.8264894
Jehovah's Witness | 1.864188 .2720916 6.85 0.000 1.330899 2.397478
Other Christian | -1.439976 .2281229 -6.31 0.000 -1.887088 -.9928632
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -1.598906 .1516901 -10.54 0.000 -1.896213 -1.301599
Communion Partners | -.4925886 .0710585 -6.93 0.000 -.6318608 -.3533164
NCC Partners | -.1278959 .0740829 -1.73 0.084 -.2730957 .0173039
Sectarian Baptists | -.2469454 .0606405 -4.07 0.000 -.3657985 -.1280923
Pentecostals | .2308558 .0750654 3.08 0.002 .0837303 .3779813
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Neo-Evangelicals | -.3870825 .0873637 -4.43 0.000 -.5583122 -.2158527
Churches of Christ | -.6054034 .0999475 -6.06 0.000 -.8012969 -.4095099
Confessional Lutheran | -.7857938 .109487 -7.18 0.000 -1.000384 -.5712032
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -1.260049 .1001627
-1.456364 -1.063734
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 270.22
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Protestants
. ologit sectarian gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if reltrad < 10000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 14,695.0819464108)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -10321.49
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -9363.7387
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -9361.2267
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -9361.2265
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(19)
= 1605.25
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -9361.2265
Pseudo R2
=

14,923

0.0790

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------sectarian | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0541207 .0354214 -1.53 0.127 -.1235453 .015304
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.0058578 .0806756 -0.07 0.942 -.1639791 .1522634
Hispanic | -.0345374
.0677 -0.51 0.610 -.1672269 .0981522
Other | -.1081316 .0796202 -1.36 0.174 -.2641843 .0479211
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .170113 .1899503 0.90 0.370 -.2021827 .5424088
|
income | .0027055 .0005904 4.58 0.000 .0015484 .0038626
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.261584 .1318491 -1.98 0.047 -.5200035 -.0031644
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2150145 .1153146 -1.86 0.062 -.441027 .0109981
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.430844 .1174602 -3.67 0.000 -.6610617 -.2006262
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.4629722 .1216452 -3.81 0.000 -.7013924 -.224552
Four year college or university..) | -.4250973 .1212027 -3.51 0.000 -.6626503 -.1875444
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.530532 .1915086 -2.77 0.006 -.9058819 -.155182
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.5580858 .1264331 -4.41 0.000 -.8058902 -.3102814
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(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.586895 .3620281 -1.62 0.105 -1.296457 .1226671
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1358143 .0617201 2.20 0.028
.014845 .2567835
South | .4551995 .0562119 8.10 0.000 .3450263 .5653727
West | .1238835 .0657136 1.89 0.059 -.0049128 .2526798
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.525791 .040949 -37.26 0.000 -1.606049 -1.445532
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.3537554 .0866527 -4.08 0.000 -.5235915 -.1839193
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -.7191322 .1248982
-.9639282 -.4743363
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit sectarian gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if reltrad < 10000 [
> aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 14,695.0819464108)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -10321.49
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -9210.821
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -9208.2542
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -9208.2513
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -9208.2513
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(27)
= 1911.20
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -9208.2513
Pseudo R2
=

14,923

0.0940

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------sectarian | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | -.0633535 .0358401 -1.77 0.077 -.1335989 .0068919
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | -.0291922 .0826243 -0.35 0.724 -.1911328 .1327485
Hispanic | -.2063428 .0701956 -2.94 0.003 -.3439236 -.068762
Other | -.1889655 .0805163 -2.35 0.019 -.3467746 -.0311564
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .0937525 .1921388 0.49 0.626 -.2828326 .4703377
|
income | .002842 .0005965 4.76 0.000 .0016729 .0040111
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2445399 .1336602 -1.83 0.067 -.5065091 .0174292
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.1987447 .1168872 -1.70 0.089 -.4278395 .0303501
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.4280116 .1191246 -3.59 0.000 -.6614915 -.1945318
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.458547 .1232869 -3.72 0.000 -.700185 -.2169091
Four year college or university..) | -.3927368 .123079 -3.19 0.001 -.6339673 -.1515063
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.4999327 .1936737 -2.58 0.010 -.8795262 -.1203392
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.5052517 .1283757 -3.94 0.000 -.7568634 -.25364
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.57415 .3679798 -1.56 0.119 -1.295377 .1470772
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|
cregion |
Midwest | .1731042 .0629538 2.75 0.006
.049717 .2964914
South | .4423527 .0576348 7.68 0.000 .3293906 .5553148
West | .113806 .0670273 1.70 0.090 -.0175651 .2451772
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.320011 .0629621 -20.97 0.000 -1.443414 -1.196607
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.4955307 .0966893 -5.12 0.000 -.6850383 -.3060231
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -1.565617 .1501309 -10.43 0.000 -1.859868 -1.271365
Communion Partners | -.566298 .071176 -7.96 0.000 -.7058005 -.4267955
NCC Partners | -.108679 .0740102 -1.47 0.142 -.2537364 .0363783
Sectarian Baptists | -.2832339 .0612199 -4.63 0.000 -.4032227 -.1632451
Pentecostals | .2861853 .0748198 3.82 0.000 .1395412 .4328294
Neo-Evangelicals | -.4188372 .0870911 -4.81 0.000 -.5895326 -.2481418
Churches of Christ | -.5825224 .0995759 -5.85 0.000 -.7776876 -.3873572
Confessional Lutheran | -.8795602 .1098217 -8.01 0.000 -1.094807 -.6643137
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -.9652283 .1344466
-1.228739 -.7017178
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 305.95
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * LR tests for Church Attendance
.
. * Test for adding relmove for all respondents
. ologit attend2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad [aw=weight] if relmove~=.
(sum of wgt is 34,678.0024151798)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -61513.294
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -54675.657
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -54425.724
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -54424.002
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -54424.001
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(31)
= 14217.63
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -54424.001
Pseudo R2
=

34,667

0.1155

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------attend2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2052757 .0194685 10.54 0.000 .1671181 .2434333
|
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racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .6009147 .0438733 13.70 0.000 .5149246 .6869048
Hispanic | .3579016 .0311542 11.49 0.000 .2968404 .4189627
Other | .2278648 .040395 5.64 0.000
.148692 .3070375
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .4331536 .0893918 4.85 0.000 .2579489 .6083583
|
income | .0023943 .0003164 7.57 0.000 .0017741 .0030145
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.358711 .06622 -5.42 0.000 -.4884999 -.2289221
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2417231 .0553159 -4.37 0.000 -.3501403 -.1333059
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.2041063 .0569466 -3.58 0.000 -.3157196 -.092493
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.109239 .0598348 -1.83 0.068 -.226513 .0080351
Four year college or university..) | .0219097 .0583666 0.38 0.707 -.0924868 .1363062
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .2458243 .0963404 2.55 0.011 .0570005 .4346481
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .1049458 .0609563 1.72 0.085 -.0145264 .2244181
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.4502779 .1916687 -2.35 0.019 -.8259417 -.0746141
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1364478 .0309449 4.41 0.000 .0757969 .1970987
South | .2403639 .0284471 8.45 0.000 .1846086 .2961191
West | -.0053577 .031004 -0.17 0.863 -.0661245 .0554091
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.054372 .0320385 -32.91 0.000 -1.117166 -.9915778
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.5857235 .0572386 -10.23 0.000 -.697909 -.473538
Catholic | -.8876728 .0300377 -29.55 0.000 -.9465455 -.8288001
Mormon | .5211806 .0771899 6.75 0.000 .3698912 .6724699
Orthodox Christian | -.9427979 .1302827 -7.24 0.000 -1.198147 -.6874486
Jehovah's Witness | 1.865967 .1384456 13.48 0.000 1.594619 2.137316
Other Christian | -1.040396 .1605976 -6.48 0.000 -1.355161 -.7256303
Jewish | -1.596325 .0729323 -21.89 0.000 -1.73927 -1.453381
Muslim | -.7843137 .1135046 -6.91 0.000 -1.006779 -.5618488
Buddhist | -1.745417 .1135397 -15.37 0.000 -1.967951 -1.522883
Hindu | -1.484873 .1185042 -12.53 0.000 -1.717137 -1.252609
Other World Religions | -1.869479 .1886574 -9.91 0.000 -2.23924 -1.499717
Other Faiths | -2.316114 .084614 -27.37 0.000 -2.481954 -2.150274
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -3.211523 .0326924 -98.23 0.000 -3.275599 -3.147447
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.410712 .0657726
-3.539624 -3.2818
/cut2 | -2.013239 .0640335
-2.138742 -1.887736
/cut3 | -.882182 .0632159
-1.006083 -.7582811
/cut4 | -.1155954 .0629222
-.2389205 .0077298
/cut5 | 1.343434 .0633508
1.219268 1.467599
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit attend2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 34,678.0024151798)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
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note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 50000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 60000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 70000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 80000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 100000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -61513.294
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -53902.617
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -53530.653
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -53525.88
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -53525.878
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(40)
= 16013.88
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -53525.878
Pseudo R2
=

34,667

0.1301

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------attend2 |
Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .1817875 .0195541 9.30 0.000 .1434622 .2201129
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .5371568 .0444031 12.10 0.000 .4501283 .6241853
Hispanic | .3051458 .0314542 9.70 0.000 .2434967 .3667949
Other | .1954825 .0406403 4.81 0.000 .1158289 .275136
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3803199 .0897284 4.24 0.000 .2044554 .5561844
|
income | .0024397 .0003171 7.69 0.000 .0018181 .0030613
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.3437767 .0661429 -5.20 0.000 -.4734143 -.2141391
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2251097 .0553697 -4.07 0.000 -.3336324 -.116587
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.1816542 .0570595 -3.18 0.001 -.2934887 -.0698196
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.0895848 .059947 -1.49 0.135 -.2070788 .0279092
Four year college or university..) | .0642836 .0585664 1.10 0.272 -.0505045 .1790716
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .2998936 .0967252 3.10 0.002 .1103157 .4894715
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .1475598 .0612036 2.41 0.016 .0276031 .2675166
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.4101238 .191369 -2.14 0.032 -.7852001 -.0350475
|
cregion |
Midwest | .138673 .0311905 4.45 0.000 .0775407 .1998053
South | .2382927 .0287782 8.28 0.000 .1818884 .294697
West | .0043123 .0311909 0.14 0.890 -.0568208 .0654454
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.8713075 .0496754 -17.54 0.000 -.9686695 -.7739454
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.5890606 .066926 -8.80 0.000 -.7202332 -.4578881
Catholic | -1.051346 .0428191 -24.55 0.000 -1.13527 -.9674218
Mormon | .3634368 .0829748 4.38 0.000 .2008092 .5260644
Orthodox Christian | -.9392931 .1414085 -6.64 0.000 -1.216449 -.6621375
Jehovah's Witness | 1.758665 .1416512 12.42 0.000 1.481034 2.036297
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Other Christian | -1.216887 .1648011 -7.38 0.000 -1.539891 -.8938827
Jewish | -1.811429 .0796832 -22.73 0.000 -1.967605 -1.655253
Muslim | -.9472346 .1184814 -7.99 0.000 -1.179454 -.7150153
Buddhist | -1.944637 .1183759 -16.43 0.000 -2.17665 -1.712625
Hindu | -1.668534 .1229232 -13.57 0.000 -1.909459 -1.427609
Other World Religions | -2.066788 .1930227 -10.71 0.000 -2.445105 -1.68847
Other Faiths | -2.549494 .090977 -28.02 0.000 -2.727805 -2.371182
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -3.230179 .0467764 -69.06 0.000 -3.32186 -3.138499
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -3.285825 .094208 -34.88 0.000 -3.47047 -3.101181
Communion Partners | -.237122 .0549805 -4.31 0.000 -.3448818 -.1293622
NCC Partners | -.188752 .0588959 -3.20 0.001 -.3041858 -.0733182
Sectarian Baptists | -.3110368 .0482854 -6.44 0.000 -.4056746 -.2163991
Pentecostals | .4608573 .0588505 7.83 0.000 .3455125 .5762021
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0339654 .0716098 -0.47 0.635 -.174318 .1063872
Churches of Christ | -.3192803 .0846102 -3.77 0.000 -.4851132 -.1534475
Confessional Lutheran | -.7071553 .0898952 -7.87 0.000 -.8833468 -.5309639
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
Jewish |
0 (omitted)
Muslim |
0 (omitted)
Buddhist |
0 (omitted)
Hindu |
0 (omitted)
Other World |
0 (omitted)
Other Faiths |
0 (omitted)
Atheism/Agnostic | -.7956179 .0460803 -17.27 0.000 -.8859337 -.7053022
Nothing in Particular |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.703916 .0737153
-3.848395 -3.559437
/cut2 | -2.231599 .0719267
-2.372573 -2.090625
/cut3 | -1.051272 .0710623
-1.190551 -.9119921
/cut4 | -.2677205 .0707624
-.4064122 -.1290288
/cut5 | 1.214678 .0710945
1.075336 1.354021
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(9) = 1796.25
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Christians
. ologit attend2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if relmove < 50000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 24,640.7054372732)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -41923.937
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -40552.901
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -40542.236
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Iteration 3: log likelihood = -40542.221
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -40542.221
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(24)
= 1890.29
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -40542.221
Pseudo R2
=

24,900

0.0228

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------attend2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2089536 .022841 9.15 0.000 .1641861 .2537211
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .3271135 .0557365 5.87 0.000 .2178721 .436355
Hispanic | .3501445 .036375 9.63 0.000 .2788509 .4214381
Other | .0741546 .0527043 1.41 0.159 -.0291438 .1774531
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .2982321 .109637 2.72 0.007 .0833475 .5131168
|
income | .0030618 .0003625 8.45 0.000 .0023513 .0037723
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.4613109 .0727758 -6.34 0.000 -.6039488 -.318673
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2575795 .0605682 -4.25 0.000 -.376291 -.1388681
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.2019386 .0627645 -3.22 0.001 -.3249547 -.0789225
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.1133225 .0661958 -1.71 0.087 -.2430639 .0164188
Four year college or university..) | .1148892 .0649244 1.77 0.077 -.0123603 .2421387
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .2856116 .1139714 2.51 0.012 .0622318 .5089914
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .2606606 .0687246 3.79 0.000 .1259628 .3953584
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.3554822 .211222 -1.68 0.092 -.7694696 .0585053
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1305567 .0368595 3.54 0.000 .0583134 .2028001
South | .2564557 .0340566 7.53 0.000
.189706 .3232054
West | .0257713 .0383144 0.67 0.501 -.0493235 .1008662
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.080007 .0320811 -33.66 0.000 -1.142884 -1.017129
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.341422 .0645931 -5.29 0.000 -.4680221 -.2148219
Catholic | -.9041626 .030437 -29.71 0.000 -.9638181 -.8445071
Mormon | .4775973 .0775007 6.16 0.000 .3256988 .6294958
Orthodox Christian | -.9685328 .1297407 -7.47 0.000 -1.22282 -.7142458
Jehovah's Witness | 1.944665 .137765 14.12 0.000
1.67465 2.214679
Other Christian | -1.015646 .1593316 -6.37 0.000 -1.32793 -.7033614
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.402062 .0752294
-3.549508 -3.254615
/cut2 | -1.95386 .0709981
-2.093014 -1.814706
/cut3 | -.891726 .0701007
-1.029121 -.7543312
/cut4 | -.1258837 .0698461
-.2627796 .0110122
/cut5 | 1.373463 .0703318
1.235615 1.511311
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit attend2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if relmove < 50000 [aw
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> =weight]
(sum of wgt is 24,640.7054372732)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -41923.937
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -40404.444
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -39847.261
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -39783.959
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -39783.89
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -39783.89
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(32)
= 3406.95
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -39783.89
Pseudo R2
=

24,900

0.0411

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------attend2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .1978426 .0229055 8.64 0.000 .1529486 .2427366
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .3005108 .0565361 5.32 0.000 .1897021 .4113195
Hispanic | .2925513 .0367227 7.97 0.000 .2205761 .3645265
Other | .0355396 .0529198 0.67 0.502 -.0681812 .1392604
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .2565091 .1097002 2.34 0.019 .0415006 .4715176
|
income | .0031851 .0003631 8.77 0.000 .0024734 .0038967
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.4382942 .0727846 -6.02 0.000 -.5809493 -.2956391
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2496846 .0606832 -4.11 0.000 -.3686215 -.1307477
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.2101129 .062934 -3.34 0.001 -.3334614 -.0867645
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.1231812 .0663397 -1.86 0.063 -.2532046 .0068422
Four year college or university..) | .1110335 .0651446 1.70 0.088 -.0166476 .2387147
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .279386 .1141442 2.45 0.014 .0556676 .5031045
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .2537721 .0689786 3.68 0.000 .1185765 .3889676
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.3098543 .2102077 -1.47 0.140 -.7218537 .1021452
|
cregion |
Midwest | .155591 .0371378 4.19 0.000 .0828023 .2283797
South | .2678259 .0344871 7.77 0.000 .2002325 .3354193
West | .0489945 .0384741 1.27 0.203 -.0264133 .1244024
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.8897966 .049573 -17.95 0.000 -.9869578 -.7926354
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.396292 .0726235 -5.46 0.000 -.5386314 -.2539526
Catholic | -1.064592 .0429991 -24.76 0.000 -1.148868 -.9803149
Mormon | .3336347 .0831576 4.01 0.000 .1706489 .4966206
Orthodox Christian | -.9818447 .1410541 -6.96 0.000 -1.258306 -.7053837
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Jehovah's Witness | 1.831302 .1410675 12.98 0.000 1.554815 2.107789
Other Christian | -1.192315 .1640146 -7.27 0.000 -1.513778 -.8708526
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -3.327242 .0959784 -34.67 0.000 -3.515356 -3.139128
Communion Partners | -.2498205 .0548434 -4.56 0.000 -.3573117 -.1423293
NCC Partners | -.1626693 .0588676 -2.76 0.006 -.2780478 -.0472908
Sectarian Baptists | -.309266 .0484147 -6.39 0.000 -.4041572 -.2143749
Pentecostals | .4757446 .0587755 8.09 0.000 .3605468 .5909425
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0261153 .071459 -0.37 0.715 -.1661724 .1139417
Churches of Christ | -.2966424 .084368 -3.52 0.000 -.4620007 -.1312842
Confessional Lutheran | -.7417988 .089772 -8.26 0.000 -.9177487 -.5658489
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.769702 .0834224
-3.933207 -3.606197
/cut2 | -2.178051 .0785074
-2.331922 -2.024179
/cut3 | -1.057885 .0775095
-1.209801 -.9059693
/cut4 | -.2739548 .077239
-.4253405 -.1225692
/cut5 | 1.250622 .0776284
1.098473 1.40277
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 1516.66
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Protestants
. ologit attend2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if reltrad < 10000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 16,220.1617331994)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -27637.104
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -26844.831
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -26840.166
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -26840.164
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(19)
= 686.09
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -26840.164
Pseudo R2
=

16,491

0.0126

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------attend2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .1716311 .0280776 6.11 0.000
.1166 .2266623
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .3863125 .0640677 6.03 0.000 .2607421 .511883
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Hispanic | .5052782 .0545367 9.26 0.000 .3983881 .6121682
Other | .0346077 .0643051 0.54 0.590 -.091428 .1606434
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3067462 .1325971 2.31 0.021 .0468606 .5666318
|
income | .0032132 .0004512 7.12 0.000 .0023289 .0040975
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.4585769 .1060824 -4.32 0.000 -.6664946 -.2506592
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2316803 .0921008 -2.52 0.012 -.4121946 -.051166
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.1728471 .0938724 -1.84 0.066 -.3568337 .0111395
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.1059923 .097168 -1.09 0.275 -.296438 .0844533
Four year college or university..) | .134118 .0965815 1.39 0.165 -.0551783 .3234144
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .2852202 .1481668 1.92 0.054 -.0051814 .5756218
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .2219928 .1003241 2.21 0.027 .0253612 .4186245
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.0340374 .2827121 -0.12 0.904 -.5881429 .5200682
|
cregion |
Midwest | .0737312 .0483853 1.52 0.128 -.0211023 .1685647
South | .2755753 .0443341 6.22 0.000 .1886821 .3624685
West | -.0661213 .0519407 -1.27 0.203 -.1679232 .0356807
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.03329 .0323715 -31.92 0.000 -1.096737 -.9698426
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.3937167 .0698599 -5.64 0.000 -.5306396 -.2567938
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.379478 .106382
-3.587983 -3.170973
/cut2 | -1.904978 .1013176
-2.103557 -1.706399
/cut3 | -.8675147 .1003273
-1.064153 -.6708769
/cut4 | -.0790219 .1001084
-.2752307 .117187
/cut5 | 1.289234 .100472
1.092313 1.486156
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit attend2 gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if reltrad < 10000 [aw
> =weight]
(sum of wgt is 16,220.1617331994)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -27637.104
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -26812.003
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -26619.981
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -26294.993
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -26214.867
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -26079.937
Iteration 6: log likelihood = -26078.746
Iteration 7: log likelihood = -26078.745
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(27)
= 2208.93
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -26078.745
Pseudo R2
=

16,491

0.0406

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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attend2 | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .1547958 .0281837 5.49 0.000 .0995568 .2100347
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .3446121 .0653156 5.28 0.000 .2165958 .4726283
Hispanic | .3717251 .055386 6.71 0.000 .2631704 .4802797
Other | -.0209238 .0646843 -0.32 0.746 -.1477028 .1058552
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .245242 .1325012 1.85 0.064 -.0144556 .5049396
|
income | .0033857 .000452 7.49 0.000 .0024998 .0042717
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.3842807 .105552 -3.64 0.000 -.5911588 -.1774026
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.1757744 .0917766 -1.92 0.055 -.3556532 .0041044
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.1392563 .0936346 -1.49 0.137 -.3227767 .0442641
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.0747531 .0969046 -0.77 0.440 -.2646826 .1151763
Four year college or university..) | .1714167 .096518 1.78 0.076 -.0177551 .3605885
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .3180009 .1481597 2.15 0.032 .0276132 .6083885
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .2535159 .1003561 2.53 0.012 .0568215 .4502102
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .0809859 .2792176 0.29 0.772 -.4662706 .6282425
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1020234 .0488088 2.09 0.037
.00636 .1976869
South | .2913126 .0449706 6.48 0.000
.203172 .3794533
West | -.0384247 .052205 -0.74 0.462 -.1407446 .0638951
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -.8758967 .0495466 -17.68 0.000 -.9730063 -.7787871
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.4449403 .0768813 -5.79 0.000 -.5956248 -.2942558
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -3.431262 .0993406 -34.54 0.000 -3.625966 -3.236558
Communion Partners | -.2415399 .0549545 -4.40 0.000 -.3492488 -.133831
NCC Partners | -.1679631 .0586297 -2.86 0.004 -.2828753 -.0530509
Sectarian Baptists | -.3299744 .0485805 -6.79 0.000 -.4251904 -.2347583
Pentecostals | .4445477 .0583412 7.62 0.000 .3302011 .5588943
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0274046 .0708396 -0.39 0.699 -.1662476 .1114384
Churches of Christ | -.3032527 .0836168 -3.63 0.000 -.4671385 -.1393669
Confessional Lutheran | -.6978202 .0898183 -7.77 0.000 -.8738608 -.5217795
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.887372 .1142884
-4.111373 -3.663371
/cut2 | -2.149042 .1070443
-2.358845 -1.939239
/cut3 | -1.014849 .1057758
-1.222166 -.8075322
/cut4 | -.1968409 .1055239
-.4036638 .0099821
/cut5 | 1.201407 .1058682
.993909 1.408905
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test

LR chi2(8) = 1522.84
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(Assumption: A nested in B)

Prob > chi2 =

0.0000

.
. * LR tests for Frequency of Prayer
.
. * Test for adding relmove for all respondents
. ologit pray gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad [aw=weight] if relmove~=.
(sum of wgt is 34,574.26791385)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -58390.065
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -51483.183
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -51198.767
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -51197.237
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -51197.237
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(31)
= 14643.83
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -51197.237
Pseudo R2
=

34,498

0.1251

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------pray | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .6614812 .0204691 32.32 0.000 .6213626 .7015998
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .9117835 .048346 18.86 0.000 .8170271 1.00654
Hispanic | .1277744 .0323059 3.96 0.000
.064456 .1910928
Other | .2155595 .0427915 5.04 0.000 .1316897 .2994293
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .7331682 .0991569 7.39 0.000 .5388243 .9275121
|
income | .0014546 .0003322 4.38 0.000 .0008034 .0021057
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.0490018 .0671182 -0.73 0.465 -.180551 .0825473
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.1636002 .0558935 -2.93 0.003 -.2731495 -.0540508
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.1612356 .0579105 -2.78 0.005 -.2747381 -.0477331
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.0415438 .0610818 -0.68 0.496 -.1612619 .0781743
Four year college or university..) | -.2771993 .0593812 -4.67 0.000 -.3935843 -.1608142
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.1645757 .1009754 -1.63 0.103 -.3624838 .0333324
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.2868929 .062083 -4.62 0.000 -.4085733 -.1652126
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .0320746 .2001586 0.16 0.873 -.360229 .4243782
|
cregion |
Midwest | .13612 .0320092 4.25 0.000 .0733832 .1988568
South | .3267937 .0296129 11.04 0.000 .2687533 .384834
West | .0531688 .0320493 1.66 0.097 -.0096467 .1159844
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.056297 .033147 -31.87 0.000 -1.121264 -.9913299
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.7279906 .0639538 -11.38 0.000 -.8533378 -.6026434
Catholic | -.9738278 .0312988 -31.11 0.000 -1.035172 -.9124832
Mormon | .5782479 .0947721 6.10 0.000
.392498 .7639978
Orthodox Christian | -.8399116 .1456211 -5.77 0.000 -1.125324 -.5544996
Jehovah's Witness | .6365607 .1478296 4.31 0.000 .3468199 .9263014
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Other Christian | -.2010258 .170546 -1.18 0.239 -.5352898 .1332382
Jewish | -2.156153 .0766299 -28.14 0.000 -2.306345 -2.005961
Muslim | -.1474143 .12666 -1.16 0.244 -.3956632 .1008347
Buddhist | -1.686959 .1175704 -14.35 0.000 -1.917392 -1.456525
Hindu | -1.469848 .1215641 -12.09 0.000 -1.708109 -1.231587
Other World Religions | -1.540897 .1972221 -7.81 0.000 -1.927445 -1.154349
Other Faiths | -2.012067 .0841421 -23.91 0.000 -2.176982 -1.847151
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -3.174249 .0337733 -93.99 0.000 -3.240443 -3.108054
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.450408 .0668683
-3.581468 -3.319349
/cut2 | -2.25857 .0650825
-2.386129 -2.13101
/cut3 | -1.821227 .064618
-1.947875 -1.694578
/cut4 | -1.652435 .0644685
-1.778791 -1.526079
/cut5 | -.876162 .0639173
-1.001438 -.7508863
/cut6 | .0472165 .0636376
-.0775108 .1719439
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit pray gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 34,574.26791385)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 50000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 60000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 70000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 80000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 100000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -58390.065
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -50989.371
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -50594.339
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -50342.242
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -50341.86
Iteration 5: log likelihood = -50341.86
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(40)
= 16354.59
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -50341.86
Pseudo R2
=

34,498

0.1397

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------pray | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .6365812 .0206064 30.89 0.000 .5961933 .676969
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .7494097 .0481899 15.55 0.000 .6549593
.84386
Hispanic | .0773351 .0327208 2.36 0.018 .0132036 .1414666
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Other | .1668924 .0432887 3.86 0.000 .0820481 .2517367
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .6702432 .098653 6.79 0.000 .4768868 .8635996
|
income | .0013929 .0003338 4.17 0.000 .0007387 .0020472
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.0537264 .0668057 -0.80 0.421 -.1846633 .0772104
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.146807 .0557892 -2.63 0.009 -.2561518 -.0374621
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.1047688 .0579249 -1.81 0.070 -.2182995 .0087619
Two year associate degree from a.. | .0093935 .061078 0.15 0.878 -.1103171 .1291041
Four year college or university..) | -.1774311 .0595326 -2.98 0.003 -.2941128 -.0607494
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.0440829 .1020305 -0.43 0.666 -.244059 .1558932
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.1755237 .0624004 -2.81 0.005 -.2978262 -.0532212
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .0818976 .1999948 0.41 0.682 -.3100851 .4738802
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1228038 .0323987 3.79 0.000 .0593035 .1863042
South | .3187319 .0301098 10.59 0.000 .2597177 .377746
West | .0516584 .0324922 1.59 0.112 -.0120251 .1153419
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.1111 .0530964 -20.93 0.000 -1.215167 -1.007033
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.769716 .0742383 -10.37 0.000 -.9152205 -.6242116
Catholic | -1.14522 .0467499 -24.50 0.000 -1.236848 -1.053592
Mormon | .3804836 .1006433 3.78 0.000 .1832263 .5777409
Orthodox Christian | -1.055909 .1572132 -6.72 0.000 -1.364041 -.7477763
Jehovah's Witness | .5154348 .1514127 3.40 0.001 .2186714 .8121982
Other Christian | -.3707499 .1737769 -2.13 0.033 -.7113465 -.0301534
Jewish | -2.419418 .0850101 -28.46 0.000 -2.586034 -2.252801
Muslim | -.2996468 .1312828 -2.28 0.022 -.5569564 -.0423371
Buddhist | -1.886809 .1232613 -15.31 0.000 -2.128396 -1.645221
Hindu | -1.675406 .1268969 -13.20 0.000 -1.924119 -1.426692
Other World Religions | -1.744585 .2018018 -8.65 0.000 -2.140109 -1.349061
Other Faiths | -2.235941 .0919066 -24.33 0.000 -2.416075 -2.055808
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -2.880074 .0498773 -57.74 0.000 -2.977832 -2.782317
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.8256128 .0983945 -8.39 0.000 -1.018462 -.6327631
Communion Partners | -.1283559 .0585676 -2.19 0.028 -.2431463 -.0135655
NCC Partners | .0174634 .0646861 0.27 0.787 -.109319 .1442458
Sectarian Baptists | -.2585231 .0524487 -4.93 0.000 -.3613207 -.1557255
Pentecostals | .1605521 .065797 2.44 0.015 .0315923 .2895118
Neo-Evangelicals | -.1241143 .0807256 -1.54 0.124 -.2823336 .0341049
Churches of Christ | -.4943706 .0877041 -5.64 0.000 -.6662673 -.3224738
Confessional Lutheran | -.6608891 .0966301 -6.84 0.000 -.8502806 -.4714977
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
Jewish |
0 (omitted)
Muslim |
0 (omitted)
Buddhist |
0 (omitted)
Hindu |
0 (omitted)
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Other World |
0 (omitted)
Other Faiths |
0 (omitted)
Atheism/Agnostic | -1.918576 .0514179 -37.31 0.000 -2.019354 -1.817799
Nothing in Particular |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -3.763225 .0767811
-3.913714 -3.612737
/cut2 | -2.454858 .0747537
-2.601372 -2.308343
/cut3 | -1.999057 .0743079
-2.144698 -1.853417
/cut4 | -1.825229 .0741672
-1.970594 -1.679864
/cut5 | -1.037358 .0736541
-1.181717 -.8929982
/cut6 | -.1092058 .0733545
-.2529781 .0345665
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(9) = 1710.75
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Christians
. ologit pray gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if relmove < 50000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 24,568.187334816)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -36566.058
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -34878.311
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -34862.777
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -34862.76
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -34862.76
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(24)
= 2763.93
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -34862.76
Pseudo R2
=

24,786

0.0381

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------pray | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .676413 .0243913 27.73 0.000
.628607 .724219
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .2986916 .0612857 4.87 0.000 .1785737 .4188094
Hispanic | -.039664 .0378679 -1.05 0.295 -.1138838 .0345558
Other | .1971295 .0577617 3.41 0.001 .0839186 .3103404
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .46613 .1197162 3.89 0.000 .2314905 .7007695
|
income | .001651 .0003876 4.26 0.000 .0008912 .0024107
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.1947601 .0735665 -2.65 0.008 -.3389477 -.0505725
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.1706359 .0611612 -2.79 0.005 -.2905098 -.0507621
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.0573695 .0640202 -0.90 0.370 -.1828467 .0681078
Two year associate degree from a.. | .0155414 .0678115 0.23 0.819 -.1173667 .1484495
Four year college or university..) | -.0635472 .0663555 -0.96 0.338 -.1936016 .0665072
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Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .1044101 .1226503 0.85 0.395
-.13598 .3448002
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.024447 .0705396 -0.35 0.729 -.1627021 .113808
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.0347968 .2167295 -0.16 0.872 -.4595787 .3899851
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1054061 .0386311 2.73 0.006 .0296905 .1811217
South | .3503978 .035869 9.77 0.000 .2800959 .4206997
West | .1344736 .0402934 3.34 0.001
.0555 .2134472
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.168473 .0337036 -34.67 0.000 -1.234531 -1.102415
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.1701434 .0716866 -2.37 0.018 -.3106464 -.0296403
Catholic | -1.011168 .0320162 -31.58 0.000 -1.073919 -.9484179
Mormon | .4750362 .0948739 5.01 0.000 .2890868 .6609855
Orthodox Christian | -.942057 .1476691 -6.38 0.000 -1.231483 -.6526308
Jehovah's Witness | .8113296 .1464086 5.54 0.000
.524374 1.098285
Other Christian | -.1924403 .1703787 -1.13 0.259 -.5263764 .1414959
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -4.238692 .0847658
-4.40483 -4.072554
/cut2 | -2.503241 .0733346
-2.646975 -2.359508
/cut3 | -1.962006 .0721914
-2.103498 -1.820513
/cut4 | -1.733988 .0718538
-1.874819 -1.593158
/cut5 | -.8481247 .0710249
-.9873309 -.7089185
/cut6 | .1227387 .0707671
-.0159623 .2614396
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit pray gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if relmove < 50000 [aw=we
> ight]
(sum of wgt is 24,568.187334816)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -36566.058
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -34779.806
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -34760.591
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -34760.57
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -34760.57
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(32)
= 2968.31
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -34760.57
Pseudo R2
=

24,786

0.0409

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------pray | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .6752887 .0244457 27.62 0.000
.627376 .7232013
|
racethn |
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Black non-Hispanic | .2637217 .0621525 4.24 0.000 .1419049 .3855384
Hispanic | -.0809296 .0383682 -2.11 0.035 -.1561299 -.0057294
Other | .1670207 .0579606 2.88 0.004 .0534199 .2806215
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .4332442 .1201171 3.61 0.000
.197819 .6686694
|
income | .0017445 .0003887 4.49 0.000 .0009827 .0025063
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.1831321 .073862 -2.48 0.013 -.3278991 -.0383652
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.162881 .0614134 -2.65 0.008 -.2832491 -.0425129
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.0557479 .0643184 -0.87 0.386 -.1818097 .0703138
Two year associate degree from a.. | .0173014 .0680687 0.25 0.799 -.1161108 .1507137
Four year college or university..) | -.0602631 .066678 -0.90 0.366 -.1909497 .0704234
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .0997885 .1229188 0.81 0.417 -.1411278 .3407048
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.0196473 .0708933 -0.28 0.782 -.1585957 .119301
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.0002605 .2183713 -0.00 0.999 -.4282603 .4277394
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1270272 .0388511 3.27 0.001 .0508804 .2031741
South | .3585755 .0363041 9.88 0.000 .2874208 .4297303
West | .13991 .0404583 3.46 0.001 .0606133 .2192068
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.200753 .0536983 -22.36 0.000
-1.306 -1.095506
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.376698 .0806464 -4.67 0.000 -.5347621 -.218634
Catholic | -1.171014 .0471955 -24.81 0.000 -1.263515 -1.078512
Mormon | .3096051 .1007632 3.07 0.002 .1121128 .5070974
Orthodox Christian | -1.201265 .159131 -7.55 0.000 -1.513156 -.8893737
Jehovah's Witness | .6604664 .1504994 4.39 0.000 .3654929 .9554399
Other Christian | -.3524245 .173874 -2.03 0.043 -.6932113 -.0116378
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.8944486 .1005972 -8.89 0.000 -1.091616 -.6972818
Communion Partners | -.1432379 .0592398 -2.42 0.016 -.2593459 -.02713
NCC Partners | .0909845 .0651295 1.40 0.162 -.036667 .218636
Sectarian Baptists | -.264422 .0528482 -5.00 0.000 -.3680025 -.1608415
Pentecostals | .1935172 .0657034 2.95 0.003 .0647409 .3222934
Neo-Evangelicals | -.1152607 .0807206 -1.43 0.153 -.2734702 .0429488
Churches of Christ | -.4587734 .0877108 -5.23 0.000 -.6306835 -.2868634
Confessional Lutheran | -.7243834 .097215 -7.45 0.000 -.9149213 -.5338454
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -4.415554 .0928282
-4.597494 -4.233614
/cut2 | -2.674453 .0824791
-2.836109 -2.512797
/cut3 | -2.130603 .0814481
-2.290238 -1.970967
/cut4 | -1.901433 .0811397
-2.060464 -1.742402
/cut5 | -1.01156 .0803643
-1.169072 -.8540492
/cut6 | -.035459 .0800658
-.192385 .121467
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 204.38
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Protestants
. ologit pray gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if reltrad < 10000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 16,164.4093503614)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -22683.527
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -21691.183
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -21680.473
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -21680.467
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -21680.467
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(19)
= 1340.78
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -21680.467
Pseudo R2
=

16,405

0.0300

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------pray | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .6453888 .0305411 21.13 0.000 .5855293 .7052483
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .2073322 .0713046 2.91 0.004 .0675777 .3470866
Hispanic | .0094942 .0578856 0.16 0.870 -.1039594 .1229478
Other | .1536381 .0711667 2.16 0.031 .0141539 .2931223
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .3017295 .1475551 2.04 0.041 .0125269 .5909321
|
income | .001114 .0004944 2.25 0.024
.000145 .0020831
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.006243 .1088416 -0.06 0.954 -.2195687 .2070827
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.0040501 .0944172 -0.04 0.966 -.1891045 .1810043
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .0930559 .0967729 0.96 0.336 -.0966156 .2827273
Two year associate degree from a.. | .1706302 .1004319 1.70 0.089 -.0262126 .3674731
Four year college or university..) | .0995097 .0998018 1.00 0.319 -.0960982 .2951177
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .3413771 .1622431 2.10 0.035 .0233865 .6593677
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .1091433 .1039783 1.05 0.294 -.0946505 .312937
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .4210501 .3019208 1.39 0.163 -.1707038 1.012804
|
cregion |
Midwest | .047312 .0518439 0.91 0.361 -.0543002 .1489242
South | .3601073 .0476485 7.56 0.000 .2667179 .4534966
West | .1333625 .0557018 2.39 0.017
.024189 .2425359
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.162369 .0342515 -33.94 0.000 -1.229501 -1.095237
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.0982234 .0782288 -1.26 0.209 -.251549 .0551022
------------------------------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
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/cut1 | -4.28354 .1233679
-4.525337 -4.041743
/cut2 | -2.410613 .1059958
-2.618361 -2.202865
/cut3 | -1.860485 .1045222
-2.065344 -1.655625
/cut4 | -1.643567 .1041391
-1.847676 -1.439458
/cut5 | -.6880929 .1031791
-.8903202 -.4858655
/cut6 | .2335355 .1029492
.0317588 .4353121
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit pray gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if reltrad < 10000 [aw=we
> ight]
(sum of wgt is 16,164.4093503614)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -22683.527
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -21592.06
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -21576.291
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -21576.28
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -21576.28
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(27)
= 1549.16
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -21576.28
Pseudo R2
=

16,405

0.0347

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------pray | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .6444435 .0306467 21.03 0.000
.584377
.70451
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .146682 .0726438 2.02 0.043 .0043028 .2890612
Hispanic | -.0964201 .0596415 -1.62 0.106 -.2133152 .020475
Other | .1072454 .0715352 1.50 0.134 -.032961 .2474518
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .2474195 .1483525 1.67 0.095 -.0433461 .5381851
|
income | .001261 .0004967 2.54 0.011 .0002875 .0022345
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | .0446345 .109361 0.41 0.683 -.1697091 .2589782
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | .0420383 .0949026 0.44 0.658 -.1439673 .228044
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .1301186 .0973318 1.34 0.181 -.0606482 .3208854
Two year associate degree from a.. | .2095215 .1009311 2.08 0.038 .0117002 .4073428
Four year college or university..) | .1401733 .1004999 1.39 0.163 -.0568029 .3371495
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .3688153 .1628311 2.27 0.024 .0496722 .6879584
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .1528458 .1047569 1.46 0.145 -.052474 .3581656
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .5287232 .3066264 1.72 0.085 -.0722535
1.1297
|
cregion |
Midwest | .0753476 .0522916 1.44 0.150 -.0271421 .1778373
South | .3701438 .0483937 7.65 0.000
.275294 .4649936
West | .1335532 .0561244 2.38 0.017 .0235513 .243555
|
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reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.204195 .0538447 -22.36 0.000 -1.309729 -1.098661
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.2977204 .0859318 -3.46 0.001 -.4661437 -.1292972
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -.9177652 .1009857 -9.09 0.000 -1.115693 -.7198369
Communion Partners | -.1471967 .0596391 -2.47 0.014 -.2640871 -.0303063
NCC Partners | .0977564 .0652391 1.50 0.134 -.0301099 .2256228
Sectarian Baptists | -.2827365 .0533662 -5.30 0.000 -.3873323 -.1781408
Pentecostals | .1931269 .065738 2.94 0.003 .0642828 .321971
Neo-Evangelicals | -.1073185 .0805915 -1.33 0.183 -.265275 .050638
Churches of Christ | -.451571 .0875215 -5.16 0.000 -.6231099 -.2800321
Confessional Lutheran | -.7126906 .0975636 -7.30 0.000 -.9039118 -.5214694
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -4.451005 .1299319
-4.705667 -4.196343
/cut2 | -2.566952 .1134998
-2.789408 -2.344497
/cut3 | -2.011964 .1121017
-2.231679 -1.792249
/cut4 | -1.793055 .1117339
-2.01205 -1.574061
/cut5 | -.8297985 .1107868
-1.046937 -.6126604
/cut6 | .0997877 .1105057
-.1167994 .3163748
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 208.37
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * LR tests for Frequency of Bible Reading
.
. * Test for adding relmove for all respondents
. ologit rbible gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad [aw=weight] if relmove~=.
(sum of wgt is 34,596.9893728796)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -50951.482
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -44892.877
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -44807.775
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -44807.59
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -44807.59
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(31)
= 12326.06
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -44807.59
Pseudo R2
=

34,584

0.1209

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------rbible | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2412635 .0207188 11.64 0.000 .2006554 .2818716
|
racethn |
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Black non-Hispanic | .9449386 .0479889 19.69 0.000 .8508821 1.038995
Hispanic | .5779296 .033273 17.37 0.000 .5127157 .6431435
Other | .2833841 .0432169 6.56 0.000 .1986805 .3680878
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .7185447 .0941895 7.63 0.000 .5339368 .9031527
|
income | .0005937 .0003384 1.75 0.079 -.0000695 .0012569
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.1232437 .0694818 -1.77 0.076 -.2594254 .0129381
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2513569 .0584602 -4.30 0.000 -.3659367 -.1367771
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.2200842 .0603639 -3.65 0.000 -.3383952 -.1017731
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.1096038 .0634645 -1.73 0.084 -.2339919 .0147842
Four year college or university..) | -.233776 .0618748 -3.78 0.000 -.3550485 -.1125035
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.1575783 .1023025 -1.54 0.123 -.3580876 .042931
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.1868228 .0646098 -2.89 0.004 -.3134557 -.0601899
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.4609675 .2015423 -2.29 0.022 -.8559832 -.0659519
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1357819 .0327708 4.14 0.000 .0715523 .2000114
South | .404746 .0301574 13.42 0.000 .3456384 .4638535
West | .0853611 .03289 2.60 0.009 .0208979 .1498244
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.253032 .0335419 -37.36 0.000 -1.318773 -1.187291
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.8824943 .0630691 -13.99 0.000 -1.006107 -.7588811
Catholic | -1.694753 .032356 -52.38 0.000 -1.758169 -1.631336
Mormon | .8235835 .1036074 7.95 0.000 .6205166 1.02665
Orthodox Christian | -1.272805 .139808 -9.10 0.000 -1.546824 -.9987867
Jehovah's Witness | 1.3891 .2000024 6.95 0.000 .9971024 1.781098
Other Christian | -1.111101 .1554223 -7.15 0.000 -1.415723 -.8064789
Jewish | -2.125008 .0785231 -27.06 0.000 -2.27891 -1.971105
Muslim | -.7868956 .1128681 -6.97 0.000 -1.008113 -.5656782
Buddhist | -1.690795 .121611 -13.90 0.000 -1.929148 -1.452442
Hindu | -2.073687 .1231944 -16.83 0.000 -2.315144 -1.832231
Other World Religions | -1.422475 .1983265 -7.17 0.000 -1.811188 -1.033762
Other Faiths | -2.315025 .0847412 -27.32 0.000 -2.481115 -2.148936
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -2.870637 .0331625 -86.56 0.000 -2.935635 -2.80564
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.262305 .0672884
-2.394188 -2.130422
/cut2 | -1.239829 .0665925
-1.370348 -1.10931
/cut3 | -.7926991 .066349
-.9227406 -.6626575
/cut4 | -.2230558 .0661185
-.3526456 -.093466
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit rbible gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 34,596.9893728796)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
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note: 50000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 60000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 70000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 80000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 90002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 100000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -50951.482
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -44573.092
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -44481.909
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -44481.645
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -44481.645
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(40)
= 12977.95
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -44481.645
Pseudo R2
=

34,584

0.1273

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------rbible | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .2265285 .0208247 10.88 0.000 .1857127 .2673442
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .8744469 .0484483 18.05 0.000 .7794899 .969404
Hispanic | .5386569 .0337191 15.97 0.000 .4725687 .6047452
Other | .2456968 .0435073 5.65 0.000 .1604241 .3309696
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .6794853 .0946033 7.18 0.000 .4940663 .8649042
|
income | .0006473 .0003396 1.91 0.057 -.0000183 .001313
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.1074626 .0696575 -1.54 0.123 -.2439889 .0290636
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2355637 .0586663 -4.02 0.000 -.3505475 -.1205798
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.193616 .0606548 -3.19 0.001 -.3124973 -.0747347
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.0860675 .0637357 -1.35 0.177 -.2109871 .0388521
Four year college or university..) | -.1889007 .0622388 -3.04 0.002 -.3108865 -.066915
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.1038847 .102922 -1.01 0.313 -.3056082 .0978387
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.1360132 .0650218 -2.09 0.036 -.2634535 -.0085728
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.4482384 .2020958 -2.22 0.027 -.8443388 -.0521379
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1495212 .0330145 4.53 0.000 .0848139 .2142285
South | .3984868 .0305555 13.04 0.000 .3385992 .4583744
West | .0913815 .0331383 2.76 0.006 .0264317 .1563313
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.223967 .0533305 -22.95 0.000 -1.328493 -1.119441
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -1.088835 .0743181 -14.65 0.000 -1.234495 -.9431739
Catholic | -1.854318 .0475611 -38.99 0.000 -1.947536 -1.761099
Mormon | .6572417 .1091101 6.02 0.000 .4433899 .8710935
Orthodox Christian | -1.570145 .1517391 -10.35 0.000 -1.867548 -1.272741
Jehovah's Witness | 1.256447 .2028235 6.19 0.000 .8589203 1.653974
Other Christian | -1.267378 .1592852 -7.96 0.000 -1.579571 -.955185
Jewish | -2.312427 .0860787 -26.86 0.000 -2.481138 -2.143716
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Muslim | -.9346185 .1180778 -7.92 0.000 -1.166047 -.7031902
Buddhist | -1.855639 .1265334 -14.67 0.000 -2.10364 -1.607638
Hindu | -2.235005 .1280391 -17.46 0.000 -2.485958 -1.984053
Other World Religions | -1.583415 .2016071 -7.85 0.000 -1.978557 -1.188272
Other Faiths | -2.491386 .0917229 -27.16 0.000 -2.67116 -2.311612
Unaffiliated (religious "nones") | -2.859669 .0500658 -57.12 0.000 -2.957796 -2.761542
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -1.540394 .099545 -15.47 0.000 -1.735498 -1.345289
Communion Partners | -.1880081 .0584186 -3.22 0.001 -.3025063 -.0735098
NCC Partners | .1265681 .0641904 1.97 0.049 .0007572 .252379
Sectarian Baptists | -.2527907 .0530756 -4.76 0.000 -.3568171 -.1487644
Pentecostals | .4185795 .0690626 6.06 0.000 .2832193 .5539397
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0534363 .0822699 -0.65 0.516 -.2146825 .1078098
Churches of Christ | -.3913009 .0917282 -4.27 0.000 -.5710848 -.2115169
Confessional Lutheran | -.9996197 .0955205 -10.46 0.000 -1.186836 -.8124029
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
Jewish |
0 (omitted)
Muslim |
0 (omitted)
Buddhist |
0 (omitted)
Hindu |
0 (omitted)
Other World |
0 (omitted)
Other Faiths |
0 (omitted)
Atheism/Agnostic | -.638421 .0508841 -12.55 0.000 -.738152 -.5386899
Nothing in Particular |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.429722 .0769802
-2.580601 -2.278844
/cut2 | -1.394858 .0763205
-1.544443 -1.245272
/cut3 | -.942003 .076082
-1.091121 -.7928851
/cut4 | -.3646309 .0758597
-.5133131 -.2159486
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(9) = 651.89
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Christians
. ologit rbible gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if relmove < 50000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 24,582.817970193)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -35517.363
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -33003.791
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -32972.294
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -32972.052
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -32972.052
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Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(24)
= 4341.01
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -32972.052
Pseudo R2
=

24,845

0.0618

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------rbible | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .3258735 .0243008 13.41 0.000 .2782449 .3735022
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .5946992 .0623701 9.54 0.000
.472456 .7169424
Hispanic | .5411391 .0391042 13.84 0.000 .4644964 .6177819
Other | .197643 .0567247 3.48 0.000 .0864647 .3088213
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .6734665 .117867 5.71 0.000 .4424514 .9044816
|
income | .0007417 .00039 1.90 0.057 -.0000227 .001506
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2205809 .0767651 -2.87 0.004 -.3710378 -.070124
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2770024 .0641466 -4.32 0.000 -.4027274 -.1512773
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.1670603 .0667278 -2.50 0.012 -.2978443 -.0362763
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.0556431 .0704697 -0.79 0.430 -.1937612 .082475
Four year college or university..) | -.1242109 .0689774 -1.80 0.072 -.2594041 .0109824
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.0429002 .122281 -0.35 0.726 -.2825665 .1967661
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.0239289 .0730269 -0.33 0.743 -.1670591 .1192012
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.3492458 .2215161 -1.58 0.115 -.7834094 .0849178
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1597868 .0386354 4.14 0.000 .0840627 .2355108
South | .427179 .0358648 11.91 0.000 .3568853 .4974727
West | .1581862 .0403107 3.92 0.000 .0791788 .2371937
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.28545 .0336409 -38.21 0.000 -1.351385 -1.219514
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.5626494 .0719303 -7.82 0.000 -.7036302 -.4216685
Catholic | -1.706673 .0329528 -51.79 0.000 -1.771259 -1.642087
Mormon | .758607 .1035131 7.33 0.000
.555725 .961489
Orthodox Christian | -1.290723 .139631 -9.24 0.000 -1.564394 -1.017051
Jehovah's Witness | 1.459482 .1986617 7.35 0.000 1.070113 1.848852
Other Christian | -1.093026 .1545672 -7.07 0.000 -1.395972 -.7900795
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.198998 .0746882
-2.345384 -2.052612
/cut2 | -1.162594 .0737671
-1.307175 -1.018013
/cut3 | -.711516 .0735122
-.8555973 -.5674347
/cut4 | -.1378331 .0732912
-.2814813 .0058151
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit rbible gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if relmove < 50000 [aw=
> weight]
(sum of wgt is 24,582.817970193)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
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note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 10000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 20000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40001.relmove omitted because of collinearity
note: 40002.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -35517.363
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -32758.154
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -32717.405
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -32717.111
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -32717.111
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(32)
= 4850.90
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -32717.111
Pseudo R2
=

24,845

0.0690

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------rbible | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .322679 .0244118 13.22 0.000 .2748328 .3705252
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .5455912 .0635024 8.59 0.000 .4211288 .6700536
Hispanic | .4988165 .0397603 12.55 0.000 .4208877 .5767453
Other | .1542255 .0570981 2.70 0.007 .0423153 .2661357
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .6458918 .1187484 5.44 0.000 .4131492 .8786345
|
income | .0008652 .0003921 2.21 0.027 .0000966 .0016338
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.197275 .0773865 -2.55 0.011 -.3489497 -.0456003
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.2685171 .0646621 -4.15 0.000 -.3952525 -.1417817
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.1643701 .0673009 -2.44 0.015 -.2962774 -.0324627
Two year associate degree from a.. | -.0519782 .0710028 -0.73 0.464 -.191141 .0871847
Four year college or university..) | -.1119932 .0695729 -1.61 0.107 -.2483537 .0243672
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | -.0312973 .1226932 -0.26 0.799 -.2717715 .2091769
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | -.0065923 .0736302 -0.09 0.929 -.1509047 .1377202
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.3451743 .2224378 -1.55 0.121 -.7811443 .0907957
|
cregion |
Midwest | .1914037 .0389463 4.91 0.000 .1150703 .2677371
South | .4251623 .0364195 11.67 0.000 .3537814 .4965432
West | .1716126 .0406298 4.22 0.000 .0919796 .2512456
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.245143 .0531884 -23.41 0.000 -1.349391 -1.140896
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.8065038 .0813063 -9.92 0.000 -.9658612 -.6471465
Catholic | -1.856304 .047789 -38.84 0.000 -1.949969 -1.762639
Mormon | .6097162 .1089015 5.60 0.000 .3962732 .8231592
Orthodox Christian | -1.614375 .1516448 -10.65 0.000 -1.911594 -1.317157
Jehovah's Witness | 1.33244 .2015674 6.61 0.000 .9373755 1.727505
Other Christian | -1.237795 .1585296 -7.81 0.000 -1.548507 -.9270828
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
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Christian Identifiers | -1.540489 .0991983 -15.53 0.000 -1.734914 -1.346064
Communion Partners | -.1976989 .0582826 -3.39 0.001 -.3119307 -.0834672
NCC Partners | .1683902 .064125 2.63 0.009 .0427076 .2940728
Sectarian Baptists | -.2357324 .0531055 -4.44 0.000 -.3398172 -.1316476
Pentecostals | .4304556 .0686685 6.27 0.000 .2958679 .5650433
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0377415 .0818575 -0.46 0.645 -.1981792 .1226962
Churches of Christ | -.3572416 .0911911 -3.92 0.000 -.5359728 -.1785104
Confessional Lutheran | -1.033809 .0953412 -10.84 0.000 -1.220674 -.8469438
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
Catholics |
0 (omitted)
Mormons |
0 (omitted)
Jehovah's Witness |
0 (omitted)
Other Christian |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.36119 .0840031
-2.525833 -2.196547
/cut2 | -1.311068 .0831162
-1.473973 -1.148163
/cut3 | -.8531568 .0828603
-1.01556 -.6907535
/cut4 | -.2703986 .0826404
-.4323707 -.1084265
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 509.88
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
. * Test for adding relmove for all Protestants
. ologit rbible gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad if reltrad < 10000 [aw=weight]
(sum of wgt is 16,181.9343921354)
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -22060.028
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -20959.334
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -20947.445
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -20947.439
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -20947.439
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(19)
= 1506.21
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -20947.439
Pseudo R2
=

16,450

0.0347

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------rbible | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .3549777 .0304142 11.67 0.000 .2953669 .4145885
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .4720653 .072904 6.48 0.000 .3291761 .6149545
Hispanic | .4454888 .0606583 7.34 0.000 .3266006 .5643769
Other | .0959214 .0699655 1.37 0.170 -.0412085 .2330514
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .6147169 .1518098 4.05 0.000 .3171751 .9122587
|
income | .0017118 .0004989 3.43 0.001 .0007341 .0026896
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|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2829311 .1134783 -2.49 0.013 -.5053444 -.0605177
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.1343789 .0993176 -1.35 0.176 -.3290379 .0602801
Some college, no degree (includ..) | -.0237371 .1014507 -0.23 0.815 -.2225768 .1751026
Two year associate degree from a.. | .042119 .1049974 0.40 0.688 -.1636721 .2479101
Four year college or university..) | .0636576 .1045675 0.61 0.543 -.1412909 .2686061
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .1288978 .1639059 0.79 0.432 -.1923518 .4501474
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .090563 .1084054 0.84 0.403 -.1219076 .3030336
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | -.0426571 .3208806 -0.13 0.894 -.6715715 .5862574
|
cregion |
Midwest | .022542 .051854 0.43 0.664 -.0790901 .124174
South | .3441851 .0477674 7.21 0.000 .2505627 .4378076
West | .0298996 .0557216 0.54 0.592 -.0793128 .139112
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.323109 .0343481 -38.52 0.000 -1.39043 -1.255788
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.4673292 .0789696 -5.92 0.000 -.6221068 -.3125515
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.212685 .109296
-2.426901 -1.998469
/cut2 | -1.13553 .1079774
-1.347162 -.9238981
/cut3 | -.6816508 .1076696
-.8926793 -.4706222
/cut4 | -.0965959 .1074371
-.3071688 .1139771
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store A
. ologit rbible gender i.racethn income i.educ i.cregion i.reltrad ib2.relmove if reltrad < 10000 [aw=
> weight]
(sum of wgt is 16,181.9343921354)
note: 2.relmove identifies no observations in the sample
note: 6000.relmove omitted because of collinearity
Iteration 0: log likelihood = -22060.028
Iteration 1: log likelihood = -20708.012
Iteration 2: log likelihood = -20677.041
Iteration 3: log likelihood = -20676.956
Iteration 4: log likelihood = -20676.956
Ordered logistic regression

Number of obs =
LR chi2(27)
= 2047.17
Prob > chi2
= 0.0000
Log likelihood = -20676.956
Pseudo R2
=

16,450

0.0472

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------rbible | Coef. Std. Err.
z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------gender | .3515477 .0306282 11.48 0.000 .2915175 .4115779
|
racethn |
Black non-Hispanic | .3819685 .0745414 5.12 0.000
.23587 .528067
Hispanic | .306166 .0627334 4.88 0.000 .1832108 .4291211
Other | .021853 .0706215 0.31 0.757 -.1165626 .1602685
Don’t know/Refused (VOL.) | .5659992 .1536816 3.68 0.000 .2647889 .8672096
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|
income | .0019433 .0005032 3.86 0.000 .0009571 .0029295
|
educ |
High school incomplete (Grades ..) | -.2126635 .114684 -1.85 0.064
-.43744 .0121129
High school graduate (Grade 12 ..) | -.0748636 .1003573 -0.75 0.456 -.2715603 .121833
Some college, no degree (includ..) | .0289247 .1025882 0.28 0.778 -.1721445 .2299938
Two year associate degree from a.. | .0968653 .1060628 0.91 0.361 -.1110139 .3047445
Four year college or university..) | .1371292 .1058706 1.30 0.195 -.0703734 .3446317
Some postgraduate or professiona.. | .1992762 .1648922 1.21 0.227 -.1239065 .5224589
Postgraduate or professional deg.. | .1740721 .1097593 1.59 0.113 -.0410521 .3891964
(VOL) Don't know/Refused | .015125 .3231663 0.05 0.963 -.6182693 .6485193
|
cregion |
Midwest | .0641128 .0525538 1.22 0.222 -.0388907 .1671163
South | .3345908 .048782 6.86 0.000 .2389799 .4302018
West | .0375103 .0565145 0.66 0.507 -.073256 .1482767
|
reltrad |
Mainline Protestant Tradition | -1.283071 .0535033 -23.98 0.000 -1.387935 -1.178206
Historically Black Protestant Tr.. | -.7026188 .0870888 -8.07 0.000 -.8733098 -.5319279
|
relmove |
2 |
0 (empty)
Christian Identifiers | -1.565575 .0995381 -15.73 0.000 -1.760666 -1.370483
Communion Partners | -.2372907 .0588677 -4.03 0.000 -.3526692 -.1219122
NCC Partners | .1879628 .0644406 2.92 0.004 .0616616 .3142641
Sectarian Baptists | -.2572416 .0537233 -4.79 0.000 -.3625374 -.1519458
Pentecostals | .4565342 .0687119 6.64 0.000 .3218613 .5912071
Neo-Evangelicals | -.0535998 .0818739 -0.65 0.513 -.2140697
.10687
Churches of Christ | -.3449714 .0911715 -3.78 0.000 -.5236643 -.1662785
Confessional Lutheran | -1.086732 .0962448 -11.29 0.000 -1.275369 -.898096
Sectarian NonDenoms |
0 (omitted)
------------------------------------+---------------------------------------------------------------/cut1 | -2.369976 .1174569
-2.600188 -2.139765
/cut2 | -1.263078 .1160854
-1.490601 -1.035555
/cut3 | -.7972729 .1157643
-1.024167 -.570379
/cut4 | -.1978369 .1155312
-.4242739 .0286002
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. estimates store B
. lrtest A B
Likelihood-ratio test
(Assumption: A nested in B)

LR chi2(8) = 540.97
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

.
.
end of do-file
. log close
name: <unnamed>
log: C:\Users\searc\Desktop\AppendixBLRTest.log
log type: text
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closed on: 19 Jun 2019, 00:34:54
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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